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Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox
Re Place based compact infrastructure pilot
Tuesday, 17 December 2019 10:04:50 AM

Thanks for the opportunity to provide feedback. I have attached a PDF which outlines my
main area of concern, that is the decision to postpone the redevelopment and upzoning of
the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct until stage 2.
In my opinion, delaying the rezoning and development of the area will negatively impact
the small group of residents
in North Strathfield as
most of the rest of the area is able to be rezoned and redeveloped under existing strategies
(Parramatta Road, Concord West Masterplan etc) but this group of streets, which is the
closest to North Strathfield and Concord West stations, will be surrounded by development
but left to rot for 10+ years until rezoning for these streets is approved. This will result in a
much poorer planning outcome for the area and potentially result in an ad hoc outcome.
Regards,

22 July 2019
Peter Gainsford
General Manager
City of Canada Bay Council
1A Marlborough Street,
Drummoyne NSW 2047

Dear Mr Gainsford,
RE:SUBMISSION IN RELATION TO THE CITY OF CANADA BAY’S DRAFT LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
STATEMENT AND LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY
We thank you for the opportunity to write to you in response to the draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic
Planning Statement (draft LSPS) and draft Local Housing Strategy (draft housing strategy) . This submission has
been prepared by the North Strathfield Residents’ Group, who represent the owners of land bound by Conway
Avenue, George Street, Allen Street and Powells Creek, North Strathfield (the site).
We would like to acknowledge the considerable time and effort that has been invested in the preparation of the draft
LSPS and its associated strategies which have been efficiently delivered prior to their scheduled public exhibition
period commencing on 1 July 2019.
This submission describes the site, its environs and its strategic context, namely the surrounding zoning of the site,
which has previously been earmarked for higher density residential development. It furthermore explores the
relationship with the draft LSPS, the Greater Sydney Region Plan A Metropolis of Three Cities, the Eastern City
District Plan, the Burwood, Strathfield and Homebush (BSH) Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)which all pertain to the site.
The submission relates specifically to the site’s suitability for rezoning to R4 High Density Residential for the
following reasons:


It has previously been identified as a location for higher density residential development;



It is within close proximity to public transport options including four railway stations, including North Strathfield,
Concord West, Strathfield and Homebush;



Although not confirmed, North Strathfield has been earmarked as a potential Sydney Metro West Station
location, for which the NSW State Government have allocated $6.4 billion over the next four years;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network, including the M4 Tunnel, Parramatta Road and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park; and



Proximity to local amenities including schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and specialty shops.

All these aforementioned factors characterise the site as a prime location for an uplift in residential density, which
will be herein discussed in detail.

1.0

The Site

The site, bound by Conway Avenue to the north, George Street to the east, Allen Street to the south and Powells
Creek to the west, is in the inner-west suburb of North Strathfield within the Canada Bay Local Government Area
(refer to Figure 1). The area is characterised by a mix of residential, commercial, light industrial and infrastructure
uses.
The site currently contains 274 properties consisting of 1-2 storey detached residential dwellings. Under the Canada
Bay Local Environmental Plan 2013 (CBLEP 2013) the site is primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres and maximum FSR of 0.5:1.

Figure 1

Site aerial image

Source: Nearmap & Ethos Urban
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Surrounding the site, there is a mix of R3 Medium Density Residential, B4 Mixed Use, B3 Commercial, IN1
Industrial, RE1 Public Recreation and SP1 Infrastructure zoned land. The Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy proposes R4 High Density Residential zones, however these are to be situated at other
locations near the site, which are distanced further from railway stations. The Bakehouse Quarter, MacDonald
College, Our Lady of the Assumption Primary School and existing high density development including Strathaven,
contribute to a mix of typologies and densities and character surrounding the site.
From a broader perspective, the site is located within an area that is contained by large urban structuring elements
including the T1 Strathfield to Epping Northern Railway Line to the east, the M4 Motorway, M4 Tunnel and
Parramatta Road to the south, and Bicentennial Parklands, Powells Creek and the A3 arterial road to the north and
west. These elements define the north-south orientation of the site, ensuring it maintains a cooperative relationship
with the railway line and cannot extend east-west. This area is identified as the Homebush Precinct under the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy 2016. Notably, the site is also contained within the
catchment area of the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct, GPOP and the Eastern City District of the
Greater Sydney Region.

2.0

Strategic context

2.1

Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030

The revised Sydney Olympic Park Master Plan 2030 and the concurrent State Environmental Planning Policy (State
Significant Precincts) 2005 are projected to deliver an additional 9,500 residents, 4,700 homes, and 2,500 jobs. The
Plan recognises and promotes the future role of Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) within the Greater Parramatta Priority
Growth Area (refer to Figure 2) and the Sydney Metropolitan area.
The site is located on the eastern edge of SOP. As such, it is strategically located to benefit from the provision of
open space, recreation and leisure activities as well as employment within the Park. The Powells Creek corridor
also extends along the western interface of the site offering green links and cycle connections to the broader region.
Additionally, development of the Homebush Precinct, including the site, presents the opportunity to create a
consistent development language across the area, with Homebush Precinct acting as the eastern gateway to the
Greater Parramatta Area.
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Figure 2

Greater Parramatta Priority Growth Area

Source: Department of Planning and Environment

2.2

Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

On 9 November 2016, the Minister for Planning, in conjunction with UrbanGrowth NSW and the State Government,
finalised the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy outlines a long
term vision for the transformation and urban renewal of the 20-kilometre Parramatta Road Corridor from
Camperdown to Holroyd.

2.2.1

Homebush Precinct

The Strategy is divided into two distinct sections; Corridor West and Corridor East and identifies eight precincts to
accommodate a diversity of land uses and densities supported by a range of active and public uses. The site is
located in Corridor East, within the Homebush Precinct. Under the Strategy, the Precinct, which includes part of
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North Strathfield, will be transformed into an active and varied hub, blending higher density housing and a mix of
different uses, all supported by a network of green links and open spaces in close proximity to public transport.
Under the Strategy it is envisaged that by 2050 the Homebush Precinct will be home to 19,500 people, 9,500
homes and 12,900 jobs.

2.2.2

The Draft Strategy – September 2015

The draft Strategy, published in September 2015, presented the opportunity for increased density throughout the
Homebush Precinct, from Parramatta Road to Concord West Station including the subject site. The Plan proposed
higher density residential development of an average of 8-storeys with a maximum 12-storeys (42 metres) for the
site (refer to Figure 3 below).

Figure 3

Draft strategy built form plan

Source: Urban Growth NSW & Ethos Urban
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2.2.3

Consultation outcomes – May 2016

During the public exhibition of the draft Strategy submissions were made by residents, land and business owners
and the City of Canada Bay Council and Strathfield Councils. The Consultation Outcomes Report for the Precinct
summarised the following issues:


The City of Canada Bay Council requested no rezoning north of Pomeroy Street until the City of Canada Bay
Draft Concord West Precinct Master Plan 2014;



Strathfield Municipal Council recommended that density and height be based on proximity to rail corridors
and/or other key transport nodes and expressed concern that many areas farthest from train stations were
assigned the highest development densities;



Concern from the vocal minority about the increased population compounding existing congestion, particularly
on George Street, Pomeroy Street, Underwood Road, Homebush Bay Drive and Australia Avenue; and



While there was community feedback from a loud minority opposing the proposed heights of development in the
Precinct, particularly in areas adjacent to single storey residential dwellings, there was general community
support for higher density development around train stations.

2.2.4

The Final Strategy – November 2016

The final Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy was released 9 November 2016. Whilst the
objectives of the Strategy remain consistent with the draft and increased density is achieved across most parts of
the Homebush Precinct, the original recommended changes to the site were not carried through to the Final
Strategy. The site would remain zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres
(refer to Figure 4 below).

Figure 4

Homebush precinct recommended land uses

Source: UrbanGrowth NSW

Whilst UrbanGrowth acknowledges that the plans presented in the draft Strategy were of good planning logic, they
were responsive to some of the stakeholder feedback and modified their recommendation to align with the requests
of a vocal and over-represented minority.
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2.2.5

Subsequent consultation and planning for North Strathfield

Since the release of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the North Strathfield Residents’
group has had several consultations with many layers of government and supporting agencies. The group has met
with the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), the Eastern District Commissioner, Office of the Premier, Planning
Minister’s Office, Sydney Metro West team, DPE, DPIE, Minister for Transport, City of Canada Bay Mayor, BSH
Planned Precinct team, Member for Reid, Member for Strathfield and Member for Drummoyne.
A summary of the consultation with some of these parties is outlined below:


15 March 2017 – GSC District Dialogues Workshop



24 August 2017 – Attended a GSC information session relating to the GSRP and Eastern City district plan;



30 August 2017 – Email from the DPE regarding a drop-in session attended by the North Strathfield Residents’
Group on 24 June 2017 in relation to North Strathfield’s exclusion from the BSH Planned Precinct. It
furthermore notes that ‘North Strathfield is already identified as a Precinct within the imminent release of the
Greater Parramatta Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan’;



17 October 2017 – Letter from Minister for Planning, Housing and Special Minister of State, Anthony Roberts
regarding the zoning of North Strathfield



19 October 2017 – Email from the GSC regarding joint workshops for Future Transport and the Eastern City
District on 14 and 18 November 2017;



25 October 2017 – Meeting with DPE and City of Canada Bay Council regarding the Greater Parramatta LUIIP
which includes North Strathfield, the BSH Planned Precinct and SIC for Greater Parramatta;



25 October 2017 – Letter from MP for Drummoyne, John Sidoti confirming that response from North Strathfield
Residents’ Group has been received by the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special Minister of
State, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP;



21 December 2017 – Letter from Canada Bay General Manager Gary Sawyer stating that North Strathfield is
contained within the investigation area for the BSH Planned Precinct;



12 February 2018 – Email from GSC providing an update on the region and district plans which responds to an
email inquiry from North Strathfield Residents’ Group;



19 March 2018 – Email from the GSC inviting the North Strathfield Residents’ Group to a briefing on the
finalised GSRP, district plans, Future Transport 2056 and NSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38;



11 April 2018 – Email from the DPE regarding the BSH Planned Precinct;



20 September 2018 – Letter from Scott Pedder, Director of Community and Environmental Planning at the City
of Canada Bay Council regarding the North Strathfield Precinct.



24 November 2018 – Email from GSC inviting North Strathfield Residents’ Group to their Citizens’ Panel
information session;



23 January 2019 – Letter from the City of Canada Bay Mayor Angelo Tsirekas providing an update on the North
Strathfield Planned Precinct;

The common theme throughout all these meetings was that up-zoning for the area could only be re-instated once
the locations of the Sydney Metro West Stations are announced, subsequently enabling the BSH Planned Precinct
to be announced. The majority of the conversations were empathetic to the situation that the residents have found
themselves in, as they have been in a state of uncertainty for several years in relation to their future. The views
expressed in the interviews were generally consistent with the North Strathfield Residents’ Group opinion that the
location is ideal for up-zoning and that the proposal for high density in less favourable locations nearby did not align
with planning principles.
It is noted that the area is in a perfect location to maximise value capture, encourage walkability, reduce car trips,
increase liveability and support the 30 minute cities priority. The residents feel that the release of the draft LSPS
without taking onboard all the feedback over the last 5 years has led to more confusion.
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3.0

Review of Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement & Draft Housing Strategy

3.1

Draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic Planning Statement

Our review of the draft LSPS finds some significant issues and opportunities surrounding its priorities, actions and
visions for residential growth in the LGA. These issues surround the following:


The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ within North Strathfield;



The proposal to implement the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy generally in accordance with the 2016-2023
Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design
study; and



The incorporation of Priority 11 which affirms the need to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications arising
from Sydney Metro West’ and its associated station locations.

3.1.1

Identification of terrace and dual occupancy potential

The draft LSPS identifies the site as having ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’, as is illustrated in the Structure
Plan, with an excerpt provided at Figure 5. The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ for the site is
uncharacteristic of the surrounding development and will not unlock the land use potential for the site. It will work to
the detriment of the site and its surroundings, given that the site is proximately located to four different railway
stations, is in the immediate vicinity of major metropolitan road networks and is less than 2km from a plethora of
recreational open spaces at Bicentennial Park and Sydney Olympic Park. For these reasons, the proposal to
incorporate medium density dwellings at the site location is contrary to the principles of Transit Oriented
Development.
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Figure 5

Canada Bay structure plan

Source: City of Canada Bay

3.1.2

Implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

In relation to housing supply, Action 5.1 of the draft LSPS provides that the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy is to
be implemented ‘generally in accordance with the 2016-2023 Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a
precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design study, including the preparation of a precinct wide
planning proposal, draft DCP, Affordable housing contributions scheme and local contributions scheme’.
As noted earlier in Section 2.2 of this report, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, which
was finalised in 2016, results in a planning outcome that disadvantages the site and its surroundings. This is
because the site is proximate to station locations, major roads in the Sydney metropolitan road network,
employment centres and local, recreational and cultural amenities. It is therefore necessary that Action 5.1 be
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amended, incorporating an exemption to the Parramatta Road Implementation Plan for the site, which lies within the
Homebush Precinct. This should be explicitly stated in the final LSPS, identifying the great potential herein for a
rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.
A number of the issues and implications emanating from the implementation of Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy at the site are detailed below.
Community Concerns
Despite the reported opposition to the draft Strategy, the site’s exclusion from a change in zoning under the
Strategy has caused significant concern amongst North Strathfield landowners and residents. Key concerns include:


That the site will become an island surrounded by high density development;



The logic for excluding the site from the Strategy given its proximity to North Strathfield and Concord West
Railway Stations and commercial and retail services and schools along George Street, comparative to other
sites which are further away from public transport and infrastructure yet were up-zoned;



Prolonged unease and uncertainty about the future of residents’ properties;



Landowners reluctant to invest in maintenance and redevelopment of their properties and therefore an overall
decline in the character and aesthetic of the area;



Significant upfront time and cost to pursue a proponent led rezoning on land which is currently not supported by
the Strategy;

The Strategy was initially proposed over three years ago, however the area has been subject to previous
investigations including the ‘Strathfield to Rhodes Corridor’ Strategy prepared by Concord Council over 20 years
ago. Since initial exhibition of the draft Strategy in 2014 residents of North Strathfield have been adjusting to the
imminent changes to their community; changes to both neighbouring properties as well as wider suburb area.
Constant uncertainty is stressful for residents and makes it difficult for residents to make appropriate decisions
about the future of their properties and lives.
Whilst the site has been recognised as having perceived “character”, many of the existing dwellings and the
patterns of subdivision are comparable to those areas proposed for R4 rezoning. As it is not clear why the area to
the west of Powells Creek and Underwood Road in Homebush, which arguably presents similar architectural and
built form characteristics as the site yet is further away from North Strathfield and Concord West Railway Stations,
has been proposed to be rezoned to R4, recognising the different jurisdictions and views of Canada Bay and
Strathfield Councils, it is possible that inconsistency in the application of the Strategy’s recommendations may result
in future impacts to the perceived character. Recognising that considerable investment would be required to
maintain the dwellings and their character over time, with such uncertainty about the future of their properties,
landowners are reluctant to invest. A lack of investment will no doubt have a cumulative impact to the perceived
character of the site over time.
Future Conditions for North Strathfield Residents
In the instance that the site retains its zoning and the areas surrounding it are redeveloped in accordance with the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the site will become an island of low density
development surrounded by high density development. The Precinct will function with an inverse logic where low to
medium density housing is located closest to public transport and services, and the greatest densities will be
located on the edges of the Precinct. Those living on the western side of Powells Creek and beyond 1 kilometre
from the railway stations, will likely utilise additional modes of transport including vehicle or bus, to access the
railway stations and services, further increasing pressure on Pomeroy and George Streets.
Overwhelming Community Support for a Rezoning
Despite reported opposition to the draft Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy and contrary to the
position adopted by UrbanGrowth, the community from Allen Street to Conway Avenue are strongly in favour of an
amendment to existing planning controls to facilitate R4 High Density Residential development. Since the initial
exhibition of the draft Strategy over three years ago, residents have adjusted to the prospect of change and
revitalisation of the suburb. As outlined above, residents face becoming an ‘island’ amongst higher density
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development. Residents wish to avoid continued uncertainty on the future of their properties by being included in
Council-led precinct planning for the area.
The residents have spent a considerable amount of time advocating for the inclusion of the site in the Strategy and
the short-term Implementation Plan 2016-2023, and through this submission, petition the City of Canada Bay
Council to encourage and support the identification of the site in the final LSPS and new LEP as R4 High Density
Residential land. It is therefore necessary for this to be amended, with a mention that the non-compliance with the
Parramatta Road Strategy will be in relation to North Strathfield, which will only achieve its land use potential
through rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.

3.1.3

Identification of land use opportunities arising from future Metro West Stations

A major priority incorporated into the draft LSPS as Priority 11 is to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications
arising from Sydney Metro West’ and specifically Action 11.1 which states:
Prior to rezoning occurring, a local planning study is to be prepared and endorsed by Council for the localities in
which a Sydney Metro West station is proposed, including development sites and their immediate surrounds,
that:
-

establishes preferred land uses within and around the new Metro locations;

-

establishes preferred built form outcomes within and around new Metro locations;

-

identifies the need for further studies or considerations resulting from transport infrastructure

We hope that on top of the four railway stations in the vicinity of the site and the previous strategic recognition of the
site as a location appropriate for high density residential development (see Figure 3), pursuant to Action 11, the
earmarked North Strathfield Metro Station, will automatically trigger the identification of the site as a location for
rezoning to high density residential. We are supportive of this priority and its associated action being employed to
provide a higher density in this location. However, we believe that the site, as it stands, with its close proximity to
four railway stations, key roads, employment precincts and cultural, recreational and local amenities, is prime for
high density residential development, potentially with a mixed use composition, comprising ground floor retail. The
GSC has in fact identified the site as an ideal location for up-zoning, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Eastern District Plan map

Source: Greater Sydney Commission

Section 3.9(3A) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) requires that:
‘The council for an area that is in the Greater Sydney Region must not make a local strategic planning statement
unless the Greater Sydney Commission has advised the council in writing that the Commission supports the
statement as being consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans’.
Therefore, if the draft LSPS does not provide a mechanism which facilitates the rezoning of the site to an R4 High
Density Residential zone, it will contravene Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act. The Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP)
and the Eastern City District Plan which apply to the site, both contain the objective of providing ‘a range of
housing types in the right locations’. The draft LSPS and Housing Strategy may propose a range of housing
types, however these are clearly not in the right location.
The GSRP further identifies eight locational criteria for urban renewal, which in this instance would most suitably be
characterised as mixed use development, containing ground floor retail and above ground high density residential.
An assessment of the compliance of the site with these locational criteria is provided in Table 1, demonstrating a
general consistency with the criteria and therefore highlighting the necessity of providing high density residential
development at the site.
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Table 1

Compliance of site with locational criteria in GSRP

Locational Criteria

Comments

alignment with investment in regional and district
infrastructure which acknowledges the catalytic
impacts of infrastructure such as Sydney Metro
Northwest and Sydney Metro City & Southwest,
NorthConnex, WestConnex, CBD and South East
Light Rail, Parramatta Light Rail, Northern Beaches
Hospital

The site is in close proximity to WestConnex (M4 Tunnel), which in turn
strategically positions it to accommodate an uplift in residential density.

other possible future investments such as Western
Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link and Sydney
Metro West and opportunities created by
enhancements to existing infrastructure such as
upgrades to schools, open space including sporting
facilities and transport

On top of the extensive rail infrastructure surrounding the site, including
North Strathfield, Concord West and Homebush Railway Stations, all of
which are within an 800m catchment area of the site, North Strathfield
has been earmarked as a future Sydney Metro West Station location (as
is also identified in the structure plan shown in Figure 5). Therefore, not
providing high density residential uses at this location will result in a
failure in achieving the core objective of providing ‘a range of housing
types in the right locations’.

accessibility to jobs

The site is within close proximity to employment precincts including
Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and Macquarie Park.

accessibility to regional transport, noting that high
frequency transport services can create efficient
connections to local transport services and expand
the catchment area of people who can access
regional transport

The site is situated within the immediate vicinity of three railway stations,
including Homebush, North Strathfield and Concord West Railway
Stations, which are each within 10 minutes walking distance from the site.
They provide high frequency transport services, including the T9 Northern
Line, T1 Western Line and T2 Inner West Line. These are high frequency
services which connect the site to various regions through Greater
Sydney.
Further to this, the site is situated in the vicinity of major roads within the
Sydney metropolitan road network, connecting it to regional bus services
such as the 410 bus service which connects Hurstville to Macquarie Park,
via Concord Road. This provides a high frequency transport service
efficiently connecting those in the vicinity of the site to various regions
throughout Greater Sydney.

catchment areas within walking distance (up to 10
minutes) of centres with rail, light rail or regional
bus transport

The site is situated within 10 minutes walking distance to Concord West,
North Strathfield and Homebush Railway Stations. Therefore, strategically
positioned for an uplift in residential density.

efficient interchanges with a comprehensive walking
and cycling network

The site is in the immediate vicinity of the Cooks River cycleway, which is
a 30 kilometre long shared use path for cyclists and pedestrians,
connecting Ryde in the northwest to Botany Bay in the south east. This
cycleway passes through Powells Creek, which borders the site to the
west.

areas of high social housing concentration where
there is good access to services, transport and jobs

N/A.

distance from special land uses such as ports and
airports.

The site is situated approximately 10.65km from Sydney Airport and
16.8km from Port Botany.

In light of section 3.9(3A) of the EP&A Act and given that such a substantial number of the GSRP criteria apply to
the site and to such a degree, this necessitates the provision of high density residential development within this
location, either through Priority 11 or an alternative mechanism that is incorporated into the final LSPS. Otherwise
the draft LSPS will not be consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans.
Therefore, we recommend that Priority 11 be a trigger to facilitate the rezoning of this site to R4 High Density
Residential zone. Additionally, it is a necessity that a further action be incorporated within the housing component of
the LSPS. This should identify North Strathfield, a site situated in close proximity to numerous railway stations, key
parts of the metropolitan road network, local, cultural and recreational amenities, and employment precincts is
undoubtedly the right location for high density residential development. Otherwise, the fundamental objective of the
GSRP to ‘provide a range of housing types in the right locations’, will not be achieved.
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3.2

Draft Local Housing Strategy

The draft Housing Strategy prepared by SGS on behalf of the City of Canada Bay Council espouses ‘large scale
urban renewal to deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined under State Government plans’.
However, as noted earlier, a key objective of the GSRP, the primary State Government strategic plan, is to ‘provide
a range of housing types in the right locations’. The draft Housing Strategy then identifies a two storey height
limit for the site, with the potential to explore a third storey (see Figure 7). This is contrary to the draft Housing
Strategy which claims it will deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined in State Government
plans but does not provide this type of housing at the site, which is ideally located for high density residential
development.

Figure 7

Mixed housing precinct

Source: SGS Economics and Planning

A letter written to the North Strathfield Residents Group, dated 2 July 2019, responding to a query regarding the
draft LSPS, stated that upon confirmation of the Metro West station locations, there will be further analysis to
confirm that the future stations are surrounded by appropriate housing choices (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8

Letter from Council to North Strathfield Residents Group

Source: City of Canada Bay Council

Undoubtedly, in a location that is currently within an 800m walking catchment of three railway stations, good
planning will inevitably result in the rezoning of the site to R4 High Density Residential. Further, the additional Metro
Station location should automatically trigger the rezoning of the site to an R4 High Density zone, and this should be
outlined within the final version of the Canada Bay LSPS.

4.0

Conclusions

In summary, this submission finds that the site is highly computable to support R4 High Density Residential
development for the following reasons:


The opportunity to realise transit oriented development and the objectives of the Greater Sydney Region Plan A
Metropolis of Three Cities;



Proximity to public transport options including four heavy rail train stations, being North Strathfield, Concord
West, Strathfield and Homebush, and multiple bus routes;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network including the M4 Tunnel , Parramatta Road, and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park;



Proximity to local amenities including the schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and speciality shops;



A Metro Station location being earmarked for North Strathfield, increasing demand for high density residential
development to be provided in this area; and
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5.0

It is located within the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to the
Olympic Peninsula.

Recommendation

Considering the above, it is recommended that the City of Canada Bay Council review the priorities and actions
provided within the draft LSPS and Housing Strategy and in turn in the final LSPS provide priorities and actions
which explicitly identify the North Strathfield Precinct as a location that is appropriate for rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential. This can either be actioned through an explicit mention exempting the North Strathfield Precinct
from the implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, due to its favourable
location for high density residential development. Alternatively, an additional action can be incorporated which
explicitly states the strategic merit of rezoning the site to R4 High Density Residential, given its close proximity to
four railway stations, key metropolitan roads, major employment precincts in the Parramatta and Sydney CBD and
local, cultural and recreational amenities. Further to this, Priority 11 which notes that land use opportunities arising
from Sydney Metro West need to be considered, should be made more specific upon the confirmation of the Metro
West Station locations, emphasising the need to rezone the site to R4 High Density.
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CAMELLIA LANDOWNERS ALLIANCE
18 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
PO Box 252
Parramatta NSW 2150
Attention: Sarah Hill

Dear Ms Hill,
Re: DRAFT - GPOP Place Infrastructure Compact Report (PIC) – Initial submission by the Camellia
Landowners Alliance
Thank-you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the GSC’s draft PIC. The Camellia Landowners
Alliance (CLA) convened by Billbergia hold over 35 hectares of former industrial land, long designated
for urban renewal and redevelopment into the Camellia Town Centre. The CLA have had a long history
of advocating for the inclusion of a Sydney Metro West station in the Camellia Town Centre, and have
worked with the Department of Planning, Industry and Environment and City of Parramatta Council
for over six years to deliver the Camellia Town Centre as exhibited in 2018.
Billbergia has a successful history of delivering new urban renewal communities from contaminated
former industrial sites, providing new homes for over 20,000 people, creating over 4,000 new jobs
and delivering new community, social and transportation infrastructure in Rhodes and Wentworth
Point over the past decade – representing a total private investment of over $10 Billion.
The recommendation from the Greater Sydney Commission’s (GSC) draft PIC report that the
development of Camellia as a new Town Centre for major new residential and employment uses be
deferred in favour of ‘urban services’ is entirely contrary to the:
•

•

•
•

proposed future for Camellia identified by various Government and Council strategic plans,
including the Draft Camellia Town Centre Masterplan (February 2018) and the Draft Local
Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS) (August 2019);
the recent announcement by the Minister for Planning and Public Spaces to ‘supercharge’ the
precinct planning process by way of collaborative planning between Councils, State agencies
and the community to resolve complex issues and drive quality place outcomes - Camellia
was included in this list;
Planning Proposals for 181 James Ruse Drive (currently with DPIE) and 1-9 Grand Avenue
(currently with Council); and
the significant investments that have already been made by various landowners in Camellia
seeking to deliver on the Government’s and the Council’s strategic vision.

The draft PIC report has been issued off the back of very limited information, with a very limited
timeframe for comment, and with a serious lack of supporting evidence and data to justify the
preliminary conclusion in relation to the future of Camellia. Moreover, earmarking Camellia for
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‘existing uses’ and ‘urban services’ poses a significant potential missed opportunity for the
Government of NSW, the City of Parramatta, and the future community of Camellia.
By focusing on the estimated costs of delivery per dwelling and job, the economics of which are not
provided and therefore questionable, the draft PIC report fails to focus on strategic value, or to
recognise that the landowners of Camellia are willing and committed to delivering up to $670 million
of infrastructure and $535 million in place-making benefits to government and the community. This
would include:
1. A new Metro station at NO COST TO GOVERNMENT in the Camellia Town Centre ($350
million);
2. A new Southern entry and exit of Camellia across Duck River to enable better truck and car
movements into/out of the precinct, which will also alleviate congestion and defer the need
to upgrade James Ruse Drive ($82 million) – postponing RMS expenditure estimated at $500
million;
3. A new Northern exit and bridge crossing the Parramatta River at Thackeray Street / Park Road
($75 million). This would be able to accommodate both cars and the PLR Stage 2;
4. Grand Avenue upgrades that could accommodate PLR Stage 2 ($64 million);
5. Relocation of the existing SPS ($70 million);
6. A pedestrian bridge linking the University of Western Sydney and student accommodation
and a major research facilities proposed at Camellia Town Centre ($7 million);
7. Land for a new school and delivery of a community centre ($20 million);
8. Major placemaking assets, including active and passive open spaces, the completion of a
regional cycle network, and the urban greening and increase in tree canopy that this area so
sorely needs ($100M);
9. Local roads, water, wastewater and importantly recycled water reticulation that would
leverage Sydney Water’s proposed new recycled water plant at Camellia ($180 million); and
10. The remediation of the site’s contaminated lands ($250 million).
The recoupment of these public benefits would rely on a new mixed-use residential and employment
centre in the delivery of the proposed new Town Centre. Should additional density be permitted in
the future, additional road infrastructure could be delivered such as a grade separation of the Grand
Avenue / Hassall Street and James Ruse Drive intersection, together with an additional exit from the
site at Clyde Street into Silverwater.
The recommendations in the draft PIC report also undermine the Parramatta Light Rail (PLR) business
case, as the marginal BCR for this project assumed over $200 million would be recouped in the form
of developer contributions from the development of the Camellia Town Centre.
If these public benefits offered by the CLA were to be taken into consideration in determining the
costs of delivery per dwelling and job, this would significantly reduce costs to Government by
approximately $120,000 per dwelling, and make Camellia one of the most cost effective precincts in
GPOP to deliver new homes and jobs (at around $20,000 per dwelling if we assume the PIC has
Camellia at $140,000).
With respect, it would be both financially absurd, and procedurally unfair to the landowners in
Camellia, to not test holistically and transparently, the robustness of the economics around the
Report’s draft costs of the delivery of infrastructure to Camellia .
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The Report’s recommendations also fail to consider and leverage the investment and benefits that will
be delivered or lost by the:
•
•
•

PLR Stage 1 initially stopping at, and then traversing the Town Centre with PLR2;
the Metro West (by not having a stop at the Camellia Town Centre); and
ultimately the creation of a Westmead/Parramatta/Camellia ‘Superhub’.

Camellia is a highly walkable destination from the Parramatta CBD, similar to Kings Cross and the
Sydney CBD, or Southbank and the Melbourne CBD. Both areas have experienced significant
gentrification and value increases over the last 10 years. Not having a Town Centre at Camellia will
miss the same value creation for the Parramatta CBD.
Significant other non-financial benefits have also not been factored into the GSC’s analysis. For
instance:
•

•

the ability to bring on dwelling supply and employment floor space quicker than other
precincts because of the consolidated nature of the site, together with the landowners not
having to rely on Government to deliver most of the required infrastructure; and
the ability to deliver targeted dwelling supply for particular segments of the population who
need to live close to city centres, such as, students, baby boomers or those requiring
affordable housing.

Further, the recommendations fail to recognise:
•
•

•

the fundamental and terminal decline of significant employment opportunities in Camellia
over the past 45 years – Camellia industrial employment has fallen by 91% since the 1970’s;
the over six years of ongoing collaboration between the CLA and the Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment and the City of Parramatta Council to deliver the proposed
Camellia Town Centre; and
that to continue ‘existing uses’ for another generation would result in the serious
unremediated contamination of Camellia remaining a hazard for adjacent communities in the
Central River City and an environmental liability for Government in the heart of Global
Sydney.

We respectfully submit that the:
•

•

•

Costs and apportionments used in the production of the draft PIC report must be opened to
scrutiny so that landowners and the public can understand and test the assumptions behind
the recommendations made in the report;
Benefits of developer led infrastructure delivery be incorporated into the model, better
reflecting the reduced costs to Government of servicing Camellia and partnering with
industry; and
the GSC collaborate with the landowners of Camellia and the other stakeholder Government
agencies to deliver a new major Town Centre that leverages the current and future
investments being delivered by the NSW Government.

We also request the following information be provided to the CLA:
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•
•

•

How was future travel behaviour, future travel profiles and future mode share targets
determined for both Scenario 3 ‘Transformative’ and Scenario 4 ‘Visionary’ for Camellia PIC?
Was any detailed traffic modelling performed to test future scenarios and future upgrades
(e.g. James Ruse Drive and Grand Avenue grade separation) for the 20-year forecasts within
the GPOP PIC? If yes, how was detailed traffic modelling used to determine the nexus and
apportionment percentage attributed to the Camellia Precinct for the James Ruse Drive and
Grand Avenue grade separation?
Can the GSC provide a list of all the infrastructure items proposed for Camellia-Rosehill to
Carlingford Precinct (Quadrant 2) and Camellia-Industrial, Rydalmere, Silverwater, Auburn
and Lidcombe (Quadrant 4) and the relevant apportionment methodology?

This is the initial submission from the Camellia Landowners Alliance. In our final submission in January
2020, further detail will be provided in terms of:
•
•

•

An integrated assessment of economic and value sharing benefits from the development uplift
of the Camellia area, and how this can further mitigate costs in the delivery of a Town Centre;
How the Camellia Town Centre can be an integral component in helping to change the ‘social
disadvantage spine’ of Greater Sydney, from Parramatta to Liverpool through the delivery of
accessible jobs, services, amenity and community infrastructure; and
How the market attractiveness of GPOP and the Central River City will transform with the
delivery of the Central River City ‘super hub’ of Camellia, Parramatta and Westmead, and
consequently add substantial Gross State Product to NSW over multiple decades.

The attached submission will demonstrate and further elaborate the arguments presented in this
letter
Kind regards,

[signed electronically]

Rick Graf
For the Camellia Landowners Alliance
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Submission to the GSC on the GPOP Place Infrastructure
Compact
1. Parramatta – the Central River City ‘Superhub’
For Parramatta to grow into a truly great and economically powerful city, it must have landmass and
transportation that connects its commercial, residential, educational and scientific hubs to stimulate
economic development. As at 2018, Parramatta’s economic contribution to NSW was $25 billion, a
mere 20% of the Sydney CBD contribution - 5-times greater at $125 billion. This is also reflected in
the employment density of the Sydney CBD that dwarfs Parramatta (Figure 1).
The relative economic contributions of each city are reflected in their respective sizes, with
Parramatta’s land footprint being one sixth the size of Sydney (Figure 2). The current and proposed
heavy rail, Metro and light rail servicing of each city corresponds to these differences and is historically
the reason why these differences exist (Figure 3).

Parramatta Vs Sydney City Employment Density*

Figure 1. Employment density of Parramatta Vs Sydney (Value Advisory Partners, 2019)
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Parramatta Central River City Vs Sydney Eastern City

Figure 2. Relative CBD Core sizes of Parramatta V Sydney

Figure 3. Current and proposed heavy rail, light rail and Metro for the Eastern and Central River City
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The projected growth under current market conditions to 2050 of Gross Floor Area (GFA), and
employment density, shows Parramatta lagging behind Sydney, North Sydney and Liverpool (Figure
4). Without a catalytic investment, Parramatta will not achieve its strategic status as Sydney’s Central
River city.

Parramatta City – Employment Density on Employment land
2050 Change from 2018

Figure 4. Future employment density in the major centres (Value Advisory Partners, 2019)

The delivery of the PLR Stages 1 and 2 and the Metro West by the NSW Government will go some way
to address the inequities between Parramatta and Sydney. However, the current proposal by the GSC
to cancel the development of Camellia as a Town Centre, and for the Metro to bypass Camellia, fails
to recognise the future economic, social and employment contribution that Camellia could provide to
the growth of the Parramatta CBD over the next century.
The creation of another transport interchange in proximity to the Parramatta CBD at Camellia,
consistent with that of Westmead, will provide better access to the Metro and reduce congestion at
the already crowded Parramatta station.
Both the City of Parramatta’s Economic Development Plan (2017) and Destination Management Plan
(2018), identify the Camellia/Rosehill area as an important precinct for the future economic, social
and recreational services they could provide for the Parramatta core. A Metro station and the
establishment of a Town Centre would provide a catalyst for the development of diverse businesses
such as technology, smart manufacturing, back office services and recreation that are unable to be
located within the existing Parramatta CBD, but are enabled and activated through high quality
connectivity. The agglomeration effect provided by these services, and fast connections between
Camellia and Parramatta, would not only benefit these centres, but the wider GPOP district.
Failing to create a new Town Centre, and failing to provide Camellia with a Metro station, will also fail
to address the long-term decline in employment in Camellia. Figure 5 shows the growth, and terminal
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decline of employment in Camellia over the last 90 years. This is supported by data showing only 94
and 53 heavy vehicles exiting and entering the site in the morning peak. Only new employment dense
industries and commercial enterprises on the back of decontamination of the site, leveraged from the
value created by the delivery of a new Town Centre and Metro station, will arrest the 91% decline in
jobs on the peninsula from its peak in 1976, to only 1,600 jobs today.

Figure 5. Decline of employment at Camellia (adapted from ABS data, 2018)

The current option for the Metro to bypass Camellia in favour of Rydalmere is also flawed on
economic, housing, employment and place-making grounds. Figure 6 shows the relative benefits Vs
costs to Government favour a Metro station located at Camellia, and Figure 7 shows that the wider
benefits of focusing development on Camellia favours that precinct over Rydalmere.
The location of a Metro station at Rydalmere may also have a perverse impact on the 10,000 education
and manufacturing jobs located in this area, with pressure to rezone land for the higher value
residential uses in response to the faster connections to the city provided by the Metro.
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Comparative Benefit / Cost Analysis

Figure 6. Costs and benefits to Government of locating a Metro station at Camellia Vs Rydalmere

Comparative Benefits (Additional)

Figure 7. Additional benefits of developing Camellia Vs Rydalmere

In summary, the proposed decision of not pursing Camellia as a new Town Centre, and not locating a
Metro station at Camellia, fails to capitalise on a once in a lifetime opportunity to create another
economic ‘Superhub’, based around Westmead, Parramatta and Camellia. By rerouting the Metro
and including a station at Camellia, the proximity of Westmead, Parramatta and Camellia will provide
the agglomerative effects for these precincts to function as one economic unit, and truly make
Parramatta the Central River City that the GSC and Government aspire to (Figure 8).
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Sydney West Metro - Creating another Super City

Figure 8. The realisation of the Western City ‘Superhub’ by allowing development at Camellia and the delivery of a Metro
station

2. Recommendations of PIC inconsistent with previous studies
The landowners of Camellia have spent over six years collaborating with the City and the Department
of Planning, Industry and Environment, culminating in the release of the Draft Camellia Town Centre
Masterplan in February 2018, and the City’s Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS) in August
this year. It is disappointing that to date the GSC has not shown the same spirit of collaboration of
either the Department or City, which has resulted in a PIC that is completely inconsistent with the
Department’s masterplan, the City’s LSPS, and the GSC’s own Central District Plan.
The Department’s Masterplan envisages the delivery of up to 10,000 dwellings (with five percent of
these affordable), and 200,000 square metres of commercial and retail employment space being
delivered in the Camellia town centre. The City’s LSPS targets 9,100 new dwellings and 5,000 new jobs
to be delivered in Camellia up to 2036. This is almost 10 percent of the dwelling supply required within
the Parramatta LGA.
Job numbers at Camellia have been in terminal decline for the last 45 years, and now number only
1,600 (Figure 5 above). The job decline of Camellia can only be reversed if there is a zoning change
that creates value to fund the required remediation, and the delivery of a new commercial core
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consistent with both the Department’s masterplan, the City’s LSPS, which contemplate delivery of
200,000 square metres of new employment floor space, and 5,000 new jobs.
The recommendations of the PIC will not achieve the employment and housing outcomes that
Camellia needs to support the new Central City.

3. Camellia – a greenfield site in a brownfield setting
Nowhere across Sydney is there a 40-hectare site held in consolidated ownership that will benefit
from a significant investment in transport infrastructure. This provides a unique opportunity for
Government to leverage industry partners and maximise the value captured through a rezoning, that
will deliver catalytic and place making infrastructure, and create a master planned community free of
encumbrances from adjacent sites. Being a consolidated site will also mean a significantly increased
rate of production of new dwellings and jobs to support the Parramatta commercial core.
With the land constraints and fragmented landholdings that the Central River District currently
experiences elsewhere, and the capital constrained budgets that the State and City budget operate
under, the delivery of a new Town Centre at minimal cost to the NSW Government or the City of
Parramatta is surely an opportunity that cannot be missed.

4. Cost recovery of Parramatta Light Rail impacted by no development
at Camellia
As outlined above, in addition to Government not being able to achieve employment and housing
targets by not allowing development at Camellia, if the proposed changes to Camellia’s planning
controls do not proceed, it will suffer a major shortfall in cost recovery from the delivery of the PLR.
A fundamental assumption behind the business case for the PLR was that Government would capture
the benefits of increased land value, driven by the increased employment and housing density from
the precincts serviced. This value was to be captured by a Special Infrastructure Contribution, which
at $200 per square metre (roughly $20,000 per dwelling) would generate $200 million towards the
recovery of the multi-billion-dollar PLR. Given that the PLR services Camellia, with an option for Stage
2 to travel through the proposed Town Centre, the GSC’s recommendation for no development at
Camellia would appear at odds with Government’s aim of cost recovery for this project.

5. Fuel lines and fuel trucks not inconsistent with development of the
Camellia town centre.
The GSC has stated that the development of the Camellia Town Centre is inconsistent with the
operations of the existing fuel lines and truck movements into and out of the site. The figures in the
appendix show 350 mm fuel lines within road easements adjacent to residential and employment
areas. Section 1 above shows that morning truck movements out of and into the site during the AM
peak are only 94 and 53 respectively. The offer by the landowners detailed below in Section 6 includes
the delivery at no cost to Government of additional entry and exit points into Camellia to the south
(Carnarvon Street) and north (Thackery Street). These would be used by trucks and they would
therefore not traverse the town centre. The arguments mounted by the GSC that the existing uses of
Camellia are not consistent with a Town Centre are simply untrue.
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6. The landowner’s provisional offer
Billbergia has a record of delivering masterplanned communities on challenging, previously
contaminated sites across the Olympic Peninsula. Their most recent developments at Wentworth
Point and Rhodes have delivered homes for over 20,000 people, creating over 4,000 new jobs and
delivering new community, social and transportation infrastructure in Rhodes and Wentworth Point
over the past decade – representing a total private investment of over $10 Billion.
The central thesis behind the PIC’s recommendation that development of a Town Centre at Camellia
should be cancelled in favour of ‘urban services’ is that the cost to Government of delivering new
residents and jobs is too high. Page nine of the PIC asserts that the cost of delivery of Camellia /
Rosehill being at least double that of Olympic Park, and four times that of Parramatta CBD. The PIC
Report contains no detail on the infrastructure lists, costings and apportionment underpinning this
analysis.
The asserted cost comparisons do not appear to be supported by the evidence, particularly given the
same catalytic infrastructure is servicing all three precincts, however no further assessment can be
made in this submission without those costings. These costings will be sought to ensure there is
proper economic evidence for the conclusions reached in the PIC in this regard.
As a major land holder in Camellia, Billbergia is a key stakeholder in the decision to develop a Town
Centre. Without access to the detailed comparative costings underpinning the recommendation to
cancel the development of a Town Centre, Billbergia and all other landowners in Camellia are being
denied their procedural right to be heard in an administrative decision affecting their interests. It is
for this reason that Billbergia submits that the detailed comparative costings, infrastructure lists and
apportionments underpinning the analysis must be made publicly available.
Should Government wish to collaborate with the Camellia landowners, significant value and benefits
can be delivered that will reduce the costs of accommodating new jobs and homes in Camellia,
fundamentally shifting the outcomes and conclusions of the PIC. We are confident that this will
demonstrate Camellia is one of the most cost-effective precincts of GPOP for Government to achieve
its objectives of making Parramatta a truly great and economically powerful Central River City.
The following section of this submission provides some detail as to how the landowners of Camellia
can deliver $670 million of infrastructure and $535 million of placemaking benefits to the NSW
Government and City of Parramatta and reduce the costs of service delivery by $120,000 per dwelling.
This is shown in figures 9-12, with further detail on strategic costings provided in the attachments.
The following premises underpin this provisional offer:
1. The proposed Metro station be located at Camellia and the landowners fund the associated
station, costed at $350 million.
2. A new Southern entry and exit of Camellia is delivered to enable better truck and car
movements into/out of the precinct which will also alleviate congestion and defer the need
to upgrade James Ruse Drive. New bridges and internal road extensions to cross the Duck
River Carnarvon Street ($82 million).
3. A new Northern exit and bridge crossing the Parramatta River at Thackeray Street / Park
Road would be delivered ($75 million). This would be able to accommodate both cars and
the PLR Stage 2 and avoid the PLR route traversing through Rydalmere, providing a significant
saving to this project.
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4. Grand Avenue itself would be upgraded to a two-lane boulevard in each direction, with
parking, and a 12-metre median that could accommodate PLR Stage 2 ($64 million).
5. To deliver the Town Centre, the existing SPS would be relocated ($70 million)
6. To provide a connection to the University of Western Sydney and student accommodation
and major research facilities proposed at Camellia, a pedestrian bridge would be cantilevered
off the PLR stage 1 crossing of Parramatta River ($7 million).
7. Land for a new school and delivery of a community centre would also be delivered ($20
million).
8. Major placemaking assets would be delivered ($100M), including active and passive open
spaces, the completion of a regional cycle network, and the urban greening and increase in
tree canopy that this area so sorely needs.
9. Other traditional developer delivered works such as local roads, water, wastewater and
importantly recycled water reticulation that would leverage Sydney Water’s new recycled
water plant at Camellia would also be delivered ($180 million).
10. To enable all of this to happen, the Camellia site must be remediated ($250 million). This
cannot happen without the investment by the landowners in the delivery of the Town
Centre.
The above is a summary of only some of the extensive work that has been done with various
stakeholder Government agencies and the City over a period of six years to identify the infrastructure
needs to support the new proposed Camellia Town Centre and the funding solution for this. It is
imperative that the GSC meets with the major landowners in Camellia to carefully consider the work
that has been done to date, which appears to have been wholly ignored in the PIC, before making any
recommendations in relation to the future of Camellia.
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Potential Camellia Landowners Offer

Value

Costed in
PIC?
ü
ü
ü
ü

Timing

$
$
$
$
$

75,000,000
350,000,000
70,000,000
15,000,000
510,000,000

$
$
$
$
$

82,000,000
63,500,000
6,000,000
7,000,000
158,500,000

ü
ü
ü
ü

2023
2023
2026
2023

$
$

50,000,000
70,000,000

$

100,000,000

$
$
$
$

60,000,000
5,000,000
250,000,000
535,000,000

ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
x

As development proceeds

Benefits delivered by landowners
State infrastructure
New Thackeray St bridge for cars and PLR
New metro station at Camelia
Relocation of SPS
Land for school school

Total cost saving to Government

$

1,203,500,000

Cost per dwelling of infrastructrure provided for Camelia (10,000 dwellings)

$

120,350

Regional infrastructure
Carnarvon Street extension and new bridge crossing over Duck River
Grand Avenue upgrade
New regional cycleway along Parramatta River
New pedestrian access across Parramatta River to Western Sydney University
Local / developer infrastructure
Recycled water network in Camelia (@5k/dwelling)
New water and wastewater network (@7k/dwelling)
New neighbourhood parks
New active open space
New passive open space
Increased tree canopy to mitigate urban heat island effect
New local roads (@6k/dwelling)
Community centre
Remediation of site

2023
2030
2025
2026

Figure 9. $1.2 billion infrastructure provisional offer by Camellia landowners, saving the NSW Government and the City of Parramatta around $120,000 per dwelling
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Net costs of development at Camellia, additional savings and revenue forgone

Total benefits delivered by landowners
Cost per dwelling saving to Government (@10,000 dwellings)

$
$

1,203,500,000
120,350

Assumed cost per dwelling in GIC for Camellia
Reduced net cost to Government per dwelling from developer delivered benefits

$
$

140,000
19,650

Net cost to Government of servicing 10,000 dwellings

$

294,750,000

Additional benefit delivered by developers at Camellia
Defer need for upgrade of James Ruse Drive from grade separated intersection and
additional entry and exit points (@57% of $750m)
$
Student accommodation adjacent to University of Western Sydney
Decontamination of site that otherwise would not be able to be achieved without rezoning $

427,500,000

Costs of not allowing residential development
SIC revenue forgone from no residential development (@$20k/dwelling)

$

250,000,000

200,000,000

Figure 10. The Potential infrastructure offer reduces government costs per dwelling of development to Camellia to around $20,000 per dwelling
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Figure 11. Key State and regional infrastructure that can be delivered by the landowners, together with timing and strategic cost estimates
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Figure 12. Detail around how the existing pumping station can be relocated to accommodate a new Town Centre at Camellia
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Camellia Map – Major Land Holdings

Map - Camellia landholdings

7. Conclusion
By partnering and collaborating with the Camellia landowners, the NSW Government has a major
opportunity to;
a. remediate a major contaminated precinct;
b. deliver major catalytic, enabling and place making infrastructure to support a new Town
Centre;
c. deliver 10,000 new homes; and
d. deliver significant employment opportunities at a significantly reduced cost.
This collaboration will challenge the GSC’s PIC and demonstrate that Camellia will be one of the
cheapest areas in GPOP to develop for the NSW Government.
The development of Camellia as a Town Centre in GPOP also leverages the significant investments
currently being made / planned to be made by the NSW Government in the PLR Stages 1 and 2, and
the Sydney Metro West. More importantly, the Town Centre enables the development of a third
residential and commercial hub on the eastern edge of the Parramatta CBD, that will enable the
conglomerate of Camellia, Parramatta core and Westmead to truly thrive as an economic engine and
enable Parramatta to realise its potential as the Central River City.
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We therefore respectfully submit that the assumptions behind the PIC, and the model used to derive
the results and its recommendation be re-examined, and re-calibrated, to include the significant
benefits offered by the landowners, and ultimately saved by the NSW Government.
We also respectfully request that the:
•

•

•

Costs and apportionments used in the PIC production be opened to scrutiny so that
landowners and the public can understand the assumptions behind the recommendations
made in the PIC;
Benefits of developer led infrastructure delivery be incorporated into the model, better
reflecting the reduced costs to the NSW Government of servicing Camellia and partnering with
industry; and
the GSC commence collaborating with the landowners of Camellia to deliver a new major
Town Centre that leverages the current and future investments being delivered by the NSW
Government.

We also request the following information be provided to the CLA:
•
•

•

How was future travel behaviour, future travel profiles and future mode share targets
determined for both Scenario 3 ‘Transformative’ and Scenario 4 ‘Visionary’ for Camellia PIC?
Was any detailed traffic modelling undertaken to test future scenarios and future upgrades
(e.g. James Ruse Drive and Grand Avenue grade separation) for the 20-year forecasts within
the GPOP PIC? If yes, how was detailed traffic modelling used to determine the nexus and
apportionment percentage attributed to the Camellia Precinct for the James Ruse Drive and
Grand Avenue grade separation?
Can the GSC provide a list of all the infrastructure items proposed for Camellia-Rosehill to
Carlingford Precinct (Quadrant 2) and Camellia-Industrial, Rydalmere, Silverwater, Auburn
and Lidcombe (Quadrant 4)?
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Figure 13. Thackery Street, Park Road Bridge
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Figure 14. Clyde Street extension and Bridge
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Figure 15. Carnarvon Street extension & Bridge
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Figure 16. Grand Avenue Grade separated intersection
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Figure 17. Grand Avenue improvements
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Figure 18. 350mm Caltex pipeline Kurnell to Wickham – Camellia

Figure 19. 350mm Caltex pipeline Kurnell to Wickham - section near Blacktown
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Figure 20. 350mm Caltex pipeline Kurnell to Wickham - section near Blacktown

Figure 21. Viva / Shell Pipeline, Meadowbank, immediately adjacent to high density residential
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17 January 2020

Greater Sydney Commission
PO Box 252
Parramatta NSW 2150
Attention: Sarah Hill

Dear Ms Hill,
Re: DRAFT - GPOP Place Infrastructure Compact Report (PIC) – Further Submission by the Camellia
Landowners Alliance
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a further submission on the Greater Sydney Commission’s
(GSC) draft GPOP PIC. This submission should be read in conjunction with the submission by the
Camellia Landowners Alliance (CLA) led by the Billbergia Group dated 18 December 2019 and provides
additional evidence to support a business case for development of the Camellia Town Centre.
Billbergia has a long history of collaboration across all levels of Government to deliver growth enabling
infrastructure to support Government housing targets. This includes the private funding and delivery
of more than $200 million in public infrastructure to support urban renewal and jobs at Wentworth
Point and Rhodes and the provision of housing for over 30,000 people over the past decade.
Specifically, acting on behalf of the CLA, Billbergia has worked with Government for over five years on
the proposed Camellia Town Centre, together with a proposed Sydney Metro West Station at Camellia.
The CLA has also co-operated closely with industry bodies, such as the Western Sydney Business
Chamber, Urban Taskforce and UDIA NSW and we note these organisations also support the
recommendation that Camellia be promptly developed as a Town Centre.
Moreover, we also note that in its submission to Metro West on Strategic Station Options, the City of
Parramatta Council also advocates for an intermediate Metro stop at Camellia and that the Camellia
Town Centre be pursued, consistent with the Draft Camellia Town Centre Masterplan (February 2018)
and the Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS) (August 2019). These views are entirely
consistent with the views expressed in the CLA’s draft submission of 18 December 2019.
In light of the above matters, we are understandably alarmed that the GSC has - without active industry
stakeholder or local government engagement - reached and published conclusions and
recommendations associated with the draft PIC that the Camellia Town Centre not be pursued.
Without supporting evidence or transparency regarding comparative cost allocations, we can only
conclude that the GSC’s stated position will result in the loss to the State of NSW of more than $1.2
billion in private infrastructure investment from the CLA. This loss would translate to over $5 billion in
direct economic benefits plus the further benefits of agglomeration, to support the immediate urban
renewal of Camellia.
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We are disappointed that the lack of transparency surrounding the GSC’s draft continues with the nondisclosure of all submissions made to the GSC on the PIC. This seriously undermines industry and public
confidence in the GSC recommendations and the conclusions contained within the draft PIC.
It also seriously undermines the private sector’s confidence in the current process, particularly when
significant investments have already been made over the past five years on the basis of planning
documents published by the Department of Planning and the City of Parramatta.
This inconsistency in planning objectives from Government agencies has serious implications for
private sector confidence, in turn risking reduced investment and flight of capital to other States. This
uncertainty risks stalling the already soft recovery in the housing market.
We were also surprised and extremely disappointed to read the article published by the Sydney
Morning Herald on December 23, 2019 – two business days after the close of submissions on the Draft
GPOP PIC. The timing of this article and the quotes attributed to the GSC suggest a failure to fully
consider all submissions on the draft PIC without proper analysis. It further indicates that the
submission by the CLA and what it would mean for the new Camellia Town Centre, has been either
dismissed or not understood by the GSC.
The CLA is in full agreement with the sentiment that “…we must avoid the mistakes of Green Square
and Leppington…” and “align infrastructure and growth…”. The CLA offering to deliver over $1.2 billion
in catalytic and place making public infrastructure in an area of consolidated landownership, would
ensure that infrastructure delivery is completely aligned with growth.
The delivery of a Town Centre at Camellia would also ensure that the significant investment made by
the NSW Government in the Metro West and the Parramatta Light Rail would return the significantly
enhanced economic value.
The comment also attributed to the GSC, that “…When we delved deeper, we found things we didn’t
appreciate [initially]…” reflects poorly on the draft PIC and the process. What the GSC found, and the
basis for those findings, are not made clear in the report, and not supported by any explanations or
evidence.
We would encourage the GSC to revisit our preliminary submission in this context and the significance
of what is being offered. Note that this level of private sector investment in an urban setting - without
seeking ownership - is rarely seen in Australia.
Creating a Central River City ‘Super Hub’
Our preliminary submission outlined in some detail the need for the creation of a ‘Central City Super
Hub’, anchored by Westmead to the west and the new Camellia Town Centre to the east, to drive the
development of Parramatta as Sydney’s second great city.
The current quantum difference between the economic output of Sydney city is five times greater
compared to Parramatta city as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Relative economic output of Parramatta Vs Sydney (Value Advisory Partners, 2019)

Without a new Camellia Town Centre that delivers 10,000 dwellings (five percent being affordable
accommodation) to house the workforce of a growing Parramatta, and 200,000 square metres of new
employment space (4,000 new jobs), Parramatta will not achieve its full potential as the Central River
City. The ability of Parramatta Council to meet its housing targets outlined in its draft Local Strategic
Planning Statement, without the development of Camellia, is also questionable.
Delivery costs
The CLA also has serious concerns with the apportionment of costs attributed to Camellia in the draft
PIC. It appears that the central thesis of the GSC’s recommendation that the Camellia Town Centre be
cancelled in favour of an Urban Services Centre for GPOP is that the estimated cost to Government
was far greater than other precincts in GPOP (Figure 21 in the PIC).
However, no detailed analysis has been provided to support this thesis.
The CLA’s preliminary submission illustrated that the $1.2 billion offer put forward would bring the
estimated cost to Government in the draft PIC down from what appears to be approximately
$140k/dwelling to $20k/dwelling, resulting in Camellia being the lowest cost to Government of
delivering new dwellings in GPOP.
To demonstrate this, we have adapted the comparative analysis provided by the GSC in Figure 21 from
the PIC, to show the reduced cost to Government of delivering new jobs across GPOP with the $1.2B
investment by the CLA. Figure 2 shows that if the offer by the CLA is taken into account, the delivery
of new jobs in Camellia will cost less to Government than any other precinct in GPOP, and less than
Rydalmere by a factor of 4.

Figure 2. Comparative costs per job delivered across GPOP (Value Advisory Partners, 2020)
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Comparing Camellia to other Large-Scale Projects
If we take publicly available information relating to the costs of delivering jobs in other employment
centres such as the Aerotropolis and Rydalmere, even with the findings of the GSC in relation to
Camellia which do not include the significant contribution of $1.2B, the costs of delivering jobs after
the CLA’s offer is taken into consideration, compares extremely favourably to both Rydalmere and the
Aerotropolis (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Comparative costs per job across Aerotropolis, Rydalmere and Camellia (Value Advisory Partners, 2020)

It would be unconscionable to the taxpayers of NSW that the GSC should exclude the development of
Camellia as a new Town Centre, and the private sector inflow of $1.2B to the public purse, when on
any metric it is shown that it is the lowest cost to Government to develop and deliver both new
housing and new jobs.
A Town Centre is not inconsistent with “Urban Services”
At this point in time we know the Camellia industrial area will be used for:
•

the Metro and Parramatta light rail stabling yards;

•

a new water recycling plant; and

•

continued use by Viva as a fuel transfer station.

The CLA is unaware of any other potential users of the rest of the site, or uses where the value created
would be able to offset the remediation of contamination on the site (as contained in our preliminary
submission, the CLA has budgeted $250 million for the decontamination of the Town Centre site another cost that the Government does not need to bear).
Figure 4 below shows the modelled employment growth under the CLA proposal is far greater with the
creation of a new Town Centre under the CLA proposal than compared with the GSC’s PIC, or what
might be experienced at Rydalmere.
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Figure 4. Comparative jobs growth at Camellia under the PIC, CLA proposal, and Rydalmere (Value Advisory Partners, 2020)

The sterilisation of centrally located waterfront land from further development, while employment
continues to decline (as outlined in our preliminary submission) and contamination continues to
remain a risk, in the hope that other future users may be able to deal with the problem, would be
negligent, unhelpful and economically inefficient.
There is been an inference by the GSC that a Town Centre is inconsistent with these other uses. As
part of the offer detailed in our preliminary submission, we detailed the delivery of two additional road
and bridge connections to the north and south (Thackeray St and Carnarvon St) that could be used by
heavy vehicles to avoid the Town Centre.
We also showed that the existing network of underground fuel lines already traverse urbanised areas
at Meadowbank and Blacktown, similar to Grand Avenue at Camellia. The inference of incompatible
land uses with a Town Centre is simply not true.
We have also performed additional traffic counts that show that the current number of liquid tankers
entering and exiting at James Ruse Drive and Grand Avenue in late 2019 has fallen to only 132 per day,
also reflecting the terminal decline of employment at Camellia that could be arrested by the
development of a Town Centre, as we also described in our preliminary submission. All of these
tankers would in future be diverted to use the new bridge connections to the north and south, rather
than Grand Avenue.
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Camellia Town Centre Clear of Flooding from Sea level Rise
There has also been an inference from the GSC that the development of Camellia is inherently risky
due to the dangers of climate change, raised sea levels and therefore flooding. Figure 5 shows that at
the highest tide forecast at year-2100 (light blue), there is no flooding of the proposed Town Centre.
To address any potential overland flow the Town Centre would be engineered at a higher level than
the surrounding areas.
Again, there is no basis for assertions that the development of Camellia as a Town Centre is
incompatible due to the risk of flooding.

Figure 5. Flooding at high tide in 2100 (Coastal Risk Australia, 2020)

Delivery of infrastructure with development
Figure 22 of the draft PIC outlines the precincts or master planned areas and the major planning
proposals across GPOP. The inference is that there are too many development fronts, that it will be
too costly for Government to service and that it could lead to an “oversupply of development in the
market”.
•

Firstly, in a market as expensive as Sydney, with its 100,000-dwelling supply deficit, concerns
of possible oversupply are not credible and market risks are borne by the private sector
development industry.

•

Secondly, no other precinct on the GPOP map has the scale of land being held privately in
consolidated ownership, and therefore able to deliver homes and infrastructure faster, and is
the beneficiary of committed transport projects (Parramatta Light Rail and Metro West) and
utilise these investments best.

•

And thirdly, no other landowner group can deliver over $1.2 billion in catalytic and placemaking infrastructure at no cost to Government, concurrent with development, making it the
most cost-effective precinct for Government to service.
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The three points above specifically address the comments in the draft PIC that:
“…delivering the required services and infrastructure at the time they were needed would be
a challenge for the NSW Government.” …and...
“It also risks outpacing the NSW Government capability to fund infrastructure and services”
…and…
“Initial attention should be focused on the areas of GPOP that already have infrastructure
committed to them and are more cost effective to grow.”
As the largest landholders on the GPOP map and with a proven track record of infrastructure delivery,
collaboration between the CLA and Government for a new Town Centre at Camellia provides
significant benefits:
•

It can deliver infrastructure at the same time as development occurs;

•

Maximise the economic output from committed Government infrastructure; and

•

Deliver jobs and new homes at the lowest cost for Government across GPOP

We therefore find it difficult to reconcile the fact that the draft PIC recommends that Camellia not
proceed as a new Town Centre.
Conclusion
The CLA has worked in good faith and in a transparent manner when the opportunity has been
provided with the Department, Metro West and Parramatta Council over the last five years to progress
plans for the development of the Camellia Town Centre. We remain committed to achieving this
outcome and would welcome positive and tangible engagement with the GSC.
Billbergia has a proven history of successfully transforming former industrial sites into sustainable highdensity communities, providing new homes for over 20,000 people, creating over 4,000 new jobs and
delivering new community, social and transportation infrastructure in Rhodes and Wentworth Point
over the past decade – a total private investment of over $10 Billion.
We have addressed all the implied and explicit concerns of the GSC and NSW Government in relation
to the development of Camellia in our preliminary submission and this further submission. We have
also demonstrated that the development of Camellia as a new Town Centre will represent significant
cost savings for the NSW Government, and major economic benefits. It will also provide:
•

the new community of Camellia with excellent access to the Central River City;

•

abundant new open space and community facilities;

•

accommodation for students at Western Sydney University; and

•

new employment space for higher value jobs and commercial service industries for
Parramatta.

Again, we respectfully request that this submission be given serious consideration, that the GSC engage
meaningfully with the CLA, that the draft PIC be remodelled to incorporate the benefits that the CLA
can bring and that the savings to the taxpayer of NSW be reinvested in other meaningful and significant
projects.
Kind regards,
[signed electronically]
Rick Graf for the Camellia Landowners Alliance
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox
Local submission Nth Strahfield
Wednesday, 11 December 2019 8:34:03 AM

11 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident
group living in North Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater
Sydney but also to bring to a close the years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We
discuss the sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC
as it collaborates with the City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently
under review by the GSC) is aligned with the strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the
announcement of the Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing
infrastructure that will truly revolutionise the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since
2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average
of 8 storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can appreciate this set an
expectation for the area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this was then
changed to an FSR of 0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with
details yet to be provided. The residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we
are all ready to move on and look forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our
little pocket at North Strathfield has been built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes
good planning sense to enable urbanisation outlined in the points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North
Strathfield area. We, like you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe
the decision to defer the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this
outcome. Our group of streets
at North Strathfield are being left to
degenerate as low density until stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North, South, East and
West have the potential to be redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta
Road Strategy 2016-2023) to heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the
planned delaying of the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and
redevelopment for the entire precinct so to produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being
needed for a developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than
relatively modest expenditure on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close
to the entrance to the M4 tunnel, easy and close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and
Parramatta Roads. We have walking, running and cycling paths used to access Sydney Olympic Park
and beyond and these cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the list goes on. Also of
special note is that, contrary to what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy
access to abundant green open space including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and
Bressington parks. We have a diversity of schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord
Hospital nearby. We have direct and easy access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the
Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as
Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking, cycling and public transport access). With all this
infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play a key role in the 30 minute city vision being
15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North Strathfield when developed will enable the
reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater number of people living within walking
distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached to this letter was submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for
the urbanisation of North Strathfield to be included in the CCBC LSPS (even without the
consideration of the Sydney Metro West stop at North Strathfield). You will see much of the above
comprehensively detailed in the report supporting the case for redevelopment.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or

the Metro station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS
and of course the ensuing LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated
as we already have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We
feel that the sequence of Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be
developed in Phase 1 (now) and not delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney
Metro West Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account
these key pieces of infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the
LSPS for assurance and compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the
LSPS be updated during this process to take into account the Metro and the accompanying land use
detail of the homes
so as to provide clarity for homeowners. We
understand that the deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and we look forward to
providing feedback on the updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and GPOP
plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in
sessions.
Regards,

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kim Riley
Wednesday, 27 November 2019 11:36 AM
Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox
Expanded comment From the Novetel event with Meredith

PIC for Westmead
Thank you for the information session Tuesday night
Meredith was very helpful and PIC is much needed approach
The Two immediate issues with the PIC
Transport Infrastructure
The transport plan associated with scenarios 4 or 5 still don’t cater for the geographical place. Its assumed that
everyone comes from the immediate Northern Westmead area. And Not from outside! So travel even in the
immediate suburbs or those not close in. is chaos at times. A legacy of Westmead’s Alliances focused plans, for a
World class medical precinct. And the disengagement of PCC and its seeming turf war with CCC. This is fostered by
the State Boundary of Parramatta excludes ½ of Westmead. This results in the access to and from the Hospital to the
South. Being dysfunctional. The transport regime put in place testify to this crazy Local and State Government
Boundary Issues.
Resulting in transport connects in the Southern precinct is confined to Hawkesbury Road, its junction’s with Great
Western Highway/ Coleman street/ Bridge road Its also crossed by the T Way to Liverpool. Given it’s the site of M4
exits off and on ramps only travelling to & from the EAST. The Member for Parramatta speaks of an Out Orbital for
Parramatta. but deliberately not engaged with member for Granville who electorate the link is in. Given, there is NO
effectively Western / southern Inner Parramatta orbital or an effective Outer Parramatta Orbital. And Westmead’s
Hawkesbury Road with Park Pde and Alexandra Ave is the defacto one.
Given the exiting any way from Westmead is constrained by the Darcy Road, Bridge road, Hawkesbury road and
Good streets along with Alexandra / Park Pde as the major access too / from and though.
Social infrastructure
1. PIC has no social infrastructure.
2. Given that Westmead has no real community facilities. Neither PCC has invested in Westmead in this regard.
Its answers are Go to Parramatta. CCC has minimal basic community facilities. There answer is, go to
Wentworthville.
3. This means that that neither local nor state governments agencies, care to create Community. So, Westmead
has no community, other than at a micro level. As its, by design just a transient area. NSW Health with
Westmead Alliance plan has never been to create community. Its focus is at best with development, without
Planning boundaries.
4. The PIC is the first Planning activity that looks at the who Suburb/ urban area, a chance to get proper planning
and social infrastructure. “Sense of Place” for those who live in this new urban area. Sadly not part of the
previous plan. Just a World Class Health and Medical precinct with a ghetto attached.
5. Despite the above, the common denominator is Ethnic group that live in the suburb, is Indian – sub
continental background who somehow develop a social structure.
1

So, at a micro level. Building by building or at religious grouping. Indian State / language level they associate. Mainly
the Stay at home Mums or Imported Parents to mind the Kids. Mainly on a short‐term rotation these Indian parents
come to mind their grandkids over the course of a year. The few pocket parks in south and Regional Park are the
only areas for association. Apart from these social connects along with entertainment, shopping is non‐existent So,
you have to Go out of suburb to where there are venues Gathering spaces invariably are where alcohol is served
We have no culture that is resident in Westmead. We have not valued our heritage. we are a Soldier settlement
area. All this has been eradicated on the northern PCC area and CCC is doing the same on the Southern side by
stealth. So, we have nothing t celebrate as a community. Chocked by the Westmead Hospitals projects
Why is Westmead a Cultural Hub: It has 4 A’s: Accessibility, Amenity, Accommodation & Association. We can talk
more…
In summary
The Underlying required Action: Fix the boundaries for this area and you might just fix the issues.
This has plagued Westmead from the being of the Hospital development back in the 80’s. One council in one state
representative area. It impacts on every area of the PIC. So, Impossible to get it right with 4 key and different players
with different responsibilities who are disconnected from the whole.
I'm Happy to talk more, this is a subject that being a member of one of the Local Churches
I know that at Westmead Anglican church its a subject we continuing to wrestle with. Given we've become a
community centre of sought. And have a focus on those who live hear !
Kim Riley
Westmead
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18 December 2019

Greater Sydney Commission
engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au

Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group
living in North Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but
also to bring to a close the years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We
discuss the sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it
collaborates with the City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review
by the GSC) is aligned with the strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the
announcement of the Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing
infrastructure that will truly revolutionise the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since
2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8
storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can appreciate this set an expectation for the
area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this was then changed to an FSR of
0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with details yet to be provided. The
residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and look
forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has
been built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable
urbanisation outlined in the points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield
area. We, like you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe the decision to
defer the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group
of streets
at North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until
stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North, South, East and West have the potential to be
redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta Road Strategy 2016-2023) to
heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of the HomebushNorth Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct so to
produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed
for a developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively
modest expenditure on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance
to the M4 tunnel, easy and close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We
have walking, running and cycling paths used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these
cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to
what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy access to abundant green open space

including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and Bressington parks. We have a diversity of
schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital nearby. We have direct and easy
access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes
away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking,
cycling and public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play
a key role in the 30 minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North
Strathfield when developed will enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater
number of people living within walking distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached to this letter was produced by town planner Ethos Urban and
submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for the urbanisation of North Strathfield to be included in the
CCBC LSPS (even without the consideration of the Sydney Metro West stop at North Strathfield). You will
see much of the above comprehensively detailed in the Ethos Urban report supporting the case for
redevelopment.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or the
Metro station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of
course the ensuing LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as
we already have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel
that the sequence of Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be
developed in Phase 1 (now) and not delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro
West Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key
pieces of infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for
assurance and compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated
during this process to take into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes
so as to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the
deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and we look forward to providing feedback on the
updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in
sessions.
Regards,

Leslie Ibrahim (

North Strathfield)

22 July 2019
16751
Peter Gainsford
General Manager
City of Canada Bay Council
1A Marlborough Street,
Drummoyne NSW 2047

Dear Mr Gainsford,
RE:SUBMISSION IN RELATION TO THE CITY OF CANADA BAY’S DRAFT LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
STATEMENT AND LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY
We thank you for the opportunity to write to you in response to the draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic
Planning Statement (draft LSPS) and draft Local Housing Strategy (draft housing strategy) . This submission has
been prepared by Ethos Urban on behalf of the North Strathfield Residents’ Group, who represent the owners of
land bound by Conway Avenue, George Street, Allen Street and Powells Creek, North Strathfield (the site).
We would like to acknowledge the considerable time and effort that has been invested in the preparation of the draft
LSPS and its associated strategies which have been efficiently delivered prior to their scheduled public exhibition
period commencing on 1 July 2019.
This submission describes the site, its environs and its strategic context, namely the surrounding zoning of the site,
which has previously been earmarked for higher density residential development. It furthermore explores the
relationship with the draft LSPS, the Greater Sydney Region Plan A Metropolis of Three Cities, the Eastern City
District Plan, the Burwood, Strathfield and Homebush (BSH) Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)which all pertain to the site.
The submission relates specifically to the site’s suitability for rezoning to R4 High Density Residential for the
following reasons:


It has previously been identified as a location for higher density residential development;



It is within close proximity to public transport options including four railway stations, including North Strathfield,
Concord West, Strathfield and Homebush;



Although not confirmed, North Strathfield has been earmarked as a potential Sydney Metro West Station
location, for which the NSW State Government have allocated $6.4 billion over the next four years;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network, including the M4 Tunnel, Parramatta Road and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park; and



Proximity to local amenities including schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and specialty shops.

All these aforementioned factors characterise the site as a prime location for an uplift in residential density, which
will be herein discussed in detail.
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1.0

The Site

The site, bound by Conway Avenue to the north, George Street to the east, Allen Street to the south and Powells
Creek to the west, is in the inner-west suburb of North Strathfield within the Canada Bay Local Government Area
(refer to Figure 1). The area is characterised by a mix of residential, commercial, light industrial and infrastructure
uses.
The site currently contains 274 properties consisting of 1-2 storey detached residential dwellings. Under the Canada
Bay Local Environmental Plan 2013 (CBLEP 2013) the site is primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres and maximum FSR of 0.5:1.

Figure 1

Site aerial image

Source: Nearmap & Ethos Urban
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Surrounding the site, there is a mix of R3 Medium Density Residential, B4 Mixed Use, B3 Commercial, IN1
Industrial, RE1 Public Recreation and SP1 Infrastructure zoned land. The Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy proposes R4 High Density Residential zones, however these are to be situated at other
locations near the site, which are distanced further from railway stations. The Bakehouse Quarter, MacDonald
College, Our Lady of the Assumption Primary School and existing high density development including Strathaven,
contribute to a mix of typologies and densities and character surrounding the site.
From a broader perspective, the site is located within an area that is contained by large urban structuring elements
including the T1 Strathfield to Epping Northern Railway Line to the east, the M4 Motorway, M4 Tunnel and
Parramatta Road to the south, and Bicentennial Parklands, Powells Creek and the A3 arterial road to the north and
west. These elements define the north-south orientation of the site, ensuring it maintains a cooperative relationship
with the railway line and cannot extend east-west. This area is identified as the Homebush Precinct under the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy 2016. Notably, the site is also contained within the
catchment area of the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct, GPOP and the Eastern City District of the
Greater Sydney Region.

2.0

Strategic context

2.1

Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030

The revised Sydney Olympic Park Master Plan 2030 and the concurrent State Environmental Planning Policy (State
Significant Precincts) 2005 are projected to deliver an additional 9,500 residents, 4,700 homes, and 2,500 jobs. The
Plan recognises and promotes the future role of Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) within the Greater Parramatta Priority
Growth Area (refer to Figure 2) and the Sydney Metropolitan area.
The site is located on the eastern edge of SOP. As such, it is strategically located to benefit from the provision of
open space, recreation and leisure activities as well as employment within the Park. The Powells Creek corridor
also extends along the western interface of the site offering green links and cycle connections to the broader region.
Additionally, development of the Homebush Precinct, including the site, presents the opportunity to create a
consistent development language across the area, with Homebush Precinct acting as the eastern gateway to the
Greater Parramatta Area.
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Figure 2

Greater Parramatta Priority Growth Area

Source: Department of Planning and Environment

2.2

Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

On 9 November 2016, the Minister for Planning, in conjunction with UrbanGrowth NSW and the State Government,
finalised the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy outlines a long
term vision for the transformation and urban renewal of the 20-kilometre Parramatta Road Corridor from
Camperdown to Holroyd.

2.2.1

Homebush Precinct

The Strategy is divided into two distinct sections; Corridor West and Corridor East and identifies eight precincts to
accommodate a diversity of land uses and densities supported by a range of active and public uses. The site is
located in Corridor East, within the Homebush Precinct. Under the Strategy, the Precinct, which includes part of
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North Strathfield, will be transformed into an active and varied hub, blending higher density housing and a mix of
different uses, all supported by a network of green links and open spaces in close proximity to public transport.
Under the Strategy it is envisaged that by 2050 the Homebush Precinct will be home to 19,500 people, 9,500
homes and 12,900 jobs.

2.2.2

The Draft Strategy – September 2015

The draft Strategy, published in September 2015, presented the opportunity for increased density throughout the
Homebush Precinct, from Parramatta Road to Concord West Station including the subject site. The Plan proposed
higher density residential development of an average of 8-storeys with a maximum 12-storeys (42 metres) for the
site (refer to Figure 3 below).

Figure 3

Draft strategy built form plan

Source: Urban Growth NSW & Ethos Urban
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2.2.3

Consultation outcomes – May 2016

During the public exhibition of the draft Strategy submissions were made by residents, land and business owners
and the City of Canada Bay Council and Strathfield Councils. The Consultation Outcomes Report for the Precinct
summarised the following issues:


The City of Canada Bay Council requested no rezoning north of Pomeroy Street until the City of Canada Bay
Draft Concord West Precinct Master Plan 2014;



Strathfield Municipal Council recommended that density and height be based on proximity to rail corridors
and/or other key transport nodes and expressed concern that many areas farthest from train stations were
assigned the highest development densities;



Concern from the vocal minority about the increased population compounding existing congestion, particularly
on George Street, Pomeroy Street, Underwood Road, Homebush Bay Drive and Australia Avenue; and



While there was community feedback from a loud minority opposing the proposed heights of development in the
Precinct, particularly in areas adjacent to single storey residential dwellings, there was general community
support for higher density development around train stations.

2.2.4

The Final Strategy – November 2016

The final Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy was released 9 November 2016. Whilst the
objectives of the Strategy remain consistent with the draft and increased density is achieved across most parts of
the Homebush Precinct, the original recommended changes to the site were not carried through to the Final
Strategy. The site would remain zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres
(refer to Figure 4 below).

Figure 4

Homebush precinct recommended land uses

Source: UrbanGrowth NSW

Whilst UrbanGrowth acknowledges that the plans presented in the draft Strategy were of good planning logic, they
were responsive to some of the stakeholder feedback and modified their recommendation to align with the requests
of a vocal and over-represented minority.
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2.2.5

Subsequent consultation and planning for North Strathfield

Since the release of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the North Strathfield Residents’
group has had several consultations with many layers of government and supporting agencies. The group has met
with the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), the Eastern District Commissioner, Office of the Premier, Planning
Minister’s Office, Sydney Metro West team, DPE, DPIE, Minister for Transport, City of Canada Bay Mayor, BSH
Planned Precinct team, Member for Reid, Member for Strathfield and Member for Drummoyne.
A summary of the consultation with some of these parties is outlined below:


15 March 2017 – GSC District Dialogues Workshop



24 August 2017 – Attended a GSC information session relating to the GSRP and Eastern City district plan;



30 August 2017 – Email from the DPE regarding a drop-in session attended by the North Strathfield Residents’
Group on 24 June 2017 in relation to North Strathfield’s exclusion from the BSH Planned Precinct. It
furthermore notes that ‘North Strathfield is already identified as a Precinct within the imminent release of the
Greater Parramatta Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan’;



17 October 2017 – Letter from Minister for Planning, Housing and Special Minister of State, Anthony Roberts
regarding the zoning of North Strathfield



19 October 2017 – Email from the GSC regarding joint workshops for Future Transport and the Eastern City
District on 14 and 18 November 2017;



25 October 2017 – Meeting with DPE and City of Canada Bay Council regarding the Greater Parramatta LUIIP
which includes North Strathfield, the BSH Planned Precinct and SIC for Greater Parramatta;



25 October 2017 – Letter from MP for Drummoyne, John Sidoti confirming that response from North Strathfield
Residents’ Group has been received by the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special Minister of
State, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP;



21 December 2017 – Letter from Canada Bay General Manager Gary Sawyer stating that North Strathfield is
contained within the investigation area for the BSH Planned Precinct;



12 February 2018 – Email from GSC providing an update on the region and district plans which responds to an
email inquiry from North Strathfield Residents’ Group;



19 March 2018 – Email from the GSC inviting the North Strathfield Residents’ Group to a briefing on the
finalised GSRP, district plans, Future Transport 2056 and NSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38;



11 April 2018 – Email from the DPE regarding the BSH Planned Precinct;



20 September 2018 – Letter from Scott Pedder, Director of Community and Environmental Planning at the City
of Canada Bay Council regarding the North Strathfield Precinct.



24 November 2018 – Email from GSC inviting North Strathfield Residents’ Group to their Citizens’ Panel
information session;



23 January 2019 – Letter from the City of Canada Bay Mayor Angelo Tsirekas providing an update on the North
Strathfield Planned Precinct;

The common theme throughout all these meetings was that up-zoning for the area could only be re-instated once
the locations of the Sydney Metro West Stations are announced, subsequently enabling the BSH Planned Precinct
to be announced. The majority of the conversations were empathetic to the situation that the residents have found
themselves in, as they have been in a state of uncertainty for several years in relation to their future. The views
expressed in the interviews were generally consistent with the North Strathfield Residents’ Group opinion that the
location is ideal for up-zoning and that the proposal for high density in less favourable locations nearby did not align
with planning principles.
It is noted that the area is in a perfect location to maximise value capture, encourage walkability, reduce car trips,
increase liveability and support the 30 minute cities priority. The residents feel that the release of the draft LSPS
without taking onboard all the feedback over the last 5 years has led to more confusion.
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3.0

Review of Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement & Draft Housing Strategy

3.1

Draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic Planning Statement

Our review of the draft LSPS finds some significant issues and opportunities surrounding its priorities, actions and
visions for residential growth in the LGA. These issues surround the following:


The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ within North Strathfield;



The proposal to implement the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy generally in accordance with the 2016-2023
Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design
study; and



The incorporation of Priority 11 which affirms the need to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications arising
from Sydney Metro West’ and its associated station locations.

3.1.1

Identification of terrace and dual occupancy potential

The draft LSPS identifies the site as having ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’, as is illustrated in the Structure
Plan, with an excerpt provided at Figure 5. The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ for the site is
uncharacteristic of the surrounding development and will not unlock the land use potential for the site. It will work to
the detriment of the site and its surroundings, given that the site is proximately located to four different railway
stations, is in the immediate vicinity of major metropolitan road networks and is less than 2km from a plethora of
recreational open spaces at Bicentennial Park and Sydney Olympic Park. For these reasons, the proposal to
incorporate medium density dwellings at the site location is contrary to the principles of Transit Oriented
Development.
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Figure 5

Canada Bay structure plan

Source: City of Canada Bay

3.1.2

Implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

In relation to housing supply, Action 5.1 of the draft LSPS provides that the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy is to
be implemented ‘generally in accordance with the 2016-2023 Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a
precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design study, including the preparation of a precinct wide
planning proposal, draft DCP, Affordable housing contributions scheme and local contributions scheme’.
As noted earlier in Section 2.2 of this report, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, which
was finalised in 2016, results in a planning outcome that disadvantages the site and its surroundings. This is
because the site is proximate to station locations, major roads in the Sydney metropolitan road network,
employment centres and local, recreational and cultural amenities. It is therefore necessary that Action 5.1 be
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amended, incorporating an exemption to the Parramatta Road Implementation Plan for the site, which lies within the
Homebush Precinct. This should be explicitly stated in the final LSPS, identifying the great potential herein for a
rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.
A number of the issues and implications emanating from the implementation of Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy at the site are detailed below.
Community Concerns
Despite the reported opposition to the draft Strategy, the site’s exclusion from a change in zoning under the
Strategy has caused significant concern amongst North Strathfield landowners and residents. Key concerns include:


That the site will become an island surrounded by high density development;



The logic for excluding the site from the Strategy given its proximity to North Strathfield and Concord West
Railway Stations and commercial and retail services and schools along George Street, comparative to other
sites which are further away from public transport and infrastructure yet were up-zoned;



Prolonged unease and uncertainty about the future of residents’ properties;



Landowners reluctant to invest in maintenance and redevelopment of their properties and therefore an overall
decline in the character and aesthetic of the area;



Significant upfront time and cost to pursue a proponent led rezoning on land which is currently not supported by
the Strategy;

The Strategy was initially proposed over three years ago, however the area has been subject to previous
investigations including the ‘Strathfield to Rhodes Corridor’ Strategy prepared by Concord Council over 20 years
ago. Since initial exhibition of the draft Strategy in 2014 residents of North Strathfield have been adjusting to the
imminent changes to their community; changes to both neighbouring properties as well as wider suburb area.
Constant uncertainty is stressful for residents and makes it difficult for residents to make appropriate decisions
about the future of their properties and lives.
Whilst the site has been recognised as having perceived “character”, many of the existing dwellings and the
patterns of subdivision are comparable to those areas proposed for R4 rezoning. As it is not clear why the area to
the west of Powells Creek and Underwood Road in Homebush, which arguably presents similar architectural and
built form characteristics as the site yet is further away from North Strathfield and Concord West Railway Stations,
has been proposed to be rezoned to R4, recognising the different jurisdictions and views of Canada Bay and
Strathfield Councils, it is possible that inconsistency in the application of the Strategy’s recommendations may result
in future impacts to the perceived character. Recognising that considerable investment would be required to
maintain the dwellings and their character over time, with such uncertainty about the future of their properties,
landowners are reluctant to invest. A lack of investment will no doubt have a cumulative impact to the perceived
character of the site over time.
Future Conditions for North Strathfield Residents
In the instance that the site retains its zoning and the areas surrounding it are redeveloped in accordance with the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the site will become an island of low density
development surrounded by high density development. The Precinct will function with an inverse logic where low to
medium density housing is located closest to public transport and services, and the greatest densities will be
located on the edges of the Precinct. Those living on the western side of Powells Creek and beyond 1 kilometre
from the railway stations, will likely utilise additional modes of transport including vehicle or bus, to access the
railway stations and services, further increasing pressure on Pomeroy and George Streets.
Overwhelming Community Support for a Rezoning
Despite reported opposition to the draft Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy and contrary to the
position adopted by UrbanGrowth, the community from Allen Street to Conway Avenue are strongly in favour of an
amendment to existing planning controls to facilitate R4 High Density Residential development. Since the initial
exhibition of the draft Strategy over three years ago, residents have adjusted to the prospect of change and
revitalisation of the suburb. As outlined above, residents face becoming an ‘island’ amongst higher density
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development. Residents wish to avoid continued uncertainty on the future of their properties by being included in
Council-led precinct planning for the area.
The residents have spent a considerable amount of time advocating for the inclusion of the site in the Strategy and
the short-term Implementation Plan 2016-2023, and through this submission, petition the City of Canada Bay
Council to encourage and support the identification of the site in the final LSPS and new LEP as R4 High Density
Residential land. It is therefore necessary for this to be amended, with a mention that the non-compliance with the
Parramatta Road Strategy will be in relation to North Strathfield, which will only achieve its land use potential
through rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.

3.1.3

Identification of land use opportunities arising from future Metro West Stations

A major priority incorporated into the draft LSPS as Priority 11 is to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications
arising from Sydney Metro West’ and specifically Action 11.1 which states:
Prior to rezoning occurring, a local planning study is to be prepared and endorsed by Council for the localities in
which a Sydney Metro West station is proposed, including development sites and their immediate surrounds,
that:
-

establishes preferred land uses within and around the new Metro locations;

-

establishes preferred built form outcomes within and around new Metro locations;

-

identifies the need for further studies or considerations resulting from transport infrastructure

We hope that on top of the four railway stations in the vicinity of the site and the previous strategic recognition of the
site as a location appropriate for high density residential development (see Figure 3), pursuant to Action 11, the
earmarked North Strathfield Metro Station, will automatically trigger the identification of the site as a location for
rezoning to high density residential. We are supportive of this priority and its associated action being employed to
provide a higher density in this location. However, we believe that the site, as it stands, with its close proximity to
four railway stations, key roads, employment precincts and cultural, recreational and local amenities, is prime for
high density residential development, potentially with a mixed use composition, comprising ground floor retail. The
GSC has in fact identified the site as an ideal location for up-zoning, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Eastern District Plan map

Source: Greater Sydney Commission

Section 3.9(3A) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) requires that:
‘The council for an area that is in the Greater Sydney Region must not make a local strategic planning statement
unless the Greater Sydney Commission has advised the council in writing that the Commission supports the
statement as being consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans’.
Therefore, if the draft LSPS does not provide a mechanism which facilitates the rezoning of the site to an R4 High
Density Residential zone, it will contravene Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act. The Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP)
and the Eastern City District Plan which apply to the site, both contain the objective of providing ‘a range of
housing types in the right locations’. The draft LSPS and Housing Strategy may propose a range of housing
types, however these are clearly not in the right location.
The GSRP further identifies eight locational criteria for urban renewal, which in this instance would most suitably be
characterised as mixed use development, containing ground floor retail and above ground high density residential.
An assessment of the compliance of the site with these locational criteria is provided in Table 1, demonstrating a
general consistency with the criteria and therefore highlighting the necessity of providing high density residential
development at the site.
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Table 1

Compliance of site with locational criteria in GSRP

Locational Criteria

Comments

alignment with investment in regional and district
infrastructure which acknowledges the catalytic
impacts of infrastructure such as Sydney Metro
Northwest and Sydney Metro City & Southwest,
NorthConnex, WestConnex, CBD and South East
Light Rail, Parramatta Light Rail, Northern Beaches
Hospital

The site is in close proximity to WestConnex (M4 Tunnel), which in turn
strategically positions it to accommodate an uplift in residential density.

other possible future investments such as Western
Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link and Sydney
Metro West and opportunities created by
enhancements to existing infrastructure such as
upgrades to schools, open space including sporting
facilities and transport

On top of the extensive rail infrastructure surrounding the site, including
North Strathfield, Concord West and Homebush Railway Stations, all of
which are within an 800m catchment area of the site, North Strathfield
has been earmarked as a future Sydney Metro West Station location (as
is also identified in the structure plan shown in Figure 5). Therefore, not
providing high density residential uses at this location will result in a
failure in achieving the core objective of providing ‘a range of housing
types in the right locations’.

accessibility to jobs

The site is within close proximity to employment precincts including
Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and Macquarie Park.

accessibility to regional transport, noting that high
frequency transport services can create efficient
connections to local transport services and expand
the catchment area of people who can access
regional transport

The site is situated within the immediate vicinity of three railway stations,
including Homebush, North Strathfield and Concord West Railway
Stations, which are each within 10 minutes walking distance from the site.
They provide high frequency transport services, including the T9 Northern
Line, T1 Western Line and T2 Inner West Line. These are high frequency
services which connect the site to various regions through Greater
Sydney.
Further to this, the site is situated in the vicinity of major roads within the
Sydney metropolitan road network, connecting it to regional bus services
such as the 410 bus service which connects Hurstville to Macquarie Park,
via Concord Road. This provides a high frequency transport service
efficiently connecting those in the vicinity of the site to various regions
throughout Greater Sydney.

catchment areas within walking distance (up to 10
minutes) of centres with rail, light rail or regional
bus transport

The site is situated within 10 minutes walking distance to Concord West,
North Strathfield and Homebush Railway Stations. Therefore, strategically
positioned for an uplift in residential density.

efficient interchanges with a comprehensive walking
and cycling network

The site is in the immediate vicinity of the Cooks River cycleway, which is
a 30 kilometre long shared use path for cyclists and pedestrians,
connecting Ryde in the northwest to Botany Bay in the south east. This
cycleway passes through Powells Creek, which borders the site to the
west.

areas of high social housing concentration where
there is good access to services, transport and jobs

N/A.

distance from special land uses such as ports and
airports.

The site is situated approximately 10.65km from Sydney Airport and
16.8km from Port Botany.

In light of section 3.9(3A) of the EP&A Act and given that such a substantial number of the GSRP criteria apply to
the site and to such a degree, this necessitates the provision of high density residential development within this
location, either through Priority 11 or an alternative mechanism that is incorporated into the final LSPS. Otherwise
the draft LSPS will not be consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans.
Therefore, we recommend that Priority 11 be a trigger to facilitate the rezoning of this site to R4 High Density
Residential zone. Additionally, it is a necessity that a further action be incorporated within the housing component of
the LSPS. This should identify North Strathfield, a site situated in close proximity to numerous railway stations, key
parts of the metropolitan road network, local, cultural and recreational amenities, and employment precincts is
undoubtedly the right location for high density residential development. Otherwise, the fundamental objective of the
GSRP to ‘provide a range of housing types in the right locations’, will not be achieved.
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3.2

Draft Local Housing Strategy

The draft Housing Strategy prepared by SGS on behalf of the City of Canada Bay Council espouses ‘large scale
urban renewal to deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined under State Government plans’.
However, as noted earlier, a key objective of the GSRP, the primary State Government strategic plan, is to ‘provide
a range of housing types in the right locations’. The draft Housing Strategy then identifies a two storey height
limit for the site, with the potential to explore a third storey (see Figure 7). This is contrary to the draft Housing
Strategy which claims it will deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined in State Government
plans but does not provide this type of housing at the site, which is ideally located for high density residential
development.

Figure 7

Mixed housing precinct

Source: SGS Economics and Planning

A letter written to the North Strathfield Residents Group, dated 2 July 2019, responding to a query regarding the
draft LSPS, stated that upon confirmation of the Metro West station locations, there will be further analysis to
confirm that the future stations are surrounded by appropriate housing choices (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8

Letter from Council to North Strathfield Residents Group

Source: City of Canada Bay Council

Undoubtedly, in a location that is currently within an 800m walking catchment of three railway stations, good
planning will inevitably result in the rezoning of the site to R4 High Density Residential. Further, the additional Metro
Station location should automatically trigger the rezoning of the site to an R4 High Density zone, and this should be
outlined within the final version of the Canada Bay LSPS.

4.0

Conclusions

In summary, this submission finds that the site is highly computable to support R4 High Density Residential
development for the following reasons:


The opportunity to realise transit oriented development and the objectives of the Greater Sydney Region Plan A
Metropolis of Three Cities;



Proximity to public transport options including four heavy rail train stations, being North Strathfield, Concord
West, Strathfield and Homebush, and multiple bus routes;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network including the M4 Tunnel , Parramatta Road, and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park;



Proximity to local amenities including the schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and speciality shops;



A Metro Station location being earmarked for North Strathfield, increasing demand for high density residential
development to be provided in this area; and
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5.0

It is located within the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to the
Olympic Peninsula.

Recommendation

Considering the above, it is recommended that the City of Canada Bay Council review the priorities and actions
provided within the draft LSPS and Housing Strategy and in turn in the final LSPS provide priorities and actions
which explicitly identify the North Strathfield Precinct as a location that is appropriate for rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential. This can either be actioned through an explicit mention exempting the North Strathfield Precinct
from the implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, due to its favourable
location for high density residential development. Alternatively, an additional action can be incorporated which
explicitly states the strategic merit of rezoning the site to R4 High Density Residential, given its close proximity to
four railway stations, key metropolitan roads, major employment precincts in the Parramatta and Sydney CBD and
local, cultural and recreational amenities. Further to this, Priority 11 which notes that land use opportunities arising
from Sydney Metro West need to be considered, should be made more specific upon the confirmation of the Metro
West Station locations, emphasising the need to rezone the site to R4 High Density.
Should you have any queries about this matter, please do not hesitate to contact Kelly van der Zenden on

Yours faithfully,

Costa Dimitriadis
Junior Urbanist
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Linda Gilbert
Monday, 16 December 2019 2:54 PM
Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox
Place Based Infrastructure Compact
Submission to Canada Bay.pdf

16 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group living in North
Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but also to bring to a close the
years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We discuss the
sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it collaborates with the
City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review by the GSC) is aligned with the
strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the announcement of the
Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing infrastructure that will truly revolutionise
the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since 2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our
area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8 storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can
appreciate this set an expectation for the area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this
was then changed to an FSR of 0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with details yet
to be provided. The residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and
look forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has been
built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable urbanisation outlined in the
points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield area. We, like
you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe the decision to defer the Homebush-North
Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group of streets
at
North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North,
South, East and West have the potential to be redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta
Road Strategy 2016-2023) to heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of
the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct
so to produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed for a
developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively modest expenditure
on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance to the M4 tunnel, easy and
close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We have walking, running and cycling paths
used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the
list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy
access to abundant green open space including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and Bressington
parks. We have a diversity of schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital nearby. We have
1

direct and easy access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes
away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking, cycling and
public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play a key role in the 30
minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North Strathfield when developed will
enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater number of people living within walking
distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached to this letter was submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for the urbanisation
of North Strathfield to be included in the CCBC LSPS (even without the consideration of the Sydney Metro West stop
at North Strathfield). You will see much of the above comprehensively detailed in the report supporting the case for
redevelopment.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or the Metro
station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of course the ensuing
LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as we already
have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel that the sequence of
Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be developed in Phase 1 (now) and not
delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro West
Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key pieces of
infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for assurance and
compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated during this process to take
into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes
so as
to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and
we look forward to providing feedback on the updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and
GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in sessions.
Regards,
Linda Gilbert,

Strathfield

Linda Gilbert

To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.
Discov er Your Journey
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22 July 2019
Peter Gainsford
General Manager
City of Canada Bay Council
1A Marlborough Street,
Drummoyne NSW 2047

Dear Mr Gainsford,
RE:SUBMISSION IN RELATION TO THE CITY OF CANADA BAY’S DRAFT LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
STATEMENT AND LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY
We thank you for the opportunity to write to you in response to the draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic
Planning Statement (draft LSPS) and draft Local Housing Strategy (draft housing strategy) . This submission has
been prepared by the North Strathfield Residents’ Group, who represent the owners of land bound by Conway
Avenue, George Street, Allen Street and Powells Creek, North Strathfield (the site).
We would like to acknowledge the considerable time and effort that has been invested in the preparation of the draft
LSPS and its associated strategies which have been efficiently delivered prior to their scheduled public exhibition
period commencing on 1 July 2019.
This submission describes the site, its environs and its strategic context, namely the surrounding zoning of the site,
which has previously been earmarked for higher density residential development. It furthermore explores the
relationship with the draft LSPS, the Greater Sydney Region Plan A Metropolis of Three Cities, the Eastern City
District Plan, the Burwood, Strathfield and Homebush (BSH) Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)which all pertain to the site.
The submission relates specifically to the site’s suitability for rezoning to R4 High Density Residential for the
following reasons:


It has previously been identified as a location for higher density residential development;



It is within close proximity to public transport options including four railway stations, including North Strathfield,
Concord West, Strathfield and Homebush;



Although not confirmed, North Strathfield has been earmarked as a potential Sydney Metro West Station
location, for which the NSW State Government have allocated $6.4 billion over the next four years;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network, including the M4 Tunnel, Parramatta Road and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park; and



Proximity to local amenities including schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and specialty shops.

All these aforementioned factors characterise the site as a prime location for an uplift in residential density, which
will be herein discussed in detail.

1.0

The Site

The site, bound by Conway Avenue to the north, George Street to the east, Allen Street to the south and Powells
Creek to the west, is in the inner-west suburb of North Strathfield within the Canada Bay Local Government Area
(refer to Figure 1). The area is characterised by a mix of residential, commercial, light industrial and infrastructure
uses.
The site currently contains 274 properties consisting of 1-2 storey detached residential dwellings. Under the Canada
Bay Local Environmental Plan 2013 (CBLEP 2013) the site is primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres and maximum FSR of 0.5:1.

Figure 1

Site aerial image

Source: Nearmap & Ethos Urban
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Surrounding the site, there is a mix of R3 Medium Density Residential, B4 Mixed Use, B3 Commercial, IN1
Industrial, RE1 Public Recreation and SP1 Infrastructure zoned land. The Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy proposes R4 High Density Residential zones, however these are to be situated at other
locations near the site, which are distanced further from railway stations. The Bakehouse Quarter, MacDonald
College, Our Lady of the Assumption Primary School and existing high density development including Strathaven,
contribute to a mix of typologies and densities and character surrounding the site.
From a broader perspective, the site is located within an area that is contained by large urban structuring elements
including the T1 Strathfield to Epping Northern Railway Line to the east, the M4 Motorway, M4 Tunnel and
Parramatta Road to the south, and Bicentennial Parklands, Powells Creek and the A3 arterial road to the north and
west. These elements define the north-south orientation of the site, ensuring it maintains a cooperative relationship
with the railway line and cannot extend east-west. This area is identified as the Homebush Precinct under the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy 2016. Notably, the site is also contained within the
catchment area of the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct, GPOP and the Eastern City District of the
Greater Sydney Region.

2.0

Strategic context

2.1

Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030

The revised Sydney Olympic Park Master Plan 2030 and the concurrent State Environmental Planning Policy (State
Significant Precincts) 2005 are projected to deliver an additional 9,500 residents, 4,700 homes, and 2,500 jobs. The
Plan recognises and promotes the future role of Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) within the Greater Parramatta Priority
Growth Area (refer to Figure 2) and the Sydney Metropolitan area.
The site is located on the eastern edge of SOP. As such, it is strategically located to benefit from the provision of
open space, recreation and leisure activities as well as employment within the Park. The Powells Creek corridor
also extends along the western interface of the site offering green links and cycle connections to the broader region.
Additionally, development of the Homebush Precinct, including the site, presents the opportunity to create a
consistent development language across the area, with Homebush Precinct acting as the eastern gateway to the
Greater Parramatta Area.
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Figure 2

Greater Parramatta Priority Growth Area

Source: Department of Planning and Environment

2.2

Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

On 9 November 2016, the Minister for Planning, in conjunction with UrbanGrowth NSW and the State Government,
finalised the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy outlines a long
term vision for the transformation and urban renewal of the 20-kilometre Parramatta Road Corridor from
Camperdown to Holroyd.

2.2.1

Homebush Precinct

The Strategy is divided into two distinct sections; Corridor West and Corridor East and identifies eight precincts to
accommodate a diversity of land uses and densities supported by a range of active and public uses. The site is
located in Corridor East, within the Homebush Precinct. Under the Strategy, the Precinct, which includes part of
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North Strathfield, will be transformed into an active and varied hub, blending higher density housing and a mix of
different uses, all supported by a network of green links and open spaces in close proximity to public transport.
Under the Strategy it is envisaged that by 2050 the Homebush Precinct will be home to 19,500 people, 9,500
homes and 12,900 jobs.

2.2.2

The Draft Strategy – September 2015

The draft Strategy, published in September 2015, presented the opportunity for increased density throughout the
Homebush Precinct, from Parramatta Road to Concord West Station including the subject site. The Plan proposed
higher density residential development of an average of 8-storeys with a maximum 12-storeys (42 metres) for the
site (refer to Figure 3 below).

Figure 3

Draft strategy built form plan

Source: Urban Growth NSW & Ethos Urban
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2.2.3

Consultation outcomes – May 2016

During the public exhibition of the draft Strategy submissions were made by residents, land and business owners
and the City of Canada Bay Council and Strathfield Councils. The Consultation Outcomes Report for the Precinct
summarised the following issues:


The City of Canada Bay Council requested no rezoning north of Pomeroy Street until the City of Canada Bay
Draft Concord West Precinct Master Plan 2014;



Strathfield Municipal Council recommended that density and height be based on proximity to rail corridors
and/or other key transport nodes and expressed concern that many areas farthest from train stations were
assigned the highest development densities;



Concern from the vocal minority about the increased population compounding existing congestion, particularly
on George Street, Pomeroy Street, Underwood Road, Homebush Bay Drive and Australia Avenue; and



While there was community feedback from a loud minority opposing the proposed heights of development in the
Precinct, particularly in areas adjacent to single storey residential dwellings, there was general community
support for higher density development around train stations.

2.2.4

The Final Strategy – November 2016

The final Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy was released 9 November 2016. Whilst the
objectives of the Strategy remain consistent with the draft and increased density is achieved across most parts of
the Homebush Precinct, the original recommended changes to the site were not carried through to the Final
Strategy. The site would remain zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres
(refer to Figure 4 below).

Figure 4

Homebush precinct recommended land uses

Source: UrbanGrowth NSW

Whilst UrbanGrowth acknowledges that the plans presented in the draft Strategy were of good planning logic, they
were responsive to some of the stakeholder feedback and modified their recommendation to align with the requests
of a vocal and over-represented minority.
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2.2.5

Subsequent consultation and planning for North Strathfield

Since the release of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the North Strathfield Residents’
group has had several consultations with many layers of government and supporting agencies. The group has met
with the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), the Eastern District Commissioner, Office of the Premier, Planning
Minister’s Office, Sydney Metro West team, DPE, DPIE, Minister for Transport, City of Canada Bay Mayor, BSH
Planned Precinct team, Member for Reid, Member for Strathfield and Member for Drummoyne.
A summary of the consultation with some of these parties is outlined below:


15 March 2017 – GSC District Dialogues Workshop



24 August 2017 – Attended a GSC information session relating to the GSRP and Eastern City district plan;



30 August 2017 – Email from the DPE regarding a drop-in session attended by the North Strathfield Residents’
Group on 24 June 2017 in relation to North Strathfield’s exclusion from the BSH Planned Precinct. It
furthermore notes that ‘North Strathfield is already identified as a Precinct within the imminent release of the
Greater Parramatta Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan’;



17 October 2017 – Letter from Minister for Planning, Housing and Special Minister of State, Anthony Roberts
regarding the zoning of North Strathfield



19 October 2017 – Email from the GSC regarding joint workshops for Future Transport and the Eastern City
District on 14 and 18 November 2017;



25 October 2017 – Meeting with DPE and City of Canada Bay Council regarding the Greater Parramatta LUIIP
which includes North Strathfield, the BSH Planned Precinct and SIC for Greater Parramatta;



25 October 2017 – Letter from MP for Drummoyne, John Sidoti confirming that response from North Strathfield
Residents’ Group has been received by the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special Minister of
State, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP;



21 December 2017 – Letter from Canada Bay General Manager Gary Sawyer stating that North Strathfield is
contained within the investigation area for the BSH Planned Precinct;



12 February 2018 – Email from GSC providing an update on the region and district plans which responds to an
email inquiry from North Strathfield Residents’ Group;



19 March 2018 – Email from the GSC inviting the North Strathfield Residents’ Group to a briefing on the
finalised GSRP, district plans, Future Transport 2056 and NSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38;



11 April 2018 – Email from the DPE regarding the BSH Planned Precinct;



20 September 2018 – Letter from Scott Pedder, Director of Community and Environmental Planning at the City
of Canada Bay Council regarding the North Strathfield Precinct.



24 November 2018 – Email from GSC inviting North Strathfield Residents’ Group to their Citizens’ Panel
information session;



23 January 2019 – Letter from the City of Canada Bay Mayor Angelo Tsirekas providing an update on the North
Strathfield Planned Precinct;

The common theme throughout all these meetings was that up-zoning for the area could only be re-instated once
the locations of the Sydney Metro West Stations are announced, subsequently enabling the BSH Planned Precinct
to be announced. The majority of the conversations were empathetic to the situation that the residents have found
themselves in, as they have been in a state of uncertainty for several years in relation to their future. The views
expressed in the interviews were generally consistent with the North Strathfield Residents’ Group opinion that the
location is ideal for up-zoning and that the proposal for high density in less favourable locations nearby did not align
with planning principles.
It is noted that the area is in a perfect location to maximise value capture, encourage walkability, reduce car trips,
increase liveability and support the 30 minute cities priority. The residents feel that the release of the draft LSPS
without taking onboard all the feedback over the last 5 years has led to more confusion.
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3.0

Review of Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement & Draft Housing Strategy

3.1

Draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic Planning Statement

Our review of the draft LSPS finds some significant issues and opportunities surrounding its priorities, actions and
visions for residential growth in the LGA. These issues surround the following:


The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ within North Strathfield;



The proposal to implement the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy generally in accordance with the 2016-2023
Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design
study; and



The incorporation of Priority 11 which affirms the need to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications arising
from Sydney Metro West’ and its associated station locations.

3.1.1

Identification of terrace and dual occupancy potential

The draft LSPS identifies the site as having ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’, as is illustrated in the Structure
Plan, with an excerpt provided at Figure 5. The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ for the site is
uncharacteristic of the surrounding development and will not unlock the land use potential for the site. It will work to
the detriment of the site and its surroundings, given that the site is proximately located to four different railway
stations, is in the immediate vicinity of major metropolitan road networks and is less than 2km from a plethora of
recreational open spaces at Bicentennial Park and Sydney Olympic Park. For these reasons, the proposal to
incorporate medium density dwellings at the site location is contrary to the principles of Transit Oriented
Development.
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Figure 5

Canada Bay structure plan

Source: City of Canada Bay

3.1.2

Implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

In relation to housing supply, Action 5.1 of the draft LSPS provides that the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy is to
be implemented ‘generally in accordance with the 2016-2023 Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a
precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design study, including the preparation of a precinct wide
planning proposal, draft DCP, Affordable housing contributions scheme and local contributions scheme’.
As noted earlier in Section 2.2 of this report, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, which
was finalised in 2016, results in a planning outcome that disadvantages the site and its surroundings. This is
because the site is proximate to station locations, major roads in the Sydney metropolitan road network,
employment centres and local, recreational and cultural amenities. It is therefore necessary that Action 5.1 be
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amended, incorporating an exemption to the Parramatta Road Implementation Plan for the site, which lies within the
Homebush Precinct. This should be explicitly stated in the final LSPS, identifying the great potential herein for a
rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.
A number of the issues and implications emanating from the implementation of Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy at the site are detailed below.
Community Concerns
Despite the reported opposition to the draft Strategy, the site’s exclusion from a change in zoning under the
Strategy has caused significant concern amongst North Strathfield landowners and residents. Key concerns include:


That the site will become an island surrounded by high density development;



The logic for excluding the site from the Strategy given its proximity to North Strathfield and Concord West
Railway Stations and commercial and retail services and schools along George Street, comparative to other
sites which are further away from public transport and infrastructure yet were up-zoned;



Prolonged unease and uncertainty about the future of residents’ properties;



Landowners reluctant to invest in maintenance and redevelopment of their properties and therefore an overall
decline in the character and aesthetic of the area;



Significant upfront time and cost to pursue a proponent led rezoning on land which is currently not supported by
the Strategy;

The Strategy was initially proposed over three years ago, however the area has been subject to previous
investigations including the ‘Strathfield to Rhodes Corridor’ Strategy prepared by Concord Council over 20 years
ago. Since initial exhibition of the draft Strategy in 2014 residents of North Strathfield have been adjusting to the
imminent changes to their community; changes to both neighbouring properties as well as wider suburb area.
Constant uncertainty is stressful for residents and makes it difficult for residents to make appropriate decisions
about the future of their properties and lives.
Whilst the site has been recognised as having perceived “character”, many of the existing dwellings and the
patterns of subdivision are comparable to those areas proposed for R4 rezoning. As it is not clear why the area to
the west of Powells Creek and Underwood Road in Homebush, which arguably presents similar architectural and
built form characteristics as the site yet is further away from North Strathfield and Concord West Railway Stations,
has been proposed to be rezoned to R4, recognising the different jurisdictions and views of Canada Bay and
Strathfield Councils, it is possible that inconsistency in the application of the Strategy’s recommendations may result
in future impacts to the perceived character. Recognising that considerable investment would be required to
maintain the dwellings and their character over time, with such uncertainty about the future of their properties,
landowners are reluctant to invest. A lack of investment will no doubt have a cumulative impact to the perceived
character of the site over time.
Future Conditions for North Strathfield Residents
In the instance that the site retains its zoning and the areas surrounding it are redeveloped in accordance with the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the site will become an island of low density
development surrounded by high density development. The Precinct will function with an inverse logic where low to
medium density housing is located closest to public transport and services, and the greatest densities will be
located on the edges of the Precinct. Those living on the western side of Powells Creek and beyond 1 kilometre
from the railway stations, will likely utilise additional modes of transport including vehicle or bus, to access the
railway stations and services, further increasing pressure on Pomeroy and George Streets.
Overwhelming Community Support for a Rezoning
Despite reported opposition to the draft Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy and contrary to the
position adopted by UrbanGrowth, the community from Allen Street to Conway Avenue are strongly in favour of an
amendment to existing planning controls to facilitate R4 High Density Residential development. Since the initial
exhibition of the draft Strategy over three years ago, residents have adjusted to the prospect of change and
revitalisation of the suburb. As outlined above, residents face becoming an ‘island’ amongst higher density
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development. Residents wish to avoid continued uncertainty on the future of their properties by being included in
Council-led precinct planning for the area.
The residents have spent a considerable amount of time advocating for the inclusion of the site in the Strategy and
the short-term Implementation Plan 2016-2023, and through this submission, petition the City of Canada Bay
Council to encourage and support the identification of the site in the final LSPS and new LEP as R4 High Density
Residential land. It is therefore necessary for this to be amended, with a mention that the non-compliance with the
Parramatta Road Strategy will be in relation to North Strathfield, which will only achieve its land use potential
through rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.

3.1.3

Identification of land use opportunities arising from future Metro West Stations

A major priority incorporated into the draft LSPS as Priority 11 is to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications
arising from Sydney Metro West’ and specifically Action 11.1 which states:
Prior to rezoning occurring, a local planning study is to be prepared and endorsed by Council for the localities in
which a Sydney Metro West station is proposed, including development sites and their immediate surrounds,
that:
-

establishes preferred land uses within and around the new Metro locations;

-

establishes preferred built form outcomes within and around new Metro locations;

-

identifies the need for further studies or considerations resulting from transport infrastructure

We hope that on top of the four railway stations in the vicinity of the site and the previous strategic recognition of the
site as a location appropriate for high density residential development (see Figure 3), pursuant to Action 11, the
earmarked North Strathfield Metro Station, will automatically trigger the identification of the site as a location for
rezoning to high density residential. We are supportive of this priority and its associated action being employed to
provide a higher density in this location. However, we believe that the site, as it stands, with its close proximity to
four railway stations, key roads, employment precincts and cultural, recreational and local amenities, is prime for
high density residential development, potentially with a mixed use composition, comprising ground floor retail. The
GSC has in fact identified the site as an ideal location for up-zoning, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Eastern District Plan map

Source: Greater Sydney Commission

Section 3.9(3A) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) requires that:
‘The council for an area that is in the Greater Sydney Region must not make a local strategic planning statement
unless the Greater Sydney Commission has advised the council in writing that the Commission supports the
statement as being consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans’.
Therefore, if the draft LSPS does not provide a mechanism which facilitates the rezoning of the site to an R4 High
Density Residential zone, it will contravene Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act. The Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP)
and the Eastern City District Plan which apply to the site, both contain the objective of providing ‘a range of
housing types in the right locations’. The draft LSPS and Housing Strategy may propose a range of housing
types, however these are clearly not in the right location.
The GSRP further identifies eight locational criteria for urban renewal, which in this instance would most suitably be
characterised as mixed use development, containing ground floor retail and above ground high density residential.
An assessment of the compliance of the site with these locational criteria is provided in Table 1, demonstrating a
general consistency with the criteria and therefore highlighting the necessity of providing high density residential
development at the site.
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Table 1

Compliance of site with locational criteria in GSRP

Locational Criteria

Comments

alignment with investment in regional and district
infrastructure which acknowledges the catalytic
impacts of infrastructure such as Sydney Metro
Northwest and Sydney Metro City & Southwest,
NorthConnex, WestConnex, CBD and South East
Light Rail, Parramatta Light Rail, Northern Beaches
Hospital

The site is in close proximity to WestConnex (M4 Tunnel), which in turn
strategically positions it to accommodate an uplift in residential density.

other possible future investments such as Western
Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link and Sydney
Metro West and opportunities created by
enhancements to existing infrastructure such as
upgrades to schools, open space including sporting
facilities and transport

On top of the extensive rail infrastructure surrounding the site, including
North Strathfield, Concord West and Homebush Railway Stations, all of
which are within an 800m catchment area of the site, North Strathfield
has been earmarked as a future Sydney Metro West Station location (as
is also identified in the structure plan shown in Figure 5). Therefore, not
providing high density residential uses at this location will result in a
failure in achieving the core objective of providing ‘a range of housing
types in the right locations’.

accessibility to jobs

The site is within close proximity to employment precincts including
Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and Macquarie Park.

accessibility to regional transport, noting that high
frequency transport services can create efficient
connections to local transport services and expand
the catchment area of people who can access
regional transport

The site is situated within the immediate vicinity of three railway stations,
including Homebush, North Strathfield and Concord West Railway
Stations, which are each within 10 minutes walking distance from the site.
They provide high frequency transport services, including the T9 Northern
Line, T1 Western Line and T2 Inner West Line. These are high frequency
services which connect the site to various regions through Greater
Sydney.
Further to this, the site is situated in the vicinity of major roads within the
Sydney metropolitan road network, connecting it to regional bus services
such as the 410 bus service which connects Hurstville to Macquarie Park,
via Concord Road. This provides a high frequency transport service
efficiently connecting those in the vicinity of the site to various regions
throughout Greater Sydney.

catchment areas within walking distance (up to 10
minutes) of centres with rail, light rail or regional
bus transport

The site is situated within 10 minutes walking distance to Concord West,
North Strathfield and Homebush Railway Stations. Therefore, strategically
positioned for an uplift in residential density.

efficient interchanges with a comprehensive walking
and cycling network

The site is in the immediate vicinity of the Cooks River cycleway, which is
a 30 kilometre long shared use path for cyclists and pedestrians,
connecting Ryde in the northwest to Botany Bay in the south east. This
cycleway passes through Powells Creek, which borders the site to the
west.

areas of high social housing concentration where
there is good access to services, transport and jobs

N/A.

distance from special land uses such as ports and
airports.

The site is situated approximately 10.65km from Sydney Airport and
16.8km from Port Botany.

In light of section 3.9(3A) of the EP&A Act and given that such a substantial number of the GSRP criteria apply to
the site and to such a degree, this necessitates the provision of high density residential development within this
location, either through Priority 11 or an alternative mechanism that is incorporated into the final LSPS. Otherwise
the draft LSPS will not be consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans.
Therefore, we recommend that Priority 11 be a trigger to facilitate the rezoning of this site to R4 High Density
Residential zone. Additionally, it is a necessity that a further action be incorporated within the housing component of
the LSPS. This should identify North Strathfield, a site situated in close proximity to numerous railway stations, key
parts of the metropolitan road network, local, cultural and recreational amenities, and employment precincts is
undoubtedly the right location for high density residential development. Otherwise, the fundamental objective of the
GSRP to ‘provide a range of housing types in the right locations’, will not be achieved.
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3.2

Draft Local Housing Strategy

The draft Housing Strategy prepared by SGS on behalf of the City of Canada Bay Council espouses ‘large scale
urban renewal to deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined under State Government plans’.
However, as noted earlier, a key objective of the GSRP, the primary State Government strategic plan, is to ‘provide
a range of housing types in the right locations’. The draft Housing Strategy then identifies a two storey height
limit for the site, with the potential to explore a third storey (see Figure 7). This is contrary to the draft Housing
Strategy which claims it will deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined in State Government
plans but does not provide this type of housing at the site, which is ideally located for high density residential
development.

Figure 7

Mixed housing precinct

Source: SGS Economics and Planning

A letter written to the North Strathfield Residents Group, dated 2 July 2019, responding to a query regarding the
draft LSPS, stated that upon confirmation of the Metro West station locations, there will be further analysis to
confirm that the future stations are surrounded by appropriate housing choices (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8

Letter from Council to North Strathfield Residents Group

Source: City of Canada Bay Council

Undoubtedly, in a location that is currently within an 800m walking catchment of three railway stations, good
planning will inevitably result in the rezoning of the site to R4 High Density Residential. Further, the additional Metro
Station location should automatically trigger the rezoning of the site to an R4 High Density zone, and this should be
outlined within the final version of the Canada Bay LSPS.

4.0

Conclusions

In summary, this submission finds that the site is highly computable to support R4 High Density Residential
development for the following reasons:


The opportunity to realise transit oriented development and the objectives of the Greater Sydney Region Plan A
Metropolis of Three Cities;



Proximity to public transport options including four heavy rail train stations, being North Strathfield, Concord
West, Strathfield and Homebush, and multiple bus routes;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network including the M4 Tunnel , Parramatta Road, and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park;



Proximity to local amenities including the schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and speciality shops;



A Metro Station location being earmarked for North Strathfield, increasing demand for high density residential
development to be provided in this area; and
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5.0

It is located within the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to the
Olympic Peninsula.

Recommendation

Considering the above, it is recommended that the City of Canada Bay Council review the priorities and actions
provided within the draft LSPS and Housing Strategy and in turn in the final LSPS provide priorities and actions
which explicitly identify the North Strathfield Precinct as a location that is appropriate for rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential. This can either be actioned through an explicit mention exempting the North Strathfield Precinct
from the implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, due to its favourable
location for high density residential development. Alternatively, an additional action can be incorporated which
explicitly states the strategic merit of rezoning the site to R4 High Density Residential, given its close proximity to
four railway stations, key metropolitan roads, major employment precincts in the Parramatta and Sydney CBD and
local, cultural and recreational amenities. Further to this, Priority 11 which notes that land use opportunities arising
from Sydney Metro West need to be considered, should be made more specific upon the confirmation of the Metro
West Station locations, emphasising the need to rezone the site to R4 High Density.
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Ref No.:
Contact:
Ph:
Date:

328554.2019
Shaun Beckley
8711 7417
20 December 2019

Natalie Camilleri
Greater Sydney Commission
GPO Box 257
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124

Dear Natalie

Re: Place-based Infrastructure Compact
Thank you for the briefing of Tim Moore, Ed Steane and I on the Place-based Infrastructure Compact
(PIC) that was on exhibition for the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula.

If time allows, feel free to take these comments as a submission on the GPOP PIC, alternatively this is
some feedback generally about the PIC from the perspective of Liverpool City Council and any future PIC
in the Aerotropolis. Council consents to this letter being published as a submission on the PIC.

Council supports the principle of undertaking an upfront assessment of the totality of infrastructure
required for development and quantifying the cost associated with this. It is critical that growing
communities do not miss out on essential infrastructure due to inadequate planning. The capacity of the
PIC to draw a significantly greater volume of planning information from across government is to be
congratulated. It will always remain important, however, to ensure the community and local voices are
involved at the centre of future strategic planning decisions.

For future PICs we would encourage the Government to incorporate in an assessment of local
infrastructure costs and delivery. Local infrastructure is critical to ensuring that communities are liveable,
sustainable and viable. Unless local infrastructure is also incorporated there is a risk that scenario
assessment might be skewed. PICs should be able to provide for infrastructure that our communities
need and deserve, but cannot be delivered by Council’s due to the ‘essential and non-essential’
infrastructure lists.

Page 1 of 2

Greater focus on the overall cost of infrastructure to deliver a precinct (incorporating local and state
requirements) would also be of benefit to the development sector as it would make an ‘overall
assessment of costs’ easier.

The PICs are a unique method to investigate all-of-government costs. This should include the costs of all
infrastructure provision (not focus on state infrastructure) local infrastructure to both state and local
government, and should advocate for solutions which provide greater benefits and efficiencies for both
parties. Co-location of community and school open space is one such example that has seen recent
attention, but this thinking needs to be further expanded to other infrastructure delivery aspects. For
example, could precinct wide stormwater quality swales be provided in the median of state roads?

Council is also interested in the opportunity for the PIC to forward fund, or provide greater capital for local
infrastructure, where a Council’s s.7.11 or 7.12 funds can pay back the state once contributions are
received from developers. This could operate in lieu of HAF grants. This will have a major impact on
Council’s ability to provide infrastructure, particularly in greenfield areas, as the land price component is
often very low when a precinct has just been rezoned compared to when a significant amount of
development has taken place.
Finally, in relation to the ‘GIC 1 PIC’ in Western Sydney, it is noted that work is underway with Transport
for NSW to develop a tailored strategic travel model (STM) for the Aerotropolis area and surrounds. This
exercise, pursuant to the Western Sydney City Deal, is an opportunity to overcome some of the limitations
in existing transport modelling for the region (including particularly, modelling the impacts of the 200,000
jobs City Deal commitment, delivery of a 10MPA Western Sydney International Airport in 2026, and the
expectation of a sustainable land transport system with significant mode share to public and active
transport).

Council can provide particular information regarding the Fifteenth Avenue Smart Transit (FAST) Corridor
which links Liverpool to the Airport and Aerotropolis and will significantly enhance east-west public
transport connectivity. Council would welcome the opportunity to be involved in the development of this
tailored STM both generally, and in relation to the FAST Corridor specifically.

Should you require any further information on this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Yours sincerely

Shaun Beckley
Manager Infrastructure Planning
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10 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group
living in North Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but
also to bring to a close the years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We
discuss the sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it
collaborates with the City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review
by the GSC) is aligned with the strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the
announcement of the Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing
infrastructure that will truly revolutionise the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since
2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8
storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can appreciate this set an expectation for the
area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this was then changed to an FSR of
0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with details yet to be provided. The
residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and look
forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has
been built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable
urbanisation outlined in the points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield
area. We, like you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe the decision to
defer the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group
of streets
at North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until
stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North, South, East and West have the potential to be
redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta Road Strategy 2016-2023) to
heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of the HomebushNorth Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct so to
produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed
for a developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively
modest expenditure on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance
to the M4 tunnel, easy and close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We
have walking, running and cycling paths used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these
cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to
what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy access to abundant green open space

including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and Bressington parks. We have a diversity of
schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital nearby. We have direct and easy
access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes
away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking,
cycling and public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play
a key role in the 30 minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North
Strathfield when developed will enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater
number of people living within walking distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached to this letter was submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for the
urbanisation of North Strathfield to be included in the CCBC LSPS (even without the consideration of the
Sydney Metro West stop at North Strathfield). You will see much of the above comprehensively detailed
in the report supporting the case for redevelopment.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or the
Metro station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of
course the ensuing LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as
we already have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel
that the sequence of Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be
developed in Phase 1 (now) and not delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro
West Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key
pieces of infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for
assurance and compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated
during this process to take into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes
so as to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the
deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and we look forward to providing feedback on the
updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in
sessions.
Regards,
Lucy Liu

22 July 2019
Peter Gainsford
General Manager
City of Canada Bay Council
1A Marlborough Street,
Drummoyne NSW 2047

Dear Mr Gainsford,
RE:SUBMISSION IN RELATION TO THE CITY OF CANADA BAY’S DRAFT LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
STATEMENT AND LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY
We thank you for the opportunity to write to you in response to the draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic
Planning Statement (draft LSPS) and draft Local Housing Strategy (draft housing strategy) . This submission has
been prepared by the North Strathfield Residents’ Group, who represent the owners of land bound by Conway
Avenue, George Street, Allen Street and Powells Creek, North Strathfield (the site).
We would like to acknowledge the considerable time and effort that has been invested in the preparation of the draft
LSPS and its associated strategies which have been efficiently delivered prior to their scheduled public exhibition
period commencing on 1 July 2019.
This submission describes the site, its environs and its strategic context, namely the surrounding zoning of the site,
which has previously been earmarked for higher density residential development. It furthermore explores the
relationship with the draft LSPS, the Greater Sydney Region Plan A Metropolis of Three Cities, the Eastern City
District Plan, the Burwood, Strathfield and Homebush (BSH) Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)which all pertain to the site.
The submission relates specifically to the site’s suitability for rezoning to R4 High Density Residential for the
following reasons:


It has previously been identified as a location for higher density residential development;



It is within close proximity to public transport options including four railway stations, including North Strathfield,
Concord West, Strathfield and Homebush;



Although not confirmed, North Strathfield has been earmarked as a potential Sydney Metro West Station
location, for which the NSW State Government have allocated $6.4 billion over the next four years;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network, including the M4 Tunnel, Parramatta Road and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park; and



Proximity to local amenities including schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and specialty shops.

All these aforementioned factors characterise the site as a prime location for an uplift in residential density, which
will be herein discussed in detail.

1.0

The Site

The site, bound by Conway Avenue to the north, George Street to the east, Allen Street to the south and Powells
Creek to the west, is in the inner-west suburb of North Strathfield within the Canada Bay Local Government Area
(refer to Figure 1). The area is characterised by a mix of residential, commercial, light industrial and infrastructure
uses.
The site currently contains 274 properties consisting of 1-2 storey detached residential dwellings. Under the Canada
Bay Local Environmental Plan 2013 (CBLEP 2013) the site is primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres and maximum FSR of 0.5:1.

Figure 1

Site aerial image

Source: Nearmap & Ethos Urban
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Surrounding the site, there is a mix of R3 Medium Density Residential, B4 Mixed Use, B3 Commercial, IN1
Industrial, RE1 Public Recreation and SP1 Infrastructure zoned land. The Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy proposes R4 High Density Residential zones, however these are to be situated at other
locations near the site, which are distanced further from railway stations. The Bakehouse Quarter, MacDonald
College, Our Lady of the Assumption Primary School and existing high density development including Strathaven,
contribute to a mix of typologies and densities and character surrounding the site.
From a broader perspective, the site is located within an area that is contained by large urban structuring elements
including the T1 Strathfield to Epping Northern Railway Line to the east, the M4 Motorway, M4 Tunnel and
Parramatta Road to the south, and Bicentennial Parklands, Powells Creek and the A3 arterial road to the north and
west. These elements define the north-south orientation of the site, ensuring it maintains a cooperative relationship
with the railway line and cannot extend east-west. This area is identified as the Homebush Precinct under the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy 2016. Notably, the site is also contained within the
catchment area of the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct, GPOP and the Eastern City District of the
Greater Sydney Region.

2.0

Strategic context

2.1

Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030

The revised Sydney Olympic Park Master Plan 2030 and the concurrent State Environmental Planning Policy (State
Significant Precincts) 2005 are projected to deliver an additional 9,500 residents, 4,700 homes, and 2,500 jobs. The
Plan recognises and promotes the future role of Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) within the Greater Parramatta Priority
Growth Area (refer to Figure 2) and the Sydney Metropolitan area.
The site is located on the eastern edge of SOP. As such, it is strategically located to benefit from the provision of
open space, recreation and leisure activities as well as employment within the Park. The Powells Creek corridor
also extends along the western interface of the site offering green links and cycle connections to the broader region.
Additionally, development of the Homebush Precinct, including the site, presents the opportunity to create a
consistent development language across the area, with Homebush Precinct acting as the eastern gateway to the
Greater Parramatta Area.
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Figure 2

Greater Parramatta Priority Growth Area

Source: Department of Planning and Environment

2.2

Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

On 9 November 2016, the Minister for Planning, in conjunction with UrbanGrowth NSW and the State Government,
finalised the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy outlines a long
term vision for the transformation and urban renewal of the 20-kilometre Parramatta Road Corridor from
Camperdown to Holroyd.

2.2.1

Homebush Precinct

The Strategy is divided into two distinct sections; Corridor West and Corridor East and identifies eight precincts to
accommodate a diversity of land uses and densities supported by a range of active and public uses. The site is
located in Corridor East, within the Homebush Precinct. Under the Strategy, the Precinct, which includes part of
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North Strathfield, will be transformed into an active and varied hub, blending higher density housing and a mix of
different uses, all supported by a network of green links and open spaces in close proximity to public transport.
Under the Strategy it is envisaged that by 2050 the Homebush Precinct will be home to 19,500 people, 9,500
homes and 12,900 jobs.

2.2.2

The Draft Strategy – September 2015

The draft Strategy, published in September 2015, presented the opportunity for increased density throughout the
Homebush Precinct, from Parramatta Road to Concord West Station including the subject site. The Plan proposed
higher density residential development of an average of 8-storeys with a maximum 12-storeys (42 metres) for the
site (refer to Figure 3 below).

Figure 3

Draft strategy built form plan

Source: Urban Growth NSW & Ethos Urban
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2.2.3

Consultation outcomes – May 2016

During the public exhibition of the draft Strategy submissions were made by residents, land and business owners
and the City of Canada Bay Council and Strathfield Councils. The Consultation Outcomes Report for the Precinct
summarised the following issues:


The City of Canada Bay Council requested no rezoning north of Pomeroy Street until the City of Canada Bay
Draft Concord West Precinct Master Plan 2014;



Strathfield Municipal Council recommended that density and height be based on proximity to rail corridors
and/or other key transport nodes and expressed concern that many areas farthest from train stations were
assigned the highest development densities;



Concern from the vocal minority about the increased population compounding existing congestion, particularly
on George Street, Pomeroy Street, Underwood Road, Homebush Bay Drive and Australia Avenue; and



While there was community feedback from a loud minority opposing the proposed heights of development in the
Precinct, particularly in areas adjacent to single storey residential dwellings, there was general community
support for higher density development around train stations.

2.2.4

The Final Strategy – November 2016

The final Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy was released 9 November 2016. Whilst the
objectives of the Strategy remain consistent with the draft and increased density is achieved across most parts of
the Homebush Precinct, the original recommended changes to the site were not carried through to the Final
Strategy. The site would remain zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres
(refer to Figure 4 below).

Figure 4

Homebush precinct recommended land uses

Source: UrbanGrowth NSW

Whilst UrbanGrowth acknowledges that the plans presented in the draft Strategy were of good planning logic, they
were responsive to some of the stakeholder feedback and modified their recommendation to align with the requests
of a vocal and over-represented minority.
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2.2.5

Subsequent consultation and planning for North Strathfield

Since the release of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the North Strathfield Residents’
group has had several consultations with many layers of government and supporting agencies. The group has met
with the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), the Eastern District Commissioner, Office of the Premier, Planning
Minister’s Office, Sydney Metro West team, DPE, DPIE, Minister for Transport, City of Canada Bay Mayor, BSH
Planned Precinct team, Member for Reid, Member for Strathfield and Member for Drummoyne.
A summary of the consultation with some of these parties is outlined below:


15 March 2017 – GSC District Dialogues Workshop



24 August 2017 – Attended a GSC information session relating to the GSRP and Eastern City district plan;



30 August 2017 – Email from the DPE regarding a drop-in session attended by the North Strathfield Residents’
Group on 24 June 2017 in relation to North Strathfield’s exclusion from the BSH Planned Precinct. It
furthermore notes that ‘North Strathfield is already identified as a Precinct within the imminent release of the
Greater Parramatta Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan’;



17 October 2017 – Letter from Minister for Planning, Housing and Special Minister of State, Anthony Roberts
regarding the zoning of North Strathfield



19 October 2017 – Email from the GSC regarding joint workshops for Future Transport and the Eastern City
District on 14 and 18 November 2017;



25 October 2017 – Meeting with DPE and City of Canada Bay Council regarding the Greater Parramatta LUIIP
which includes North Strathfield, the BSH Planned Precinct and SIC for Greater Parramatta;



25 October 2017 – Letter from MP for Drummoyne, John Sidoti confirming that response from North Strathfield
Residents’ Group has been received by the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special Minister of
State, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP;



21 December 2017 – Letter from Canada Bay General Manager Gary Sawyer stating that North Strathfield is
contained within the investigation area for the BSH Planned Precinct;



12 February 2018 – Email from GSC providing an update on the region and district plans which responds to an
email inquiry from North Strathfield Residents’ Group;



19 March 2018 – Email from the GSC inviting the North Strathfield Residents’ Group to a briefing on the
finalised GSRP, district plans, Future Transport 2056 and NSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38;



11 April 2018 – Email from the DPE regarding the BSH Planned Precinct;



20 September 2018 – Letter from Scott Pedder, Director of Community and Environmental Planning at the City
of Canada Bay Council regarding the North Strathfield Precinct.



24 November 2018 – Email from GSC inviting North Strathfield Residents’ Group to their Citizens’ Panel
information session;



23 January 2019 – Letter from the City of Canada Bay Mayor Angelo Tsirekas providing an update on the North
Strathfield Planned Precinct;

The common theme throughout all these meetings was that up-zoning for the area could only be re-instated once
the locations of the Sydney Metro West Stations are announced, subsequently enabling the BSH Planned Precinct
to be announced. The majority of the conversations were empathetic to the situation that the residents have found
themselves in, as they have been in a state of uncertainty for several years in relation to their future. The views
expressed in the interviews were generally consistent with the North Strathfield Residents’ Group opinion that the
location is ideal for up-zoning and that the proposal for high density in less favourable locations nearby did not align
with planning principles.
It is noted that the area is in a perfect location to maximise value capture, encourage walkability, reduce car trips,
increase liveability and support the 30 minute cities priority. The residents feel that the release of the draft LSPS
without taking onboard all the feedback over the last 5 years has led to more confusion.
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3.0

Review of Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement & Draft Housing Strategy

3.1

Draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic Planning Statement

Our review of the draft LSPS finds some significant issues and opportunities surrounding its priorities, actions and
visions for residential growth in the LGA. These issues surround the following:


The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ within North Strathfield;



The proposal to implement the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy generally in accordance with the 2016-2023
Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design
study; and



The incorporation of Priority 11 which affirms the need to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications arising
from Sydney Metro West’ and its associated station locations.

3.1.1

Identification of terrace and dual occupancy potential

The draft LSPS identifies the site as having ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’, as is illustrated in the Structure
Plan, with an excerpt provided at Figure 5. The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ for the site is
uncharacteristic of the surrounding development and will not unlock the land use potential for the site. It will work to
the detriment of the site and its surroundings, given that the site is proximately located to four different railway
stations, is in the immediate vicinity of major metropolitan road networks and is less than 2km from a plethora of
recreational open spaces at Bicentennial Park and Sydney Olympic Park. For these reasons, the proposal to
incorporate medium density dwellings at the site location is contrary to the principles of Transit Oriented
Development.
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Figure 5

Canada Bay structure plan

Source: City of Canada Bay

3.1.2

Implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

In relation to housing supply, Action 5.1 of the draft LSPS provides that the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy is to
be implemented ‘generally in accordance with the 2016-2023 Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a
precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design study, including the preparation of a precinct wide
planning proposal, draft DCP, Affordable housing contributions scheme and local contributions scheme’.
As noted earlier in Section 2.2 of this report, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, which
was finalised in 2016, results in a planning outcome that disadvantages the site and its surroundings. This is
because the site is proximate to station locations, major roads in the Sydney metropolitan road network,
employment centres and local, recreational and cultural amenities. It is therefore necessary that Action 5.1 be
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amended, incorporating an exemption to the Parramatta Road Implementation Plan for the site, which lies within the
Homebush Precinct. This should be explicitly stated in the final LSPS, identifying the great potential herein for a
rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.
A number of the issues and implications emanating from the implementation of Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy at the site are detailed below.
Community Concerns
Despite the reported opposition to the draft Strategy, the site’s exclusion from a change in zoning under the
Strategy has caused significant concern amongst North Strathfield landowners and residents. Key concerns include:


That the site will become an island surrounded by high density development;



The logic for excluding the site from the Strategy given its proximity to North Strathfield and Concord West
Railway Stations and commercial and retail services and schools along George Street, comparative to other
sites which are further away from public transport and infrastructure yet were up-zoned;



Prolonged unease and uncertainty about the future of residents’ properties;



Landowners reluctant to invest in maintenance and redevelopment of their properties and therefore an overall
decline in the character and aesthetic of the area;



Significant upfront time and cost to pursue a proponent led rezoning on land which is currently not supported by
the Strategy;

The Strategy was initially proposed over three years ago, however the area has been subject to previous
investigations including the ‘Strathfield to Rhodes Corridor’ Strategy prepared by Concord Council over 20 years
ago. Since initial exhibition of the draft Strategy in 2014 residents of North Strathfield have been adjusting to the
imminent changes to their community; changes to both neighbouring properties as well as wider suburb area.
Constant uncertainty is stressful for residents and makes it difficult for residents to make appropriate decisions
about the future of their properties and lives.
Whilst the site has been recognised as having perceived “character”, many of the existing dwellings and the
patterns of subdivision are comparable to those areas proposed for R4 rezoning. As it is not clear why the area to
the west of Powells Creek and Underwood Road in Homebush, which arguably presents similar architectural and
built form characteristics as the site yet is further away from North Strathfield and Concord West Railway Stations,
has been proposed to be rezoned to R4, recognising the different jurisdictions and views of Canada Bay and
Strathfield Councils, it is possible that inconsistency in the application of the Strategy’s recommendations may result
in future impacts to the perceived character. Recognising that considerable investment would be required to
maintain the dwellings and their character over time, with such uncertainty about the future of their properties,
landowners are reluctant to invest. A lack of investment will no doubt have a cumulative impact to the perceived
character of the site over time.
Future Conditions for North Strathfield Residents
In the instance that the site retains its zoning and the areas surrounding it are redeveloped in accordance with the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the site will become an island of low density
development surrounded by high density development. The Precinct will function with an inverse logic where low to
medium density housing is located closest to public transport and services, and the greatest densities will be
located on the edges of the Precinct. Those living on the western side of Powells Creek and beyond 1 kilometre
from the railway stations, will likely utilise additional modes of transport including vehicle or bus, to access the
railway stations and services, further increasing pressure on Pomeroy and George Streets.
Overwhelming Community Support for a Rezoning
Despite reported opposition to the draft Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy and contrary to the
position adopted by UrbanGrowth, the community from Allen Street to Conway Avenue are strongly in favour of an
amendment to existing planning controls to facilitate R4 High Density Residential development. Since the initial
exhibition of the draft Strategy over three years ago, residents have adjusted to the prospect of change and
revitalisation of the suburb. As outlined above, residents face becoming an ‘island’ amongst higher density
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development. Residents wish to avoid continued uncertainty on the future of their properties by being included in
Council-led precinct planning for the area.
The residents have spent a considerable amount of time advocating for the inclusion of the site in the Strategy and
the short-term Implementation Plan 2016-2023, and through this submission, petition the City of Canada Bay
Council to encourage and support the identification of the site in the final LSPS and new LEP as R4 High Density
Residential land. It is therefore necessary for this to be amended, with a mention that the non-compliance with the
Parramatta Road Strategy will be in relation to North Strathfield, which will only achieve its land use potential
through rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.

3.1.3

Identification of land use opportunities arising from future Metro West Stations

A major priority incorporated into the draft LSPS as Priority 11 is to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications
arising from Sydney Metro West’ and specifically Action 11.1 which states:
Prior to rezoning occurring, a local planning study is to be prepared and endorsed by Council for the localities in
which a Sydney Metro West station is proposed, including development sites and their immediate surrounds,
that:
-

establishes preferred land uses within and around the new Metro locations;

-

establishes preferred built form outcomes within and around new Metro locations;

-

identifies the need for further studies or considerations resulting from transport infrastructure

We hope that on top of the four railway stations in the vicinity of the site and the previous strategic recognition of the
site as a location appropriate for high density residential development (see Figure 3), pursuant to Action 11, the
earmarked North Strathfield Metro Station, will automatically trigger the identification of the site as a location for
rezoning to high density residential. We are supportive of this priority and its associated action being employed to
provide a higher density in this location. However, we believe that the site, as it stands, with its close proximity to
four railway stations, key roads, employment precincts and cultural, recreational and local amenities, is prime for
high density residential development, potentially with a mixed use composition, comprising ground floor retail. The
GSC has in fact identified the site as an ideal location for up-zoning, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Eastern District Plan map

Source: Greater Sydney Commission

Section 3.9(3A) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) requires that:
‘The council for an area that is in the Greater Sydney Region must not make a local strategic planning statement
unless the Greater Sydney Commission has advised the council in writing that the Commission supports the
statement as being consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans’.
Therefore, if the draft LSPS does not provide a mechanism which facilitates the rezoning of the site to an R4 High
Density Residential zone, it will contravene Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act. The Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP)
and the Eastern City District Plan which apply to the site, both contain the objective of providing ‘a range of
housing types in the right locations’. The draft LSPS and Housing Strategy may propose a range of housing
types, however these are clearly not in the right location.
The GSRP further identifies eight locational criteria for urban renewal, which in this instance would most suitably be
characterised as mixed use development, containing ground floor retail and above ground high density residential.
An assessment of the compliance of the site with these locational criteria is provided in Table 1, demonstrating a
general consistency with the criteria and therefore highlighting the necessity of providing high density residential
development at the site.
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Table 1

Compliance of site with locational criteria in GSRP

Locational Criteria

Comments

alignment with investment in regional and district
infrastructure which acknowledges the catalytic
impacts of infrastructure such as Sydney Metro
Northwest and Sydney Metro City & Southwest,
NorthConnex, WestConnex, CBD and South East
Light Rail, Parramatta Light Rail, Northern Beaches
Hospital

The site is in close proximity to WestConnex (M4 Tunnel), which in turn
strategically positions it to accommodate an uplift in residential density.

other possible future investments such as Western
Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link and Sydney
Metro West and opportunities created by
enhancements to existing infrastructure such as
upgrades to schools, open space including sporting
facilities and transport

On top of the extensive rail infrastructure surrounding the site, including
North Strathfield, Concord West and Homebush Railway Stations, all of
which are within an 800m catchment area of the site, North Strathfield
has been earmarked as a future Sydney Metro West Station location (as
is also identified in the structure plan shown in Figure 5). Therefore, not
providing high density residential uses at this location will result in a
failure in achieving the core objective of providing ‘a range of housing
types in the right locations’.

accessibility to jobs

The site is within close proximity to employment precincts including
Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and Macquarie Park.

accessibility to regional transport, noting that high
frequency transport services can create efficient
connections to local transport services and expand
the catchment area of people who can access
regional transport

The site is situated within the immediate vicinity of three railway stations,
including Homebush, North Strathfield and Concord West Railway
Stations, which are each within 10 minutes walking distance from the site.
They provide high frequency transport services, including the T9 Northern
Line, T1 Western Line and T2 Inner West Line. These are high frequency
services which connect the site to various regions through Greater
Sydney.
Further to this, the site is situated in the vicinity of major roads within the
Sydney metropolitan road network, connecting it to regional bus services
such as the 410 bus service which connects Hurstville to Macquarie Park,
via Concord Road. This provides a high frequency transport service
efficiently connecting those in the vicinity of the site to various regions
throughout Greater Sydney.

catchment areas within walking distance (up to 10
minutes) of centres with rail, light rail or regional
bus transport

The site is situated within 10 minutes walking distance to Concord West,
North Strathfield and Homebush Railway Stations. Therefore, strategically
positioned for an uplift in residential density.

efficient interchanges with a comprehensive walking
and cycling network

The site is in the immediate vicinity of the Cooks River cycleway, which is
a 30 kilometre long shared use path for cyclists and pedestrians,
connecting Ryde in the northwest to Botany Bay in the south east. This
cycleway passes through Powells Creek, which borders the site to the
west.

areas of high social housing concentration where
there is good access to services, transport and jobs

N/A.

distance from special land uses such as ports and
airports.

The site is situated approximately 10.65km from Sydney Airport and
16.8km from Port Botany.

In light of section 3.9(3A) of the EP&A Act and given that such a substantial number of the GSRP criteria apply to
the site and to such a degree, this necessitates the provision of high density residential development within this
location, either through Priority 11 or an alternative mechanism that is incorporated into the final LSPS. Otherwise
the draft LSPS will not be consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans.
Therefore, we recommend that Priority 11 be a trigger to facilitate the rezoning of this site to R4 High Density
Residential zone. Additionally, it is a necessity that a further action be incorporated within the housing component of
the LSPS. This should identify North Strathfield, a site situated in close proximity to numerous railway stations, key
parts of the metropolitan road network, local, cultural and recreational amenities, and employment precincts is
undoubtedly the right location for high density residential development. Otherwise, the fundamental objective of the
GSRP to ‘provide a range of housing types in the right locations’, will not be achieved.
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3.2

Draft Local Housing Strategy

The draft Housing Strategy prepared by SGS on behalf of the City of Canada Bay Council espouses ‘large scale
urban renewal to deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined under State Government plans’.
However, as noted earlier, a key objective of the GSRP, the primary State Government strategic plan, is to ‘provide
a range of housing types in the right locations’. The draft Housing Strategy then identifies a two storey height
limit for the site, with the potential to explore a third storey (see Figure 7). This is contrary to the draft Housing
Strategy which claims it will deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined in State Government
plans but does not provide this type of housing at the site, which is ideally located for high density residential
development.

Figure 7

Mixed housing precinct

Source: SGS Economics and Planning

A letter written to the North Strathfield Residents Group, dated 2 July 2019, responding to a query regarding the
draft LSPS, stated that upon confirmation of the Metro West station locations, there will be further analysis to
confirm that the future stations are surrounded by appropriate housing choices (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8

Letter from Council to North Strathfield Residents Group

Source: City of Canada Bay Council

Undoubtedly, in a location that is currently within an 800m walking catchment of three railway stations, good
planning will inevitably result in the rezoning of the site to R4 High Density Residential. Further, the additional Metro
Station location should automatically trigger the rezoning of the site to an R4 High Density zone, and this should be
outlined within the final version of the Canada Bay LSPS.

4.0

Conclusions

In summary, this submission finds that the site is highly computable to support R4 High Density Residential
development for the following reasons:


The opportunity to realise transit oriented development and the objectives of the Greater Sydney Region Plan A
Metropolis of Three Cities;



Proximity to public transport options including four heavy rail train stations, being North Strathfield, Concord
West, Strathfield and Homebush, and multiple bus routes;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network including the M4 Tunnel , Parramatta Road, and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park;



Proximity to local amenities including the schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and speciality shops;



A Metro Station location being earmarked for North Strathfield, increasing demand for high density residential
development to be provided in this area; and
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5.0

It is located within the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to the
Olympic Peninsula.

Recommendation

Considering the above, it is recommended that the City of Canada Bay Council review the priorities and actions
provided within the draft LSPS and Housing Strategy and in turn in the final LSPS provide priorities and actions
which explicitly identify the North Strathfield Precinct as a location that is appropriate for rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential. This can either be actioned through an explicit mention exempting the North Strathfield Precinct
from the implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, due to its favourable
location for high density residential development. Alternatively, an additional action can be incorporated which
explicitly states the strategic merit of rezoning the site to R4 High Density Residential, given its close proximity to
four railway stations, key metropolitan roads, major employment precincts in the Parramatta and Sydney CBD and
local, cultural and recreational amenities. Further to this, Priority 11 which notes that land use opportunities arising
from Sydney Metro West need to be considered, should be made more specific upon the confirmation of the Metro
West Station locations, emphasising the need to rezone the site to R4 High Density.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, 18 December 2019 7:50 AM
Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox
GSC - NORTH STRATHFIELD RESIDENTS

Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE‐BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group living in
North Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but also to bring to a
close the years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush‐North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We discuss the
sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it collaborates with the City
of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review by the GSC) is aligned with the
strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the announcement of the
Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing infrastructure that will truly
revolutionise the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since 2013 when Urban Growth first released
plans for our area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8 storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m).
As you can appreciate this set an expectation for the area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external
influence, this was then changed to an FSR of 0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up‐zoned
with details yet to be provided. The
residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and look forward to
the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has been built up before
our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable urbanisation outlined in the points given
in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield area. We,
like you, are concerned about the potential for ad‐hoc development and believe the decision to defer the
Homebush‐North Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group of streets from
at North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until stage 2, whilst the streets
immediately to the North, South, East and West have the potential to be redeveloped in the short term under
existing strategy&#39;s (eg, Parramatta Road Strategy 2016‐2023) to
heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of the Homebush‐North
Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct so to produce the
best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed for a
developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively modest
expenditure on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance to the M4
tunnel, easy and close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We have walking, running
and cycling paths used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and
Parramatta, the list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to what is asserted in the PIC document, we have
close and easy access to abundant green open space including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and
Bressington parks. We have a diversity of schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital
nearby. We have direct and easy access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney
CBD 15 minutes away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park
(walking, cycling and public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to playa
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key role in the 30 minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North
Strathfield when developed will enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater number of
people living within walking distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up‐zoning, precincts or the Metro
station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of course the ensuing
LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush‐North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as we already
have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel that the sequence of
Homebush‐North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be developed in Phase 1 (now) and not
delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro West
Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key pieces of
infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for assurance and
compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated during this process to take
into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes
so as
to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and
we look forward to providing feedback on the
updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in sessions.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Peter Hayes
Saturday, 9 November 2019 9:37 AM
Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox
RE: Australia's first Place-based Infrastructure Compact - open for feedback

Hello Team,
Thank you for the invitation to comment on the PIC.
I can’t find any provision for sequencing the evolution of essential infrastructure. The correct sequencing is as
important as scheduling. For example; increased school capacity must come before the arrival of student
population; i.e. family accommodation. Equally importantly, jobs and access to them, should coincide with the
development of residential accommo0dation. Poor sequencing has blighted much of the city’s past development.
Kind regards,
Peter Hayes
Chatswood

From: Greater Sydney Commission <engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au>
Sent: Thursday, 7 November 2019 11:53 AM
To:
Subject: Australia's first Place‐based Infrastructure Compact ‐ open for feedback

View this email in your browser

To help protect y our priv acy , Microsoft Office prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

Australia's first Place-based Infrastructure
Compact
open for feedback

Today the Greater Sydney Commission launched Australia’s first Place-Based
Infrastructure Compact (PIC), a new city shaping planning model piloted in
Greater Sydney’s fastest growing area, the Greater Parramatta and Olympic
Peninsula (GPOP). We are now seeking feedback on the pilot from the
community and stakeholders.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tuesday, 17 December 2019 10:48 PM
Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox
Re Homebush & North Strathfield Precinct Place Base Submission
Submission to Canada Bay.pdf

Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group living in North
Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but also to bring to a close the
years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We discuss the
sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it collaborates with the
City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review by the GSC) is aligned with the
strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the announcement of the
Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing infrastructure that will truly revolutionise
the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since 2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our
area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8 storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can
appreciate this set an expectation for the area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this
was then changed to an FSR of 0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with details yet
to be provided. The residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and
look forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has been
built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable urbanisation outlined in the
points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield area. We, like
you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe the decision to defer the Homebush-North
Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group of streets
at
North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North,
South, East and West have the potential to be redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta
Road Strategy 2016-2023) to heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of
the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct
so to produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed for a
developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively modest expenditure
on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance to the M4 tunnel, easy and
close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We have walking, running and cycling paths
used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the
list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy
access to abundant green open space including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and Bressington
parks. We have a diversity of schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital nearby. We have
direct and easy access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes
away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking, cycling and
public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play a key role in the 30
minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North Strathfield when developed will
enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater number of people living within walking
distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached below was submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for the urbanisation of
North Strathfield to be included in the CCBC LSPS (even without the consideration of the Sydney Metro West stop at
North Strathfield). You will see much of the above comprehensively detailed in the report supporting the case for
redevelopment.
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We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or the Metro
station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of course the ensuing
LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as we already
have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel that the sequence of
Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be developed in Phase 1 (now) and not
delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro West
Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key pieces of
infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for assurance and
compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated during this process to take
into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes
so as
to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and
we look forward to providing feedback on the updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and
GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in sessions.
Regards,

North Strathfield Resident
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22 July 2019
Peter Gainsford
General Manager
City of Canada Bay Council
1A Marlborough Street,
Drummoyne NSW 2047

Dear Mr Gainsford,
RE:SUBMISSION IN RELATION TO THE CITY OF CANADA BAY’S DRAFT LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
STATEMENT AND LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY
We thank you for the opportunity to write to you in response to the draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic
Planning Statement (draft LSPS) and draft Local Housing Strategy (draft housing strategy) . This submission has
been prepared by the North Strathfield Residents’ Group, who represent the owners of land bound by Conway
Avenue, George Street, Allen Street and Powells Creek, North Strathfield (the site).
We would like to acknowledge the considerable time and effort that has been invested in the preparation of the draft
LSPS and its associated strategies which have been efficiently delivered prior to their scheduled public exhibition
period commencing on 1 July 2019.
This submission describes the site, its environs and its strategic context, namely the surrounding zoning of the site,
which has previously been earmarked for higher density residential development. It furthermore explores the
relationship with the draft LSPS, the Greater Sydney Region Plan A Metropolis of Three Cities, the Eastern City
District Plan, the Burwood, Strathfield and Homebush (BSH) Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)which all pertain to the site.
The submission relates specifically to the site’s suitability for rezoning to R4 High Density Residential for the
following reasons:


It has previously been identified as a location for higher density residential development;



It is within close proximity to public transport options including four railway stations, including North Strathfield,
Concord West, Strathfield and Homebush;



Although not confirmed, North Strathfield has been earmarked as a potential Sydney Metro West Station
location, for which the NSW State Government have allocated $6.4 billion over the next four years;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network, including the M4 Tunnel, Parramatta Road and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park; and



Proximity to local amenities including schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and specialty shops.

All these aforementioned factors characterise the site as a prime location for an uplift in residential density, which
will be herein discussed in detail.

1.0

The Site

The site, bound by Conway Avenue to the north, George Street to the east, Allen Street to the south and Powells
Creek to the west, is in the inner-west suburb of North Strathfield within the Canada Bay Local Government Area
(refer to Figure 1). The area is characterised by a mix of residential, commercial, light industrial and infrastructure
uses.
The site currently contains 274 properties consisting of 1-2 storey detached residential dwellings. Under the Canada
Bay Local Environmental Plan 2013 (CBLEP 2013) the site is primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres and maximum FSR of 0.5:1.

Figure 1

Site aerial image

Source: Nearmap & Ethos Urban
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Surrounding the site, there is a mix of R3 Medium Density Residential, B4 Mixed Use, B3 Commercial, IN1
Industrial, RE1 Public Recreation and SP1 Infrastructure zoned land. The Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy proposes R4 High Density Residential zones, however these are to be situated at other
locations near the site, which are distanced further from railway stations. The Bakehouse Quarter, MacDonald
College, Our Lady of the Assumption Primary School and existing high density development including Strathaven,
contribute to a mix of typologies and densities and character surrounding the site.
From a broader perspective, the site is located within an area that is contained by large urban structuring elements
including the T1 Strathfield to Epping Northern Railway Line to the east, the M4 Motorway, M4 Tunnel and
Parramatta Road to the south, and Bicentennial Parklands, Powells Creek and the A3 arterial road to the north and
west. These elements define the north-south orientation of the site, ensuring it maintains a cooperative relationship
with the railway line and cannot extend east-west. This area is identified as the Homebush Precinct under the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy 2016. Notably, the site is also contained within the
catchment area of the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct, GPOP and the Eastern City District of the
Greater Sydney Region.

2.0

Strategic context

2.1

Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030

The revised Sydney Olympic Park Master Plan 2030 and the concurrent State Environmental Planning Policy (State
Significant Precincts) 2005 are projected to deliver an additional 9,500 residents, 4,700 homes, and 2,500 jobs. The
Plan recognises and promotes the future role of Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) within the Greater Parramatta Priority
Growth Area (refer to Figure 2) and the Sydney Metropolitan area.
The site is located on the eastern edge of SOP. As such, it is strategically located to benefit from the provision of
open space, recreation and leisure activities as well as employment within the Park. The Powells Creek corridor
also extends along the western interface of the site offering green links and cycle connections to the broader region.
Additionally, development of the Homebush Precinct, including the site, presents the opportunity to create a
consistent development language across the area, with Homebush Precinct acting as the eastern gateway to the
Greater Parramatta Area.
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Figure 2

Greater Parramatta Priority Growth Area

Source: Department of Planning and Environment

2.2

Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

On 9 November 2016, the Minister for Planning, in conjunction with UrbanGrowth NSW and the State Government,
finalised the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy outlines a long
term vision for the transformation and urban renewal of the 20-kilometre Parramatta Road Corridor from
Camperdown to Holroyd.

2.2.1

Homebush Precinct

The Strategy is divided into two distinct sections; Corridor West and Corridor East and identifies eight precincts to
accommodate a diversity of land uses and densities supported by a range of active and public uses. The site is
located in Corridor East, within the Homebush Precinct. Under the Strategy, the Precinct, which includes part of
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North Strathfield, will be transformed into an active and varied hub, blending higher density housing and a mix of
different uses, all supported by a network of green links and open spaces in close proximity to public transport.
Under the Strategy it is envisaged that by 2050 the Homebush Precinct will be home to 19,500 people, 9,500
homes and 12,900 jobs.

2.2.2

The Draft Strategy – September 2015

The draft Strategy, published in September 2015, presented the opportunity for increased density throughout the
Homebush Precinct, from Parramatta Road to Concord West Station including the subject site. The Plan proposed
higher density residential development of an average of 8-storeys with a maximum 12-storeys (42 metres) for the
site (refer to Figure 3 below).

Figure 3

Draft strategy built form plan

Source: Urban Growth NSW & Ethos Urban
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2.2.3

Consultation outcomes – May 2016

During the public exhibition of the draft Strategy submissions were made by residents, land and business owners
and the City of Canada Bay Council and Strathfield Councils. The Consultation Outcomes Report for the Precinct
summarised the following issues:


The City of Canada Bay Council requested no rezoning north of Pomeroy Street until the City of Canada Bay
Draft Concord West Precinct Master Plan 2014;



Strathfield Municipal Council recommended that density and height be based on proximity to rail corridors
and/or other key transport nodes and expressed concern that many areas farthest from train stations were
assigned the highest development densities;



Concern from the vocal minority about the increased population compounding existing congestion, particularly
on George Street, Pomeroy Street, Underwood Road, Homebush Bay Drive and Australia Avenue; and



While there was community feedback from a loud minority opposing the proposed heights of development in the
Precinct, particularly in areas adjacent to single storey residential dwellings, there was general community
support for higher density development around train stations.

2.2.4

The Final Strategy – November 2016

The final Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy was released 9 November 2016. Whilst the
objectives of the Strategy remain consistent with the draft and increased density is achieved across most parts of
the Homebush Precinct, the original recommended changes to the site were not carried through to the Final
Strategy. The site would remain zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres
(refer to Figure 4 below).

Figure 4

Homebush precinct recommended land uses

Source: UrbanGrowth NSW

Whilst UrbanGrowth acknowledges that the plans presented in the draft Strategy were of good planning logic, they
were responsive to some of the stakeholder feedback and modified their recommendation to align with the requests
of a vocal and over-represented minority.
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2.2.5

Subsequent consultation and planning for North Strathfield

Since the release of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the North Strathfield Residents’
group has had several consultations with many layers of government and supporting agencies. The group has met
with the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), the Eastern District Commissioner, Office of the Premier, Planning
Minister’s Office, Sydney Metro West team, DPE, DPIE, Minister for Transport, City of Canada Bay Mayor, BSH
Planned Precinct team, Member for Reid, Member for Strathfield and Member for Drummoyne.
A summary of the consultation with some of these parties is outlined below:


15 March 2017 – GSC District Dialogues Workshop



24 August 2017 – Attended a GSC information session relating to the GSRP and Eastern City district plan;



30 August 2017 – Email from the DPE regarding a drop-in session attended by the North Strathfield Residents’
Group on 24 June 2017 in relation to North Strathfield’s exclusion from the BSH Planned Precinct. It
furthermore notes that ‘North Strathfield is already identified as a Precinct within the imminent release of the
Greater Parramatta Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan’;



17 October 2017 – Letter from Minister for Planning, Housing and Special Minister of State, Anthony Roberts
regarding the zoning of North Strathfield



19 October 2017 – Email from the GSC regarding joint workshops for Future Transport and the Eastern City
District on 14 and 18 November 2017;



25 October 2017 – Meeting with DPE and City of Canada Bay Council regarding the Greater Parramatta LUIIP
which includes North Strathfield, the BSH Planned Precinct and SIC for Greater Parramatta;



25 October 2017 – Letter from MP for Drummoyne, John Sidoti confirming that response from North Strathfield
Residents’ Group has been received by the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special Minister of
State, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP;



21 December 2017 – Letter from Canada Bay General Manager Gary Sawyer stating that North Strathfield is
contained within the investigation area for the BSH Planned Precinct;



12 February 2018 – Email from GSC providing an update on the region and district plans which responds to an
email inquiry from North Strathfield Residents’ Group;



19 March 2018 – Email from the GSC inviting the North Strathfield Residents’ Group to a briefing on the
finalised GSRP, district plans, Future Transport 2056 and NSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38;



11 April 2018 – Email from the DPE regarding the BSH Planned Precinct;



20 September 2018 – Letter from Scott Pedder, Director of Community and Environmental Planning at the City
of Canada Bay Council regarding the North Strathfield Precinct.



24 November 2018 – Email from GSC inviting North Strathfield Residents’ Group to their Citizens’ Panel
information session;



23 January 2019 – Letter from the City of Canada Bay Mayor Angelo Tsirekas providing an update on the North
Strathfield Planned Precinct;

The common theme throughout all these meetings was that up-zoning for the area could only be re-instated once
the locations of the Sydney Metro West Stations are announced, subsequently enabling the BSH Planned Precinct
to be announced. The majority of the conversations were empathetic to the situation that the residents have found
themselves in, as they have been in a state of uncertainty for several years in relation to their future. The views
expressed in the interviews were generally consistent with the North Strathfield Residents’ Group opinion that the
location is ideal for up-zoning and that the proposal for high density in less favourable locations nearby did not align
with planning principles.
It is noted that the area is in a perfect location to maximise value capture, encourage walkability, reduce car trips,
increase liveability and support the 30 minute cities priority. The residents feel that the release of the draft LSPS
without taking onboard all the feedback over the last 5 years has led to more confusion.
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3.0

Review of Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement & Draft Housing Strategy

3.1

Draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic Planning Statement

Our review of the draft LSPS finds some significant issues and opportunities surrounding its priorities, actions and
visions for residential growth in the LGA. These issues surround the following:


The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ within North Strathfield;



The proposal to implement the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy generally in accordance with the 2016-2023
Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design
study; and



The incorporation of Priority 11 which affirms the need to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications arising
from Sydney Metro West’ and its associated station locations.

3.1.1

Identification of terrace and dual occupancy potential

The draft LSPS identifies the site as having ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’, as is illustrated in the Structure
Plan, with an excerpt provided at Figure 5. The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ for the site is
uncharacteristic of the surrounding development and will not unlock the land use potential for the site. It will work to
the detriment of the site and its surroundings, given that the site is proximately located to four different railway
stations, is in the immediate vicinity of major metropolitan road networks and is less than 2km from a plethora of
recreational open spaces at Bicentennial Park and Sydney Olympic Park. For these reasons, the proposal to
incorporate medium density dwellings at the site location is contrary to the principles of Transit Oriented
Development.
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Figure 5

Canada Bay structure plan

Source: City of Canada Bay

3.1.2

Implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

In relation to housing supply, Action 5.1 of the draft LSPS provides that the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy is to
be implemented ‘generally in accordance with the 2016-2023 Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a
precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design study, including the preparation of a precinct wide
planning proposal, draft DCP, Affordable housing contributions scheme and local contributions scheme’.
As noted earlier in Section 2.2 of this report, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, which
was finalised in 2016, results in a planning outcome that disadvantages the site and its surroundings. This is
because the site is proximate to station locations, major roads in the Sydney metropolitan road network,
employment centres and local, recreational and cultural amenities. It is therefore necessary that Action 5.1 be
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amended, incorporating an exemption to the Parramatta Road Implementation Plan for the site, which lies within the
Homebush Precinct. This should be explicitly stated in the final LSPS, identifying the great potential herein for a
rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.
A number of the issues and implications emanating from the implementation of Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy at the site are detailed below.
Community Concerns
Despite the reported opposition to the draft Strategy, the site’s exclusion from a change in zoning under the
Strategy has caused significant concern amongst North Strathfield landowners and residents. Key concerns include:


That the site will become an island surrounded by high density development;



The logic for excluding the site from the Strategy given its proximity to North Strathfield and Concord West
Railway Stations and commercial and retail services and schools along George Street, comparative to other
sites which are further away from public transport and infrastructure yet were up-zoned;



Prolonged unease and uncertainty about the future of residents’ properties;



Landowners reluctant to invest in maintenance and redevelopment of their properties and therefore an overall
decline in the character and aesthetic of the area;



Significant upfront time and cost to pursue a proponent led rezoning on land which is currently not supported by
the Strategy;

The Strategy was initially proposed over three years ago, however the area has been subject to previous
investigations including the ‘Strathfield to Rhodes Corridor’ Strategy prepared by Concord Council over 20 years
ago. Since initial exhibition of the draft Strategy in 2014 residents of North Strathfield have been adjusting to the
imminent changes to their community; changes to both neighbouring properties as well as wider suburb area.
Constant uncertainty is stressful for residents and makes it difficult for residents to make appropriate decisions
about the future of their properties and lives.
Whilst the site has been recognised as having perceived “character”, many of the existing dwellings and the
patterns of subdivision are comparable to those areas proposed for R4 rezoning. As it is not clear why the area to
the west of Powells Creek and Underwood Road in Homebush, which arguably presents similar architectural and
built form characteristics as the site yet is further away from North Strathfield and Concord West Railway Stations,
has been proposed to be rezoned to R4, recognising the different jurisdictions and views of Canada Bay and
Strathfield Councils, it is possible that inconsistency in the application of the Strategy’s recommendations may result
in future impacts to the perceived character. Recognising that considerable investment would be required to
maintain the dwellings and their character over time, with such uncertainty about the future of their properties,
landowners are reluctant to invest. A lack of investment will no doubt have a cumulative impact to the perceived
character of the site over time.
Future Conditions for North Strathfield Residents
In the instance that the site retains its zoning and the areas surrounding it are redeveloped in accordance with the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the site will become an island of low density
development surrounded by high density development. The Precinct will function with an inverse logic where low to
medium density housing is located closest to public transport and services, and the greatest densities will be
located on the edges of the Precinct. Those living on the western side of Powells Creek and beyond 1 kilometre
from the railway stations, will likely utilise additional modes of transport including vehicle or bus, to access the
railway stations and services, further increasing pressure on Pomeroy and George Streets.
Overwhelming Community Support for a Rezoning
Despite reported opposition to the draft Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy and contrary to the
position adopted by UrbanGrowth, the community from Allen Street to Conway Avenue are strongly in favour of an
amendment to existing planning controls to facilitate R4 High Density Residential development. Since the initial
exhibition of the draft Strategy over three years ago, residents have adjusted to the prospect of change and
revitalisation of the suburb. As outlined above, residents face becoming an ‘island’ amongst higher density
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development. Residents wish to avoid continued uncertainty on the future of their properties by being included in
Council-led precinct planning for the area.
The residents have spent a considerable amount of time advocating for the inclusion of the site in the Strategy and
the short-term Implementation Plan 2016-2023, and through this submission, petition the City of Canada Bay
Council to encourage and support the identification of the site in the final LSPS and new LEP as R4 High Density
Residential land. It is therefore necessary for this to be amended, with a mention that the non-compliance with the
Parramatta Road Strategy will be in relation to North Strathfield, which will only achieve its land use potential
through rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.

3.1.3

Identification of land use opportunities arising from future Metro West Stations

A major priority incorporated into the draft LSPS as Priority 11 is to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications
arising from Sydney Metro West’ and specifically Action 11.1 which states:
Prior to rezoning occurring, a local planning study is to be prepared and endorsed by Council for the localities in
which a Sydney Metro West station is proposed, including development sites and their immediate surrounds,
that:
-

establishes preferred land uses within and around the new Metro locations;

-

establishes preferred built form outcomes within and around new Metro locations;

-

identifies the need for further studies or considerations resulting from transport infrastructure

We hope that on top of the four railway stations in the vicinity of the site and the previous strategic recognition of the
site as a location appropriate for high density residential development (see Figure 3), pursuant to Action 11, the
earmarked North Strathfield Metro Station, will automatically trigger the identification of the site as a location for
rezoning to high density residential. We are supportive of this priority and its associated action being employed to
provide a higher density in this location. However, we believe that the site, as it stands, with its close proximity to
four railway stations, key roads, employment precincts and cultural, recreational and local amenities, is prime for
high density residential development, potentially with a mixed use composition, comprising ground floor retail. The
GSC has in fact identified the site as an ideal location for up-zoning, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Eastern District Plan map

Source: Greater Sydney Commission

Section 3.9(3A) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) requires that:
‘The council for an area that is in the Greater Sydney Region must not make a local strategic planning statement
unless the Greater Sydney Commission has advised the council in writing that the Commission supports the
statement as being consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans’.
Therefore, if the draft LSPS does not provide a mechanism which facilitates the rezoning of the site to an R4 High
Density Residential zone, it will contravene Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act. The Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP)
and the Eastern City District Plan which apply to the site, both contain the objective of providing ‘a range of
housing types in the right locations’. The draft LSPS and Housing Strategy may propose a range of housing
types, however these are clearly not in the right location.
The GSRP further identifies eight locational criteria for urban renewal, which in this instance would most suitably be
characterised as mixed use development, containing ground floor retail and above ground high density residential.
An assessment of the compliance of the site with these locational criteria is provided in Table 1, demonstrating a
general consistency with the criteria and therefore highlighting the necessity of providing high density residential
development at the site.
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Table 1

Compliance of site with locational criteria in GSRP

Locational Criteria

Comments

alignment with investment in regional and district
infrastructure which acknowledges the catalytic
impacts of infrastructure such as Sydney Metro
Northwest and Sydney Metro City & Southwest,
NorthConnex, WestConnex, CBD and South East
Light Rail, Parramatta Light Rail, Northern Beaches
Hospital

The site is in close proximity to WestConnex (M4 Tunnel), which in turn
strategically positions it to accommodate an uplift in residential density.

other possible future investments such as Western
Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link and Sydney
Metro West and opportunities created by
enhancements to existing infrastructure such as
upgrades to schools, open space including sporting
facilities and transport

On top of the extensive rail infrastructure surrounding the site, including
North Strathfield, Concord West and Homebush Railway Stations, all of
which are within an 800m catchment area of the site, North Strathfield
has been earmarked as a future Sydney Metro West Station location (as
is also identified in the structure plan shown in Figure 5). Therefore, not
providing high density residential uses at this location will result in a
failure in achieving the core objective of providing ‘a range of housing
types in the right locations’.

accessibility to jobs

The site is within close proximity to employment precincts including
Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and Macquarie Park.

accessibility to regional transport, noting that high
frequency transport services can create efficient
connections to local transport services and expand
the catchment area of people who can access
regional transport

The site is situated within the immediate vicinity of three railway stations,
including Homebush, North Strathfield and Concord West Railway
Stations, which are each within 10 minutes walking distance from the site.
They provide high frequency transport services, including the T9 Northern
Line, T1 Western Line and T2 Inner West Line. These are high frequency
services which connect the site to various regions through Greater
Sydney.
Further to this, the site is situated in the vicinity of major roads within the
Sydney metropolitan road network, connecting it to regional bus services
such as the 410 bus service which connects Hurstville to Macquarie Park,
via Concord Road. This provides a high frequency transport service
efficiently connecting those in the vicinity of the site to various regions
throughout Greater Sydney.

catchment areas within walking distance (up to 10
minutes) of centres with rail, light rail or regional
bus transport

The site is situated within 10 minutes walking distance to Concord West,
North Strathfield and Homebush Railway Stations. Therefore, strategically
positioned for an uplift in residential density.

efficient interchanges with a comprehensive walking
and cycling network

The site is in the immediate vicinity of the Cooks River cycleway, which is
a 30 kilometre long shared use path for cyclists and pedestrians,
connecting Ryde in the northwest to Botany Bay in the south east. This
cycleway passes through Powells Creek, which borders the site to the
west.

areas of high social housing concentration where
there is good access to services, transport and jobs

N/A.

distance from special land uses such as ports and
airports.

The site is situated approximately 10.65km from Sydney Airport and
16.8km from Port Botany.

In light of section 3.9(3A) of the EP&A Act and given that such a substantial number of the GSRP criteria apply to
the site and to such a degree, this necessitates the provision of high density residential development within this
location, either through Priority 11 or an alternative mechanism that is incorporated into the final LSPS. Otherwise
the draft LSPS will not be consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans.
Therefore, we recommend that Priority 11 be a trigger to facilitate the rezoning of this site to R4 High Density
Residential zone. Additionally, it is a necessity that a further action be incorporated within the housing component of
the LSPS. This should identify North Strathfield, a site situated in close proximity to numerous railway stations, key
parts of the metropolitan road network, local, cultural and recreational amenities, and employment precincts is
undoubtedly the right location for high density residential development. Otherwise, the fundamental objective of the
GSRP to ‘provide a range of housing types in the right locations’, will not be achieved.
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3.2

Draft Local Housing Strategy

The draft Housing Strategy prepared by SGS on behalf of the City of Canada Bay Council espouses ‘large scale
urban renewal to deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined under State Government plans’.
However, as noted earlier, a key objective of the GSRP, the primary State Government strategic plan, is to ‘provide
a range of housing types in the right locations’. The draft Housing Strategy then identifies a two storey height
limit for the site, with the potential to explore a third storey (see Figure 7). This is contrary to the draft Housing
Strategy which claims it will deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined in State Government
plans but does not provide this type of housing at the site, which is ideally located for high density residential
development.

Figure 7

Mixed housing precinct

Source: SGS Economics and Planning

A letter written to the North Strathfield Residents Group, dated 2 July 2019, responding to a query regarding the
draft LSPS, stated that upon confirmation of the Metro West station locations, there will be further analysis to
confirm that the future stations are surrounded by appropriate housing choices (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8

Letter from Council to North Strathfield Residents Group

Source: City of Canada Bay Council

Undoubtedly, in a location that is currently within an 800m walking catchment of three railway stations, good
planning will inevitably result in the rezoning of the site to R4 High Density Residential. Further, the additional Metro
Station location should automatically trigger the rezoning of the site to an R4 High Density zone, and this should be
outlined within the final version of the Canada Bay LSPS.

4.0

Conclusions

In summary, this submission finds that the site is highly computable to support R4 High Density Residential
development for the following reasons:


The opportunity to realise transit oriented development and the objectives of the Greater Sydney Region Plan A
Metropolis of Three Cities;



Proximity to public transport options including four heavy rail train stations, being North Strathfield, Concord
West, Strathfield and Homebush, and multiple bus routes;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network including the M4 Tunnel , Parramatta Road, and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park;



Proximity to local amenities including the schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and speciality shops;



A Metro Station location being earmarked for North Strathfield, increasing demand for high density residential
development to be provided in this area; and
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5.0

It is located within the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to the
Olympic Peninsula.

Recommendation

Considering the above, it is recommended that the City of Canada Bay Council review the priorities and actions
provided within the draft LSPS and Housing Strategy and in turn in the final LSPS provide priorities and actions
which explicitly identify the North Strathfield Precinct as a location that is appropriate for rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential. This can either be actioned through an explicit mention exempting the North Strathfield Precinct
from the implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, due to its favourable
location for high density residential development. Alternatively, an additional action can be incorporated which
explicitly states the strategic merit of rezoning the site to R4 High Density Residential, given its close proximity to
four railway stations, key metropolitan roads, major employment precincts in the Parramatta and Sydney CBD and
local, cultural and recreational amenities. Further to this, Priority 11 which notes that land use opportunities arising
from Sydney Metro West need to be considered, should be made more specific upon the confirmation of the Metro
West Station locations, emphasising the need to rezone the site to R4 High Density.
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18 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group
living in North Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but
also to bring to a close the years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We
discuss the sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it
collaborates with the City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review
by the GSC) is aligned with the strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the
announcement of the Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing
infrastructure that will truly revolutionise the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since
2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8
storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can appreciate this set an expectation for the
area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this was then changed to an FSR of
0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with details yet to be provided. The
residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and look
forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has
been built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable
urbanisation outlined in the points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield
area. We, like you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe the decision to
defer the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group
of streets
at North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until
stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North, South, East and West have the potential to be
redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta Road Strategy 2016-2023) to
heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of the HomebushNorth Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct so to
produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed
for a developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively
modest expenditure on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance
to the M4 tunnel, easy and close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We
have walking, running and cycling paths used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these
cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to
what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy access to abundant green open space

including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and Bressington parks. We have a diversity of
schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital nearby. We have direct and easy
access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes
away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking,
cycling and public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play
a key role in the 30 minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North
Strathfield when developed will enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater
number of people living within walking distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached to this letter was submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for the
urbanisation of North Strathfield to be included in the CCBC LSPS (even without the consideration of the
Sydney Metro West stop at North Strathfield). You will see much of the above comprehensively detailed
in the report supporting the case for redevelopment.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or the
Metro station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of
course the ensuing LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as
we already have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel
that the sequence of Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be
developed in Phase 1 (now) and not delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro
West Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key
pieces of infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for
assurance and compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated
during this process to take into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes
so as to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the
deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and we look forward to providing feedback on the
updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in
sessions.
Regards,

North Strathfield 2137

22 July 2019
Peter Gainsford
General Manager
City of Canada Bay Council
1A Marlborough Street,
Drummoyne NSW 2047

Dear Mr Gainsford,
RE:SUBMISSION IN RELATION TO THE CITY OF CANADA BAY’S DRAFT LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
STATEMENT AND LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY
We thank you for the opportunity to write to you in response to the draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic
Planning Statement (draft LSPS) and draft Local Housing Strategy (draft housing strategy) . This submission has
been prepared by the North Strathfield Residents’ Group, who represent the owners of land bound by Conway
Avenue, George Street, Allen Street and Powells Creek, North Strathfield (the site).
We would like to acknowledge the considerable time and effort that has been invested in the preparation of the draft
LSPS and its associated strategies which have been efficiently delivered prior to their scheduled public exhibition
period commencing on 1 July 2019.
This submission describes the site, its environs and its strategic context, namely the surrounding zoning of the site,
which has previously been earmarked for higher density residential development. It furthermore explores the
relationship with the draft LSPS, the Greater Sydney Region Plan A Metropolis of Three Cities, the Eastern City
District Plan, the Burwood, Strathfield and Homebush (BSH) Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)which all pertain to the site.
The submission relates specifically to the site’s suitability for rezoning to R4 High Density Residential for the
following reasons:


It has previously been identified as a location for higher density residential development;



It is within close proximity to public transport options including four railway stations, including North Strathfield,
Concord West, Strathfield and Homebush;



Although not confirmed, North Strathfield has been earmarked as a potential Sydney Metro West Station
location, for which the NSW State Government have allocated $6.4 billion over the next four years;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network, including the M4 Tunnel, Parramatta Road and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park; and



Proximity to local amenities including schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and specialty shops.

All these aforementioned factors characterise the site as a prime location for an uplift in residential density, which
will be herein discussed in detail.

1.0

The Site

The site, bound by Conway Avenue to the north, George Street to the east, Allen Street to the south and Powells
Creek to the west, is in the inner-west suburb of North Strathfield within the Canada Bay Local Government Area
(refer to Figure 1). The area is characterised by a mix of residential, commercial, light industrial and infrastructure
uses.
The site currently contains 274 properties consisting of 1-2 storey detached residential dwellings. Under the Canada
Bay Local Environmental Plan 2013 (CBLEP 2013) the site is primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres and maximum FSR of 0.5:1.

Figure 1

Site aerial image

Source: Nearmap & Ethos Urban

2

Surrounding the site, there is a mix of R3 Medium Density Residential, B4 Mixed Use, B3 Commercial, IN1
Industrial, RE1 Public Recreation and SP1 Infrastructure zoned land. The Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy proposes R4 High Density Residential zones, however these are to be situated at other
locations near the site, which are distanced further from railway stations. The Bakehouse Quarter, MacDonald
College, Our Lady of the Assumption Primary School and existing high density development including Strathaven,
contribute to a mix of typologies and densities and character surrounding the site.
From a broader perspective, the site is located within an area that is contained by large urban structuring elements
including the T1 Strathfield to Epping Northern Railway Line to the east, the M4 Motorway, M4 Tunnel and
Parramatta Road to the south, and Bicentennial Parklands, Powells Creek and the A3 arterial road to the north and
west. These elements define the north-south orientation of the site, ensuring it maintains a cooperative relationship
with the railway line and cannot extend east-west. This area is identified as the Homebush Precinct under the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy 2016. Notably, the site is also contained within the
catchment area of the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct, GPOP and the Eastern City District of the
Greater Sydney Region.

2.0

Strategic context

2.1

Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030

The revised Sydney Olympic Park Master Plan 2030 and the concurrent State Environmental Planning Policy (State
Significant Precincts) 2005 are projected to deliver an additional 9,500 residents, 4,700 homes, and 2,500 jobs. The
Plan recognises and promotes the future role of Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) within the Greater Parramatta Priority
Growth Area (refer to Figure 2) and the Sydney Metropolitan area.
The site is located on the eastern edge of SOP. As such, it is strategically located to benefit from the provision of
open space, recreation and leisure activities as well as employment within the Park. The Powells Creek corridor
also extends along the western interface of the site offering green links and cycle connections to the broader region.
Additionally, development of the Homebush Precinct, including the site, presents the opportunity to create a
consistent development language across the area, with Homebush Precinct acting as the eastern gateway to the
Greater Parramatta Area.
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Figure 2

Greater Parramatta Priority Growth Area

Source: Department of Planning and Environment

2.2

Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

On 9 November 2016, the Minister for Planning, in conjunction with UrbanGrowth NSW and the State Government,
finalised the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy outlines a long
term vision for the transformation and urban renewal of the 20-kilometre Parramatta Road Corridor from
Camperdown to Holroyd.

2.2.1

Homebush Precinct

The Strategy is divided into two distinct sections; Corridor West and Corridor East and identifies eight precincts to
accommodate a diversity of land uses and densities supported by a range of active and public uses. The site is
located in Corridor East, within the Homebush Precinct. Under the Strategy, the Precinct, which includes part of
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North Strathfield, will be transformed into an active and varied hub, blending higher density housing and a mix of
different uses, all supported by a network of green links and open spaces in close proximity to public transport.
Under the Strategy it is envisaged that by 2050 the Homebush Precinct will be home to 19,500 people, 9,500
homes and 12,900 jobs.

2.2.2

The Draft Strategy – September 2015

The draft Strategy, published in September 2015, presented the opportunity for increased density throughout the
Homebush Precinct, from Parramatta Road to Concord West Station including the subject site. The Plan proposed
higher density residential development of an average of 8-storeys with a maximum 12-storeys (42 metres) for the
site (refer to Figure 3 below).

Figure 3

Draft strategy built form plan

Source: Urban Growth NSW & Ethos Urban
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2.2.3

Consultation outcomes – May 2016

During the public exhibition of the draft Strategy submissions were made by residents, land and business owners
and the City of Canada Bay Council and Strathfield Councils. The Consultation Outcomes Report for the Precinct
summarised the following issues:


The City of Canada Bay Council requested no rezoning north of Pomeroy Street until the City of Canada Bay
Draft Concord West Precinct Master Plan 2014;



Strathfield Municipal Council recommended that density and height be based on proximity to rail corridors
and/or other key transport nodes and expressed concern that many areas farthest from train stations were
assigned the highest development densities;



Concern from the vocal minority about the increased population compounding existing congestion, particularly
on George Street, Pomeroy Street, Underwood Road, Homebush Bay Drive and Australia Avenue; and



While there was community feedback from a loud minority opposing the proposed heights of development in the
Precinct, particularly in areas adjacent to single storey residential dwellings, there was general community
support for higher density development around train stations.

2.2.4

The Final Strategy – November 2016

The final Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy was released 9 November 2016. Whilst the
objectives of the Strategy remain consistent with the draft and increased density is achieved across most parts of
the Homebush Precinct, the original recommended changes to the site were not carried through to the Final
Strategy. The site would remain zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres
(refer to Figure 4 below).

Figure 4

Homebush precinct recommended land uses

Source: UrbanGrowth NSW

Whilst UrbanGrowth acknowledges that the plans presented in the draft Strategy were of good planning logic, they
were responsive to some of the stakeholder feedback and modified their recommendation to align with the requests
of a vocal and over-represented minority.
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2.2.5

Subsequent consultation and planning for North Strathfield

Since the release of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the North Strathfield Residents’
group has had several consultations with many layers of government and supporting agencies. The group has met
with the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), the Eastern District Commissioner, Office of the Premier, Planning
Minister’s Office, Sydney Metro West team, DPE, DPIE, Minister for Transport, City of Canada Bay Mayor, BSH
Planned Precinct team, Member for Reid, Member for Strathfield and Member for Drummoyne.
A summary of the consultation with some of these parties is outlined below:


15 March 2017 – GSC District Dialogues Workshop



24 August 2017 – Attended a GSC information session relating to the GSRP and Eastern City district plan;



30 August 2017 – Email from the DPE regarding a drop-in session attended by the North Strathfield Residents’
Group on 24 June 2017 in relation to North Strathfield’s exclusion from the BSH Planned Precinct. It
furthermore notes that ‘North Strathfield is already identified as a Precinct within the imminent release of the
Greater Parramatta Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan’;



17 October 2017 – Letter from Minister for Planning, Housing and Special Minister of State, Anthony Roberts
regarding the zoning of North Strathfield



19 October 2017 – Email from the GSC regarding joint workshops for Future Transport and the Eastern City
District on 14 and 18 November 2017;



25 October 2017 – Meeting with DPE and City of Canada Bay Council regarding the Greater Parramatta LUIIP
which includes North Strathfield, the BSH Planned Precinct and SIC for Greater Parramatta;



25 October 2017 – Letter from MP for Drummoyne, John Sidoti confirming that response from North Strathfield
Residents’ Group has been received by the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special Minister of
State, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP;



21 December 2017 – Letter from Canada Bay General Manager Gary Sawyer stating that North Strathfield is
contained within the investigation area for the BSH Planned Precinct;



12 February 2018 – Email from GSC providing an update on the region and district plans which responds to an
email inquiry from North Strathfield Residents’ Group;



19 March 2018 – Email from the GSC inviting the North Strathfield Residents’ Group to a briefing on the
finalised GSRP, district plans, Future Transport 2056 and NSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38;



11 April 2018 – Email from the DPE regarding the BSH Planned Precinct;



20 September 2018 – Letter from Scott Pedder, Director of Community and Environmental Planning at the City
of Canada Bay Council regarding the North Strathfield Precinct.



24 November 2018 – Email from GSC inviting North Strathfield Residents’ Group to their Citizens’ Panel
information session;



23 January 2019 – Letter from the City of Canada Bay Mayor Angelo Tsirekas providing an update on the North
Strathfield Planned Precinct;

The common theme throughout all these meetings was that up-zoning for the area could only be re-instated once
the locations of the Sydney Metro West Stations are announced, subsequently enabling the BSH Planned Precinct
to be announced. The majority of the conversations were empathetic to the situation that the residents have found
themselves in, as they have been in a state of uncertainty for several years in relation to their future. The views
expressed in the interviews were generally consistent with the North Strathfield Residents’ Group opinion that the
location is ideal for up-zoning and that the proposal for high density in less favourable locations nearby did not align
with planning principles.
It is noted that the area is in a perfect location to maximise value capture, encourage walkability, reduce car trips,
increase liveability and support the 30 minute cities priority. The residents feel that the release of the draft LSPS
without taking onboard all the feedback over the last 5 years has led to more confusion.
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3.0

Review of Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement & Draft Housing Strategy

3.1

Draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic Planning Statement

Our review of the draft LSPS finds some significant issues and opportunities surrounding its priorities, actions and
visions for residential growth in the LGA. These issues surround the following:


The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ within North Strathfield;



The proposal to implement the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy generally in accordance with the 2016-2023
Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design
study; and



The incorporation of Priority 11 which affirms the need to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications arising
from Sydney Metro West’ and its associated station locations.

3.1.1

Identification of terrace and dual occupancy potential

The draft LSPS identifies the site as having ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’, as is illustrated in the Structure
Plan, with an excerpt provided at Figure 5. The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ for the site is
uncharacteristic of the surrounding development and will not unlock the land use potential for the site. It will work to
the detriment of the site and its surroundings, given that the site is proximately located to four different railway
stations, is in the immediate vicinity of major metropolitan road networks and is less than 2km from a plethora of
recreational open spaces at Bicentennial Park and Sydney Olympic Park. For these reasons, the proposal to
incorporate medium density dwellings at the site location is contrary to the principles of Transit Oriented
Development.
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Figure 5

Canada Bay structure plan

Source: City of Canada Bay

3.1.2

Implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

In relation to housing supply, Action 5.1 of the draft LSPS provides that the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy is to
be implemented ‘generally in accordance with the 2016-2023 Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a
precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design study, including the preparation of a precinct wide
planning proposal, draft DCP, Affordable housing contributions scheme and local contributions scheme’.
As noted earlier in Section 2.2 of this report, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, which
was finalised in 2016, results in a planning outcome that disadvantages the site and its surroundings. This is
because the site is proximate to station locations, major roads in the Sydney metropolitan road network,
employment centres and local, recreational and cultural amenities. It is therefore necessary that Action 5.1 be
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amended, incorporating an exemption to the Parramatta Road Implementation Plan for the site, which lies within the
Homebush Precinct. This should be explicitly stated in the final LSPS, identifying the great potential herein for a
rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.
A number of the issues and implications emanating from the implementation of Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy at the site are detailed below.
Community Concerns
Despite the reported opposition to the draft Strategy, the site’s exclusion from a change in zoning under the
Strategy has caused significant concern amongst North Strathfield landowners and residents. Key concerns include:


That the site will become an island surrounded by high density development;



The logic for excluding the site from the Strategy given its proximity to North Strathfield and Concord West
Railway Stations and commercial and retail services and schools along George Street, comparative to other
sites which are further away from public transport and infrastructure yet were up-zoned;



Prolonged unease and uncertainty about the future of residents’ properties;



Landowners reluctant to invest in maintenance and redevelopment of their properties and therefore an overall
decline in the character and aesthetic of the area;



Significant upfront time and cost to pursue a proponent led rezoning on land which is currently not supported by
the Strategy;

The Strategy was initially proposed over three years ago, however the area has been subject to previous
investigations including the ‘Strathfield to Rhodes Corridor’ Strategy prepared by Concord Council over 20 years
ago. Since initial exhibition of the draft Strategy in 2014 residents of North Strathfield have been adjusting to the
imminent changes to their community; changes to both neighbouring properties as well as wider suburb area.
Constant uncertainty is stressful for residents and makes it difficult for residents to make appropriate decisions
about the future of their properties and lives.
Whilst the site has been recognised as having perceived “character”, many of the existing dwellings and the
patterns of subdivision are comparable to those areas proposed for R4 rezoning. As it is not clear why the area to
the west of Powells Creek and Underwood Road in Homebush, which arguably presents similar architectural and
built form characteristics as the site yet is further away from North Strathfield and Concord West Railway Stations,
has been proposed to be rezoned to R4, recognising the different jurisdictions and views of Canada Bay and
Strathfield Councils, it is possible that inconsistency in the application of the Strategy’s recommendations may result
in future impacts to the perceived character. Recognising that considerable investment would be required to
maintain the dwellings and their character over time, with such uncertainty about the future of their properties,
landowners are reluctant to invest. A lack of investment will no doubt have a cumulative impact to the perceived
character of the site over time.
Future Conditions for North Strathfield Residents
In the instance that the site retains its zoning and the areas surrounding it are redeveloped in accordance with the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the site will become an island of low density
development surrounded by high density development. The Precinct will function with an inverse logic where low to
medium density housing is located closest to public transport and services, and the greatest densities will be
located on the edges of the Precinct. Those living on the western side of Powells Creek and beyond 1 kilometre
from the railway stations, will likely utilise additional modes of transport including vehicle or bus, to access the
railway stations and services, further increasing pressure on Pomeroy and George Streets.
Overwhelming Community Support for a Rezoning
Despite reported opposition to the draft Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy and contrary to the
position adopted by UrbanGrowth, the community from Allen Street to Conway Avenue are strongly in favour of an
amendment to existing planning controls to facilitate R4 High Density Residential development. Since the initial
exhibition of the draft Strategy over three years ago, residents have adjusted to the prospect of change and
revitalisation of the suburb. As outlined above, residents face becoming an ‘island’ amongst higher density
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development. Residents wish to avoid continued uncertainty on the future of their properties by being included in
Council-led precinct planning for the area.
The residents have spent a considerable amount of time advocating for the inclusion of the site in the Strategy and
the short-term Implementation Plan 2016-2023, and through this submission, petition the City of Canada Bay
Council to encourage and support the identification of the site in the final LSPS and new LEP as R4 High Density
Residential land. It is therefore necessary for this to be amended, with a mention that the non-compliance with the
Parramatta Road Strategy will be in relation to North Strathfield, which will only achieve its land use potential
through rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.

3.1.3

Identification of land use opportunities arising from future Metro West Stations

A major priority incorporated into the draft LSPS as Priority 11 is to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications
arising from Sydney Metro West’ and specifically Action 11.1 which states:
Prior to rezoning occurring, a local planning study is to be prepared and endorsed by Council for the localities in
which a Sydney Metro West station is proposed, including development sites and their immediate surrounds,
that:
-

establishes preferred land uses within and around the new Metro locations;

-

establishes preferred built form outcomes within and around new Metro locations;

-

identifies the need for further studies or considerations resulting from transport infrastructure

We hope that on top of the four railway stations in the vicinity of the site and the previous strategic recognition of the
site as a location appropriate for high density residential development (see Figure 3), pursuant to Action 11, the
earmarked North Strathfield Metro Station, will automatically trigger the identification of the site as a location for
rezoning to high density residential. We are supportive of this priority and its associated action being employed to
provide a higher density in this location. However, we believe that the site, as it stands, with its close proximity to
four railway stations, key roads, employment precincts and cultural, recreational and local amenities, is prime for
high density residential development, potentially with a mixed use composition, comprising ground floor retail. The
GSC has in fact identified the site as an ideal location for up-zoning, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Eastern District Plan map

Source: Greater Sydney Commission

Section 3.9(3A) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) requires that:
‘The council for an area that is in the Greater Sydney Region must not make a local strategic planning statement
unless the Greater Sydney Commission has advised the council in writing that the Commission supports the
statement as being consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans’.
Therefore, if the draft LSPS does not provide a mechanism which facilitates the rezoning of the site to an R4 High
Density Residential zone, it will contravene Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act. The Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP)
and the Eastern City District Plan which apply to the site, both contain the objective of providing ‘a range of
housing types in the right locations’. The draft LSPS and Housing Strategy may propose a range of housing
types, however these are clearly not in the right location.
The GSRP further identifies eight locational criteria for urban renewal, which in this instance would most suitably be
characterised as mixed use development, containing ground floor retail and above ground high density residential.
An assessment of the compliance of the site with these locational criteria is provided in Table 1, demonstrating a
general consistency with the criteria and therefore highlighting the necessity of providing high density residential
development at the site.
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Table 1

Compliance of site with locational criteria in GSRP

Locational Criteria

Comments

alignment with investment in regional and district
infrastructure which acknowledges the catalytic
impacts of infrastructure such as Sydney Metro
Northwest and Sydney Metro City & Southwest,
NorthConnex, WestConnex, CBD and South East
Light Rail, Parramatta Light Rail, Northern Beaches
Hospital

The site is in close proximity to WestConnex (M4 Tunnel), which in turn
strategically positions it to accommodate an uplift in residential density.

other possible future investments such as Western
Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link and Sydney
Metro West and opportunities created by
enhancements to existing infrastructure such as
upgrades to schools, open space including sporting
facilities and transport

On top of the extensive rail infrastructure surrounding the site, including
North Strathfield, Concord West and Homebush Railway Stations, all of
which are within an 800m catchment area of the site, North Strathfield
has been earmarked as a future Sydney Metro West Station location (as
is also identified in the structure plan shown in Figure 5). Therefore, not
providing high density residential uses at this location will result in a
failure in achieving the core objective of providing ‘a range of housing
types in the right locations’.

accessibility to jobs

The site is within close proximity to employment precincts including
Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and Macquarie Park.

accessibility to regional transport, noting that high
frequency transport services can create efficient
connections to local transport services and expand
the catchment area of people who can access
regional transport

The site is situated within the immediate vicinity of three railway stations,
including Homebush, North Strathfield and Concord West Railway
Stations, which are each within 10 minutes walking distance from the site.
They provide high frequency transport services, including the T9 Northern
Line, T1 Western Line and T2 Inner West Line. These are high frequency
services which connect the site to various regions through Greater
Sydney.
Further to this, the site is situated in the vicinity of major roads within the
Sydney metropolitan road network, connecting it to regional bus services
such as the 410 bus service which connects Hurstville to Macquarie Park,
via Concord Road. This provides a high frequency transport service
efficiently connecting those in the vicinity of the site to various regions
throughout Greater Sydney.

catchment areas within walking distance (up to 10
minutes) of centres with rail, light rail or regional
bus transport

The site is situated within 10 minutes walking distance to Concord West,
North Strathfield and Homebush Railway Stations. Therefore, strategically
positioned for an uplift in residential density.

efficient interchanges with a comprehensive walking
and cycling network

The site is in the immediate vicinity of the Cooks River cycleway, which is
a 30 kilometre long shared use path for cyclists and pedestrians,
connecting Ryde in the northwest to Botany Bay in the south east. This
cycleway passes through Powells Creek, which borders the site to the
west.

areas of high social housing concentration where
there is good access to services, transport and jobs

N/A.

distance from special land uses such as ports and
airports.

The site is situated approximately 10.65km from Sydney Airport and
16.8km from Port Botany.

In light of section 3.9(3A) of the EP&A Act and given that such a substantial number of the GSRP criteria apply to
the site and to such a degree, this necessitates the provision of high density residential development within this
location, either through Priority 11 or an alternative mechanism that is incorporated into the final LSPS. Otherwise
the draft LSPS will not be consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans.
Therefore, we recommend that Priority 11 be a trigger to facilitate the rezoning of this site to R4 High Density
Residential zone. Additionally, it is a necessity that a further action be incorporated within the housing component of
the LSPS. This should identify North Strathfield, a site situated in close proximity to numerous railway stations, key
parts of the metropolitan road network, local, cultural and recreational amenities, and employment precincts is
undoubtedly the right location for high density residential development. Otherwise, the fundamental objective of the
GSRP to ‘provide a range of housing types in the right locations’, will not be achieved.
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3.2

Draft Local Housing Strategy

The draft Housing Strategy prepared by SGS on behalf of the City of Canada Bay Council espouses ‘large scale
urban renewal to deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined under State Government plans’.
However, as noted earlier, a key objective of the GSRP, the primary State Government strategic plan, is to ‘provide
a range of housing types in the right locations’. The draft Housing Strategy then identifies a two storey height
limit for the site, with the potential to explore a third storey (see Figure 7). This is contrary to the draft Housing
Strategy which claims it will deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined in State Government
plans but does not provide this type of housing at the site, which is ideally located for high density residential
development.

Figure 7

Mixed housing precinct

Source: SGS Economics and Planning

A letter written to the North Strathfield Residents Group, dated 2 July 2019, responding to a query regarding the
draft LSPS, stated that upon confirmation of the Metro West station locations, there will be further analysis to
confirm that the future stations are surrounded by appropriate housing choices (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8

Letter from Council to North Strathfield Residents Group

Source: City of Canada Bay Council

Undoubtedly, in a location that is currently within an 800m walking catchment of three railway stations, good
planning will inevitably result in the rezoning of the site to R4 High Density Residential. Further, the additional Metro
Station location should automatically trigger the rezoning of the site to an R4 High Density zone, and this should be
outlined within the final version of the Canada Bay LSPS.

4.0

Conclusions

In summary, this submission finds that the site is highly computable to support R4 High Density Residential
development for the following reasons:


The opportunity to realise transit oriented development and the objectives of the Greater Sydney Region Plan A
Metropolis of Three Cities;



Proximity to public transport options including four heavy rail train stations, being North Strathfield, Concord
West, Strathfield and Homebush, and multiple bus routes;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network including the M4 Tunnel , Parramatta Road, and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park;



Proximity to local amenities including the schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and speciality shops;



A Metro Station location being earmarked for North Strathfield, increasing demand for high density residential
development to be provided in this area; and
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5.0

It is located within the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to the
Olympic Peninsula.

Recommendation

Considering the above, it is recommended that the City of Canada Bay Council review the priorities and actions
provided within the draft LSPS and Housing Strategy and in turn in the final LSPS provide priorities and actions
which explicitly identify the North Strathfield Precinct as a location that is appropriate for rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential. This can either be actioned through an explicit mention exempting the North Strathfield Precinct
from the implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, due to its favourable
location for high density residential development. Alternatively, an additional action can be incorporated which
explicitly states the strategic merit of rezoning the site to R4 High Density Residential, given its close proximity to
four railway stations, key metropolitan roads, major employment precincts in the Parramatta and Sydney CBD and
local, cultural and recreational amenities. Further to this, Priority 11 which notes that land use opportunities arising
from Sydney Metro West need to be considered, should be made more specific upon the confirmation of the Metro
West Station locations, emphasising the need to rezone the site to R4 High Density.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Saskia Huys
Wednesday, 18 December 2019 9:07 PM
Greater Sydney Commission Engagement Mailbox
FAMILY Feed back Submission to the GSC - North Strathfield Residents -

-

Dear all,
I was at the community meeting in the Olympic Parc were my 1 year old son was melting many hearts. At that
moment I spoke to several of you and I do hope some recall our conversations.
We as a young family in the area are very supportive of the rezoning,
Firstly we think that our area could give many young families back the opportunity to live and afford to live in
Sydney.
We are so well connected to both Parramatta and the CBD, that it is possible to balance out work and family life!
Within the plan they are assuring that the necessary amenities will be available.
I was lucky my husband bought our house a few years before we met. But many young families can’t even think of
living close to work or even their family and friends..
As a mum of 3 young (all under 5) babies I do want to underline the need of affordable sustainable, energy efficient
housing in our area.
What we ( yes millennials) need is not a big house on a big block of land and show off our pool... ?No! We young
families are looking for sustainable build houses, energy efficient, close to public transport, parcs, playgrounds,
walking paths, clean public pools, shops, restaurants, schools, activities for the children, ...
This area has the possibility to offer all of this if planned well. And honestly I would love to share it with other young
families!
Like my husband wrote below, the area is getting neglected, a lot of properties are rented out or lived in by people
who lived here there whole life. The older generation here is lovely and some of them don’t like change, they like to
hold on what they know and have. But that can’t count as they ‘voice of our community’.
What I see are possibilities, great possibilities for a young generation to live, work, raise a family and call Sydney
home again!
A possibility to build a sustainable part of Sydney, an ecological responsible area. And I truly believe that the new
young generation would be thrilled to come and live here.
For us as a family we obviously want clarity. Not knowing what is going to happen makes it also for us difficult to
plan our life here. Like I said, we love were we live and we like to share the possibilities that it has to offer.
However do I invest in our house or not?
It is a question that keeps me busy every single day. And I do think it would be fair to all involved parties to finalise a
long term vision and make clear what is going to happen.
Just imagine how our area will look like if nobody will invest in it for 10 years. Just rents it out for another 10 year...
best case a very sad and tired area.
It honestly breaks my heart to think that that might happen...
It just truly has so much to offer..
I hope you can see the possibilities and are able to assure a sustainable future with affordable housing for our next
generation here in North Strathfield.
I thank you for reading my letter.
1

Saskia, Antonio

To the greater SYDNEY commission (GSC),
With regards to the place based infrastructure compact which includes our area in the North
STRATHFIELD‐HOMEBUSH aréa.
Please find attached our area personalised letter with regards to the favour of turning our area into
a redevelopment growth opportunity.
My family is one of the house owners of
north STRATHFIELD 2137, which we are
100% fully supportive of your development plans and more to turn our area into a rezoning for multi
storey area.
My wife was at the last local meeting and talked to many of your team to support the rezoning.
We are in an unique area that would fit the opportunity to rezone as we are now being surrounded
by the growth and hence we want to be included into the growth zoning.
We understand that the road infrastructure needs to be arranged, but this would be part of the
rezoning and development of the area which would come with approvals for the building of multi
storey building.
At the moment you have an area that people do not want to invest anymore into their properties as
our future is unknown, which causes houses to become ugly as no one is spending investment
money to renovate or build new.
It’s time now to make the big decision to include us ASAP or make the decision of time frame so
everyone can move on with their life!
We have attached our communities letter of a group of 250 home owners have pulled together so
you understand our need and frustrations of what is going on around us and we do not want to be
left in a hole.
Thank you again and hope to see some positive solution for us all.
Thank you and We are always available to discuss openly.
Kind regards
Antonio D'Acunto
North Strathfield 2137 home owner.
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Sydney Business Chamber
Western Sydney
Level 12, 100 George Street
Parramatta NSW 2150

16 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
PO Box 257
Parramatta NSW 2150
Via: engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au

PO Box 120 Macquarie Street
Parramatta NSW 2124
t +61 2 8838 0400
f +61 2 9633 5391
e enquiries@thechamber.com.au
ABN 63 000 014 504
Sydney Business Chamber:
Helping Sydney maximise its potential as a
leading global city.
Sydney Business Chamber is a division of
NSW Business Chamber which represents
30,000 businesses across the state.

Re: Precinct-Based Infrastructure Compact Community Feedback
The Western Sydney Business Chamber is pleased to provide feedback on the Greater
Sydney Commission’s Precinct-Based Infrastructure Compact (PIC) on behalf of our
members.
The Chamber congratulates the Greater Sydney Commission on the release of the draft PIC
and the achievement of co-ordinating the response and agreement of 20 government
agencies and utility providers in the creation of the model that underpins the draft PIC.
We applaud the selection of Greater Parramatta and the Olympic Peninsula (GPOP) as the
pilot precinct for the development of the PIC model and strongly encourage the NSW
Government to continue to invest in the growth and success of G-POP as the Central City in
the Greater Sydney Commission’s Metropolis of Three Cities strategy.
Staging of Infrastructure in the 26 GPOP Precincts
We recognise and support the principle of managing the growth of GPOP in line with market
demand and the NSW Government’s capacity to fund infrastructure. That is a common
sense and realistic approach that recognises the increasing demand for essential
infrastructure cannot be delivered in all corners of Sydney at the same time.
However, we note the NSW Government financial capacity is very much dependant on a
number of decisions about the government’s balance sheet including the leasing and sale of
government assets that could potentially speed up the delivery of enabling infrastructure
such as Sydney Metro West and Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2.
The PIC should be ambitious in its plan for GPOP and encourage the NSW Government to
pursue opportunities to provide additional capital investment that could unlock the full
potential of GPOP. The asset recycling of the remaining government stakes in WestConnex
and the ‘poles and wires are obvious candidates to provide additional financial resources to
enable the PIC’s estimated $40 to $50 billion in infrastructure required over 20 years ($20 $30 billion apportioned to GPOP specifically).

The Chamber recommends an adjustment of the proposed Sequencing Plan for the GPOP
precincts which would including moving Sydney Olympic Park to Phase 1 and RosehillCamellia to Phase 2. This recommendation will be discussed in further detail later in this
submission.
The Four Scenarios
The Chamber supports Scenario 3 (Transformative) and Scenario 4 (Visionary) as the
minimum ambition for GPOP and would recommend removing Scenario 1 and 2 which are
essentially a business as usual approach to the future growth of GPOP.
While the Chamber understands the rationale for the inclusion of the two “base scenarios”,
it is important that recommendations to the NSW Government are bold and do no not
provide an opportunity for government to decelerate its investment in GPOP i.e. the likely
shelving of Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2 which is a key deliverable of Scenarios 3 and 4.
We strongly support the principle of the PIC that infrastructure investment by the NSW
Government focuses not just on housing growth but on attracting industry and generation
more jobs.
The ‘black box’ Model
While the GSC’s intention is for the PIC model not be viewed as a ‘black box’ and perhaps it
is not viewed that way within the 20 agencies and utility providers who are party to the PIC,
it does remain a ‘black box’ to external stakeholders and more needs to be done to
demystify the PIC.
Further explanation of the rationale and datasets used to draw the conclusions and
recommendations of the PIC would be strongly encouraged by industry. The robustness of
the PIC should be allowed to be probed and tested by major stakeholders to ensure that the
model has not left out or under/over weighted key considerations in reaching its
conclusions.
A clearer indication on the anticipated time line for the two sequencing phases, specifically
when the GSC believes that Phase 2 will begin and when the remaining precincts will be in a
position to be reconsidered would help support industry confidence in GPOP and the
development of future investment strategies.
Australian Government role in GPOP
While perhaps outside the scope of the PIC and its direct capacity to influence the
infrastructure investment pipeline in GOP, the role of the Australian Government and its
ability to be a strong funding partner with the NSW Government should not be overlooked.
The Chamber notes that Sydney has already seen the benefits of a strong partnership
between all levels of government with the Western Sydney City Deal. There have been
public calls for a City Deal for the Central City of which GPOP is a significant component. The

PIC together with the Australian Government funding support could be the equivalent of a
more flexible City Deal arrangement for the Central City without the need for the complex
governance and negotiations that have underpinned the Western Sydney City Deal.
The Chamber recommends that the GSC through the PIC include Federal Government
involvement as a priority for the NSW Government to pursue to deliver the GPOP vision
sooner.
Social Housing
The Chamber applauds the inclusion of a strong focus on social and affordable housing in
the PIC and the need to renew ageing stock and increase supply. The social housing assets in
suburbs such as Ermington are a strong example of this opportunity which can only be
realised with mass transit public transport investment such as Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2.
Cultural & Event Infrastructure
The Chamber is disappointed with the apparent lack of significant recommendations to
address the deficit in cultural infrastructure and specifically in live performance spaces in
GPOP. The PIC model includes Theatres and Museums yet makes no recommendations
about the need for more of these types of infrastructure.
We question the low allocation of cultural infrastructure (0.8%) in the capital costs
breakdown and would encourage this be reviewed to focus on a remedy to this obvious
shortfall in infrastructure that supports dynamic communities and attractive cities.
The Western Sydney Business Chamber recently commissioned a report, The Show Must Go
On: Supporting the growth of live performance infrastructure in NSW, on the dire state of
sector in Sydney and NSW. The report makes a number of recommendations to the NSW
Government on steps to reverse the decline in live performance venues including:
1. State and Local Governments should prioritise live performance infrastructure in
their planning and development controls;
2. State and Local regulators should adopt measures that foster a safe and vibrant live
performance industry including clustering of venues and theatres;
3. Establish a fund to allow private venue operators and emerging artists to apply for
grants for capital and programming;
4. State and Local Council’s to undertake a census of live performance venues across
NSW; and
5. Encourage and incentivise Universities to provide theatres and venues in their
campus expansion and investment programmes.
The Chamber would encourage the GSC to incorporate these recommendations into the
cultural component of the PIC and its recommendations to the NSW Government.
The Chamber also supports the detailed submission of the Royal Agricultural Society and
their recommendations to include a stronger focus on the need for more high quality leisure

and supporting business based event infrastructure. The RAS proposal for a major
conferencing facility in Sydney Olympic Park should be included as an infrastructure
recommendation in Phase 1 to the NSW Government.
Local Government
Clarification on the role of local councils and the demarcation between the PIC and local
government responsibility would be a positive addition to supporting the best outcomes for
GPOP.
There is an opportunity to blend the PIC with local council plans to provide a holistic view of
what all levels of government are planning to deliver and when to provide greater
confidence to private sector investment in GPOP.
Education
The Chamber support the inclusion of TAFE in the PIC and is curious why this has been
omitted in the initial draft PIC given the substantial role it needs to play in educational
outcomes for GPOP. TAFE is frequently overlooked as a significant education partner by
stakeholders and this should be corrected in the PIC.
We also note the omission of the universities and the opportunity to leverage their assets
for community benefit such as for live performance spaces.
Camellia-Rosehill
A number of the Western Sydney Business Chamber’s members are disappointed that the
Camellia-Rosehill precinct has been downgraded as a priority in the PIC.
The Chamber notes the PIC’s priority of focusing on Proposed Action 1 – Precincts where
growth can be aligned with already committed infrastructure to support job creation and
new development. We note that Camellia will have a new light rail stop by 2023 with a direct
and more frequent transport service to Parramatta and the future Sydney Metro West (late
2020s) than it currently does on the underserviced T6 Carlingford Rail Line (closing January
2020).
Given the PIC’s priority focus on existing and shorter-term transport infrastructure, it would
appear that the Camellia light rail stop would be underutilised for the foreseeable future if
the NSW Government accepts the PIC recommendation to defer the Camellia Master Plan.
The Chamber suggests that the PIC should consider moving Camellia-Rosehill to Phase 2 of
the Sequencing Plan and establish a dialogue with key stakeholders in the precinct to
identify a funding pathway forward that would enable the precinct to proceed sooner.
The Chamber also suggests that consideration be given to whether Harris Park and CamelliaRosehill precincts should be further sub-divided to focus on immediate activation around
light rail stops that will be in place by 2023.

Sydney Olympic Park
The Chamber supports and recommends that Sydney Olympic Park be moved to Phase 1 of
the Sequencing Plan to reflect its role as the logical “city centre” for the surrounding Phase 1
communities of Wentworth Point and Carter Street and the developing community of
Melrose Park which will be connected by Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2.
The Chamber notes that Sydney Olympic Park is already home to a significant amount of
major infrastructure including a train station, major stadiums, showgrounds, sporting
facilities and public spaces. The precinct is also governed by a dedicated government agency
the Sydney Olympic Park Authority. The precinct also has a master plan and that plan is
currently in the process of being updated to include a station on the Sydney Metro West.
Sydney Olympic Park is also the location of the Royal Agricultural Society’s proposal for a
major convention and conferencing centre (see RAS submission) which would support its
prioritisation in the PIC phasing sequence.
Sydney Olympic Park is also a critical destination on the Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2 and its
prioritisation in the PIC would encourage the NSW Government to deliver that transport
project for GPOP in a more immediate timeframe to support the opening of Sydney Metro
West. Connecting Westmead and Parramatta to Sydney Olympic Park will create an
effective network and enable Olympic Park to optimise its opportunity as a complementary
education precinct both in the medical and agricultural sectors whilst also enabling the
precinct as a less expensive option than Parramatta for much needed student and key
worker housing. It will also provide casual employment opportunities for students at the
various event venues.
Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2/Sydney Metro West
The Chamber applauds the inclusion of Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2 in the PIC. The
Chamber has been a vocal advocate for the project and is very concerned that the NSW
Government intends to abandon the project or alter it in a significant way as to undermine
its compatibility with Stage 1.
We understand the Government is exploring alternate modes of transport for Stage 2
compared to Stage 1. Whilst understanding the need for research, the Chamber is
concerned that using an alternate mode will require passengers to change between Stage 1
and 2 which will undermine its effectiveness as a mass transit solution for GPOP.
Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2 has been accurately identified by the PIC as a key piece of
infrastructure that is required to deliver Scenario 3 and 4 which will have the most
transformative impact on GPOP.
The Chamber notes that the PIC does not include the possible metro station at Rydalmere
that the NSW Government is currently seeking feedback alongside a potential station at
Pyrmont. The Chamber notes that major stakeholders in Rydalmere and/or Camellia are

making submissions in support of that station and the Chamber is preparing a positive
submission as well.
If the NSW Government decides not to proceed with a Rydalmere Metro Station as part of
Sydney Metro West, the Chamber strongly encourages the PIC and the GSC to insist that the
NSW Government proceed with Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2 as an alternative transport
solution for the northern half of GPOP.
The Chamber is very concerned that a failure to build Stage 2 will undermine the
effectiveness of Stage 1 and potentially rendered it a ‘white elephant’. The GSC has been
crucial to supporting the northern shore alignment of Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2 and it is
now vitally important that its role in enabling key urban renewal along that corridor be
reinforced with the NSW Government.
Stakeholder Consultation
The Western Sydney Business Chamber has received feedback from a number of the large
stakeholders in GPOP, particularly those in the precincts that are not included in the Phase 1
and 2 sequencing plan, about the lack of consultation ahead of the release of the draft PIC.
The Chamber encourages the GSC to review its consultation plans and consider how the
private sector and major stakeholders can be better engaged in the process of determining
these infrastructure strategies.
The Chamber applauds the GSC and its achievement of engaging 20 government agencies
and utility providers in the creation of the draft PIC. Stronger communication and data
sharing between government agencies has been a significant breakthrough in city planning
as a result of the GSC. The next stage is to expand this collaboration to include private sector
stakeholders so that we can have a truly holistic approach to delivering infrastructure and
shaping our city for the better.
The Western Sydney Business Chamber looks forward to working with the GSC to further
refine the model and support its implementation with the NSW Government.
Kind regards

David Borger
Executive Director

Summary of Recommendations
1. The GSC should encourage the NSW Government to identify and pursue further asset
recycling opportunities such as the leasing of the remaining stakes on WestConnex and
the ‘poles and wires’ to fund the fast tracking of major infrastructure in GPOP and
unlock Scenarios 3 and 4.
2. The PIC should recommend only Scenarios 3 (Transformative) and 4 (Visionary) as
minimise level of active investment by the NSW Government in GPOP. The PIC should
remove redundant Scenarios 1 and 2.
3. The GSC should provide further details on the assumptions and data that underpins the
PIC model to industry and the community to counter the perceptions of the PIC being a
‘black box’.
4. The PIC should provide a clearer timeline on when Phase 2 will begin and when the
other precincts not included in either phase are likely to be considered.
5. The GSC through the PIC include Federal Government involvement as a priority for the
NSW Government to pursue to deliver the GPOP vision sooner.
6. The GSC should review the weighing of cultural infrastructure in the PIC model and
should consider increasing it in line with the need for more cultural infrastructure in
GPOP.
7. THE GSC should encourage the NSW Government to adopt the recommendations of the
Western Sydney Business Chamber’s live performance infrastructure paper to reverse
the decline in the industry.
8. The PIC should include the recommendations of the Royal Agricultural Society
submission including the recommendation include a stronger focus on the need for
more high quality leisure and supporting business based event infrastructure in GPOP.
The RAS proposal for a major conferencing facility in Sydney Olympic Park should be
included as an infrastructure recommendation in Phase 1 to the NSW Government.
9. The GSC should consider for next iteration of the PIC the opportunity to blend the PIC
with local council plans to provide a holistic view of what all levels of government are
planning to deliver in GPOP.
10. The PIC should include TAFE and the universities in the PIC and the opportunities to
better leverage their assets for community benefits.
11. The PIC should consider moving Camellia-Rosehill to Phase 2 of the Sequencing Plan and
establishing a dialogue with key stakeholders in the precinct to identify a funding
pathway forward that would enable the precinct to proceed sooner.

12. Consideration should be given in the PIC model to whether Harris Park and CamelliaRosehill precincts should be further sub-divided to focus on immediate activation
around light rail stops that will be in place by 2023.
13. Sydney Olympic Park should be moved to Phase 1 of the Sequencing Plan to reflect its
role as the logical “city centre” for the surrounding Phase 1 communities of Wentworth
Point and Carter Street and the developing community of Melrose Park.
14. The GSC should insist that the NSW Government proceed with Parramatta Light Rail
Stage 2 as a priority to help unlock Scenarios 3 and 4, especially if the optional metro
train station at Rydalmere does not proceed as part of Sydney Metro West.
15. The GSC should review its consultation plans and consider how the private sector and
major stakeholders can be better engaged in the process of determining these
infrastructure strategies.
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Executive Summary
Western Sydney Region Organisation of Councils (WSROC) welcomes the opportunity to provide a
response to A City Supported by Infrastructure – Place Based Infrastructure Compact Pilot prepared
by the Greater Sydney Commission.
WSROC supports in principal the development of a strategic planning model that will align growth
across the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsular (GPOP) with the delivery of infrastructure
and services.
We commend the Commission of the draft Pilot that seeks to identify infrastructure priorities across
the GPOP with targeted actions that will ensure the productivity, liveability and sustainability of
communities across the Central District and more broadly Western Sydney.
It is key in ensuring quality development outcomes across Western Sydney that growth and
development are co-ordinated and supported by the required infrastructure. It is understood that
that this is the first step in the collaborative approach to infrastructure planning across the GPOP.
WSROC welcomes any further opportunity for engagement moving forward as part of the planning
process.
A positive element of the Pilot is that it captures the importance of taking a holistic approach to land
use and infrastructure planning and provides a range of proposed actions that support the delivery
of social, economic and environmental infrastructure.
However, our review of the draft Pilot has raised concerns that waste and resource recovery has not
formed part of the infrastructure considerations and priorities for the GPOP. There is limited
recognition of waste and resource recovery within the draft Pilot, apart for the identification for a
resource recovery facility to provide recycled water.
WSROC advocates that waste planning (that includes both waste and resource recovery) is an
important consideration for not just the GPOP but also for the Greater Sydney region. The lack of
recognition of waste and resource recovery forming any part of the infrastructure priorities for the
GPOP despite the forecast growth and development within the GPOP and the Central District will
limit the ability to ensure a truly productive, liveable and sustainable region.
Incorporating waste infrastructure planning will align and support existing Regional and District
Plans such as Metropolis of Three Cities – the Greater Sydney Region Plan and Central City District
Plan.
For the GPOP to reach its potential and provide liveable, productive and sustainable communities,
WSROC advocates for the draft Pilot to incorporate the following recommendations:
•
•
•
•

Waste and resource recovery must be captured as essential urban services and
infrastructure within the infrastructure priorities;
Waste and resource recovery infrastructure must be strategically planned and delivered to
manage current and projected waste generation for a growing GPOP;
Strategic planning to ensure the availability and protection of zoning of lands to cater for
required waste and resource recovery infrastructure;
Support design-led planning across new development sites to include considerations of
waste and resource recovery that delivers safe and efficient waste servicing;

1.

About WSROC

In 2014, the NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) funded Western Sydney Regional
Organisation of Councils (WSROC) to develop and deliver the Western Sydney Regional Waste
Avoidance and Resource Recovery Strategy (Strategy), which is now in its second iteration.
The strategy was developed to outline the strategic direction for resource recovery practices across
Western Sydney, and explore options for addressing common waste management challenges faced
by councils across the region.
Under the Strategy, WSROC works together with nine participating councils: Blacktown City Council,
Blue Mountains City Council, Cumberland Council, Fairfield City Council, Hawkesbury City Council,
Liverpool City Council, City of Parramatta, and non-member councils Penrith City Council and The
Hills Shire Council.
Whilst two of these councils (Cumberland Council and City of Parramatta) are within the GPOP focus
area, it should be noted that strategic waste and resource recovery issues are common to the region
and strategic planning of waste is vital as, for instance – key waste infrastructure sites in the GPOP
also service the region.
A key action in our Strategy addresses the linkages between the planning system and provision of
waste services to the community, and therefore WSROC seeks to ensure that the proposed actions
detailed in the draft Pilot for the GPOP:
•
•
•
•

maintain community amenity and safety;
provide scope for waste diversion and resource recovery;
ensure waste facilities are strategically planned for; and
ensure there is no negative impact on the requirement of councils to provide waste
services to their community.

WSROC has reviewed the A City Supported by Infrastructure – Place Based Infrastructure Compact
Pilot prepared the Greater Sydney Commission as relevant to waste and resource recovery and
submits the following comments and recommendations for consideration.

1.1

Central District and Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsular (GPOP)

WSROC recognises that the Central District is a fast growing and highly urbanised district. The
District is dynamic and contributes significantly to Greater Sydney both economically and culturally.
This region will see an increase in population from 971,000 to 1.52 million by 2036 and has an
ambitious housing target of providing an additional 207,500 new homes by 2036.
The GPOP as recognised within the draft Pilot is one of the fastest growing areas across Greater
Sydney and will continue to be a major generator of new jobs and housing. It is also understood that
the Central District has the highest target for new housing across Greater Sydney, where the
majority of the growth is predicted to occur within the GPOP.
This presents a significant challenge for waste services and waste infrastructure across the growth
area and the Central District.

It is widely understood that waste generation volumes are proportional to population levels, and the
Western Sydney Regional Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Strategy forecasts a
corresponding increase of waste generation to population growth.
Increased waste generation will place additional pressure on councils to meet state waste reduction
and diversion targets as established within the WARR Strategy. In addition, the projected increase in
housing and subsequently waste generation rates will place even great pressure on existing waste
infrastructure.
It also establishes the need for urgent waste infrastructure planning and delivery for the growth
area.

1.2

Regional Waste Infrastructure Needs

Under the Strategy, WSROC has modelled waste and resource recovery growth for the region and
found that:
• Waste generation is currently increasing at a rate outstripping population growth - over the
past years it has increased from 7.3kg/capita/week (2011/12) to 7.5 kg/capita/week
(2015/16).
• An estimate of 739, 600 tonnes of domestic waste and recycling was collected from Western
Sydney households in 2015/2016 which is will set to double in 30 years. (Domestic waste
and recycling were collected through council services that include kerbside bin services,
kerbside bulky waste clean-up collections, council drop-off and mobile services.)
•

An overall domestic recycling rate of 54 per cent for the region was achieved in 2015/16,
however, due to recent changes to NSW regulation, this currently sits around 25 per cent.

WSROC has also assessed waste and recycling infrastructure across the region and found that:
•

•
•

Waste management facilities within Western Sydney includes landfills, Advanced Waste
Treatment (AWT) facilities, Materials Recovery Facilities (MRFs) and organics processing
facilities.
The majority of waste and recycling facilities are privately owned and located within the
Western Sydney region.
There is a growing concern over capacity and long-term accessibility to these waste and
recycling facilities.

The above information on current waste generation trends and pressures as well as waste
infrastructure needs provides an illustration on how waste management issues are affecting our
region.
The actual cost of delivery of household waste services including disposal costs, and the landfill levy
are paid by ratepayers. Unfortunately, poor planning for waste infrastructure and adverse policy
settings result in the costs to the community continually increasing due to increasing distances for
waste transport, lack of industry investment and market competition, and non-standard servicing
requirements.

An increasing population and increase in waste generation rates across the region in addition to the
growing lack of availability of long-term waste infrastructure will have significant economic and
environmental costs for the growth area and the Central District.
There is an urgent needed to ensure sustainable waste infrastructure is secured to meet the needs
of the growing population of the GPOP and for waste and resource recovery to be captured as part
of the infrastructure priorities.

2.

General Comments

WSROC commends the Greater Sydney Commission in the development of a draft Pilot that
recognises and established sequenced actions and infrastructure priorities that align land use
planning and development with infrastructure and service delivery.
As acknowledged within the draft, the forecast population and housing growth within the GPOP
requires the efficient use of existing state and local infrastructure as well as identification of
required infrastructure to sustain and support this growth.
While the draft addresses a range of social, economic and environmental infrastructure within the
plan and addresses the delivery of key essential services, there is no recognition within the draft
Pilot of waste and resource recovery.
WSROC is concerned with the lack of priority be given to waste and resource recovery infrastructure
within the draft Pilot. The draft Pilot, only recognises resource recovery in terms of providing
recycled water for the growth area and does not address the critical waste infrastructure issues that
are currently being experienced within the Central District and across Western Sydney.
Waste needs to be identified as an urban essential service akin to energy and water supply. It is
disappointing that the Discussion Paper does not give waste and resource recovery any
consideration.
WSROC advocates that waste and resource recovery needs to be identified as an essential service
and included as an infrastructure priority for the GPOP growth area.
WSROC recommends:
•

2.1

Inclusion of waste and resource recovery infrastructure as a priority of the proposed
actions for the GPOP growth area.

Waste is an essential urban service

It is vital that the infrastructure priorities for the GPOP growth area be expanded to include waste
and resource recovery.
Waste and resource recovery must be seen as an essential urban service that is vital in securing
liveable, productive and sustainable communities. Too often “waste” is just considered in terms of
general waste management and local council “kerbside collection” services and the full gamut of

activities and issues that are captured within “waste and resource recovery” are never realised and
addressed at a strategic level.
Waste and resource recovery should be given a higher level of priority akin to water and energy and
needs to be included as part of the infrastructure needs and considerations for the GPOP. Waste and
its relevance in delivering liveable, productive and sustainable communities across Greater Sydney
has been captured within Regional and District Pan, however supporting plans and policies to date
have failed to incorporate the required actions to deliver current planning policy directions and
secure sustainable waste infrastructure for the Central District.
WSROC recommends:
•

Aligning the draft Pilot with actions for waste and resource recovery with planning
directions and objectives of the Central City District Plan (specifically Planning Priority C19:
Reducing carbon emissions and managing energy, water and waste efficiently and
Objective 35: More waste is re-used and recycled to support the development of a circular
economy).

The Central City District Plan recognises that the District has opportunity for precinct wide planning
to incorporate waste management in both land use and infrastructure planning. The District Plan
also recognises where possible additional land should be identified for waste management,
reprocessing, re-use and recycling.
WSROC is concerned that these opportunities that were identified within the District Plan has not
translated into the draft Pilot for the GPOP. WSROC advocates that delivery of waste and resource
recovery infrastructure for the growth area must be included as a priority to address the critical
shortcomings in waste infrastructure for the GPOP and the Central District.

3.

Findings for the GPOP

WSROC in principal supports the strategic planning approaching to delivering liveable, productive
and sustainability objectives for the GPOP that includes a draft sequencing plan and identification of
proposed infrastructure priorities for the growth area. WSROC welcomes the delivery of housing and
job growth for Western Sydney that is aligned within infrastructure and service delivery.
A key positive of the “transformative” scenario utilised as part of this strategic land use and
infrastructure planning process was the commitment to securing sustainable waste infrastructure
for the GPOP as identified within the “GPOP – Our true centre” the connected unifying heart”.
It is disappointing that there is not detail on the delivery of this essential waste infrastructure for the
growth area and it does not appear to be included as an infrastructure priority with the exception of
a resource recovery facility providing recycled water.
WSROC recommends:
•
•

Waste and resource recovery be captured within the infrastructure priorities for the
GPOP; and
Priorities be expanded within the draft Pilot to escalate the consideration of waste as an
essential urban service and reflect the productivity and liveability benefits to the GPOP
growth area and Central District.

Given that the Central District has the highest housing target for Greater Sydney and that the
majority of this growth is to occur within the GPOP, waste infrastructure must be incorporated into
the Pilot and included as a priority.

3.1

Delivering place-based benefits

The draft Pilot for the GPOP recognises that growing industry and jobs within the growth area is
essential to improving liveability, as people value and are willing to pay to live close to where they
can work. The draft Pilot also identifies that it is critical that investment focuses not just on housing
growth but also on attracting industry and generating more jobs.
WSROC supports this approach and delivery of job and economic growth for the GPOP and the
Central District.
Waste and resource recovery infrastructure also needs to be included as part of these place-based
benefits in terms of their benefits to the District and Greater Sydney region’s economy.
The economic value of waste must not be underestimated. The 2018 National Waste Policy
estimated that in 2014–15, waste management services in Australia were valued at $12.6 billion,
and sale of recovered materials was valued at $2.9 billion. Waste-related activities added a total
value of $6.9 billion to the economy, accounting for 0.43 per cent of GDP 1.
In 2017, the waste management sector in NSW was worth approximately $4billion 2.
Consideration of expanding local industry and supporting job creation within the growth area, must
therefor include the waste sector and the value of investment in waste infrastructure in terms of job
and economic growth for the GPOP.
A report prepared for the Department of the Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts,
Employment in Waste Management and Recycling estimates that for every 10,000 tonnes of waste
generated 9.2 direct full time jobs are generated for recycling and 2.8 full time jobs are generated
for land fill operations.
On this basis, WSROC advocates for place-based benefits that protect and provide land use zones for
waste and resource recovery infrastructure and ensures land use zoning decisions protect these
lands from pressures from residential encroachment.
WSROC recommends:
•

3.2

1
2

Land use planning and zoning decisions protect and provide land for waste and resource
recovery infrastructure within the GPOP.

Taking holistic approaches to places

Department of Energy and Environment National Waste Policy 2018

IBISWorld 2017, Reports 2911, 2921, 2922, Solid Waste Collection Services, Waste Treatment and Disposal
Services, Waste Remediation and Materials Recovery Services

WSROC supports a holistic approach to infrastructure planning that supports the Central City
becoming a 30-minute city. WSROC recognises that places need social, economic and environmental
infrastructure as discussed within the draft Pilot.
However, WSROC is concerned upon review of the infrastructure assessed in the draft Pilot (as
detailed in Figure 15) that the PIC appears to be silent in detail concerning much needed waste and
resource recovery infrastructure.
This is disappointing given that waste management and infrastructure is embedded as a planning
priority within the Central City District Plan.
There is some mention of a resource recovery facility within Figure 19 of the draft, however it is
unclear of the extent of the infrastructure costs that were undertaken as part of these
considerations. Furthermore, it is concerning that the only additional mention of a resource
recovery facility is to provide recycled water and not in terms of waste management.
WSROC recommends:
•
•

4.3

The draft Pilot be clear on the use of “resource recovery facility” and expand as to
whether this includes provision of infrastructure to support sustainable waste
management and resource recovery.
The costs of delivering much needed waste infrastructure be considered as part of the
draft Pilot.

Better decisions making with early insights

WSROC recognises the importance of infrastructure projects and essential services (including utility
networks) in delivering a productive community. The delivery of waste infrastructure that responds
to community needs and assists local councils in the GPOP and the Central District is essential.
Key in providing the required infrastructure is gaining a clear understanding of costs and how this
infrastructure should (and can) be delivered (and funded). There is potential for the NSW State
government to explore innovative solutions concerning waste land use planning such as the
development of waste precincts within the GPOP. This supports the directions of the draft PIC in
exploring innovative solutions, co-location and sharing of infrastructure.
The development of waste precincts would allow for the grouping of compatible waste facilities.
The broader benefits to the economy and the community would include improved land use
efficiency, appropriate land use buffers, transport and logistic efficiency as well as business and
employment opportunities. This presents a great opportunity for the NSW State Government to be
proactive and at the forefront of supporting waste precincts within the growth area.
However, this approach requires a thorough understanding of the waste infrastructure needs for the
GPOP growth area and the greater Sydney area. In addition, consideration needs to be given to the
fact that availability and capacity of existing landfills utilised by councils within the Central District
are significantly reducing.
The NSW Draft Infrastructure Strategy 2017-2021 identified that there was a shortfall of 16 waste
facilities required to service metropolitan Sydney. This includes AWT facilities which have since been
affected by recent regulatory changes, and as such, to fill this gap even more facilities will be

needed. With no new waste facilities being planned or developed, this capacity gap will significantly
increase as a result of the planned population growth for greater Sydney and specifically the GPOP. F
The closure of the SUEZ Camellia Resource Recovery Centre in September 2019 further adds to these
pressures for the Central District.
The draft Pilot identifies that the State Government will need to explore new ways to partner with
the private sector in relation to infrastructure and service delivery. This action needs to be expanded
to include waste infrastructure and waste service delivery.
The private waste sector owns and provides the landfill facilities utilised by Councils within the
Central District. Therefore, the private sector is a key stakeholder in waste management and
resource recovery across the Central District and Greater Sydney.
In moving forward with the draft Pilot, actions are needed within the PIC that prioritise undertaking
an infrastructure survey and needs assessment of what infrastructure is needed to support the
growing population of the growth area.
Additional actions should also include exploring innovative solutions to waste management and how
the State Government can best support the development of new technologies within sector.
WSROC recommends:
•
•

4.

Prior to infrastructure priorities being finalised, an infrastructure survey and needs
assessment be undertaken for waste and resource recovery.
Support collaboration across all tiers of government and with the private waste industry
to support the development of new technologies within the waste sector and the
development of waste precincts.

Proposed actions for the GPOP

WSROC is supportive of the approach of the draft Pilot for the GPOP that aligns growth with
infrastructure provision. In principal WSROC supports the preparation of a sequencing plan that
ensures orderly development across Western Sydney.
However, support for new development and housing growth must place ensures Western Sydney
residents are adequately supported by services and infrastructure. Too often communities across
Western Sydney are developed without adequate access to services and infrastructure.
Given the ambitious growth and housing targets for the Central District, consideration must be given
to the critical issues concerning waste and resource recovery infrastructure.
WSROC understands that draft Pilot proposes sequencing across the GPOP and the development of
26 precincts within the growth area. To support this approach it is understood that a draft list of
infrastructure priorities has also been prepared for discussion.

4.1

Sequenced Plan

WSROC is generally supportive of the commitment within the draft Pilot to ensure that growth
within the nominated precincts is supported by efficient services and that growth is sequenced so
that it can align with infrastructure delivery.
However, WSROC advocates that waste servicing and infrastructure must be included and
considered in moving forward in the draft sequencing plan. Most relevant to waste management is
consideration of waste services, potential for planning control review and protection of urban
service land.

Waste Services
Waste services need to be considered across all stages of the planning process. Given the housing
growth and increase in residential densities likely to be experienced within the identified precincts,
planning and land use controls need to support the safe and sufficient delivery of waste services.
New developments and land release subdivisions within the identified precincts must be able to be
integrated with council waste service.
Local councils are currently experiencing significant challenges in providing efficient and effective
waste services to their community. Waste servicing and waste collection occurs above-ground and is
undertaken manually unlike many other services and utilities that can be provided under-ground. An
additional issue for local councils is that the waste servicing for individual developments is often
overlooked at the design development stage.
Safe and efficient waste servicing is essential in ensuring a liveable and sustainable community as
well as ensuring public health is protected. Too often there is little consideration of waste servicing
at development stage.
This often results in poor post-development outcomes such as medium and high-rise developments
that cannot be serviced efficiently and street designs not being of appropriate dimensions to
facilitate waste collection vehicles.

Review of planning controls
The draft Pilot identifies a review of existing planning controls should be prioritised for existing
education, health and green infrastructure. WSROC advocates for waste infrastructure to be
considered in this review of planning controls as part of moving forward with the PIC.
Improvements to the planning system can be undertaken to improve access to waste infrastructure
and assist in securing waste infrastructure sites for the GPOP and across the Western Sydney region.
A major challenge for waste infrastructure facilities is the lack of land as a consequence of land and
development pressures and rising land costs. There is also a challenge with the planning process for
getting land zoned and licensed for waste infrastructure facilities. There is also a high level of
uncertainty of the development approval process for the private waste sector.
Streamlining the planning process for waste facilities would assist in providing greater certainty for
the waste sector. As part of a review of planning controls, consideration should be given to the
introduction of a specific policy that addresses waste infrastructure.

WSROC recommends:
•
•
•
•
•

Growth and development within the identified precincts needs to be supported by
planning strategies that deliver safe and efficient waste services.
Ensuring road design and construction part of new land releases are of appropriate width
to ensure that waste collection vehicles (and therefore emergency fire services) can
service future housing.
Ensuring planning controls provide minimum widths across medium and high-density
developments. This is essential in ensuring developments can function safely and
efficiently and that internal roads and laneways are of appropriate dimensions.
Future reviews of planning controls need to consider waste as an essential service.
Planning controls need to support the delivery of waste and resource recovery
infrastructure and ensure land use zones provide and protect suitable lands for waste.

Urban Servicing Land
Silverwater Precincts form a high-value cluster of employment and urban services lands for the
Central District.
WSROC is supportive that this proposed action retains this valuable urban services land within these
precincts. However it is essential that waste management and resource recovery is considered as an
essential urban service and included as a permissible land use within these precincts.
Appropriate zoned land that permits and supports waste servicing and infrastructure is needed and
there needs to be considered of the range of permissible land uses within these zones to ensure this
valuable land is protected.
In addition, urban service land needs to be appropriately protected from pressures from nearby
zones and residential encroachment.
WSROC recommends:
•
•

5.2

That land use planning and zoning decisions support and protect urban service land.
Waste and resource recovery must be considered as an essential urban service and listed
as a permissible land use within these zones.

Infrastructure Priorities

It is understood that the draft Pilot incorporates actions that establish 10-year service and
infrastructure priorities aligned with the proposed sequencing plan for the GPOP. These priorities
have been reviewed to identify that a wide range of services and infrastructure has been included.
WSROC is concerned that short term infrastructure priorities listed in proposed action 4 do not
include any consideration of waste and resource recovery infrastructure.
It is also concerning that the short to medium term priorities listed within proposed action 5 do not
provide any detail of a resource recovery facility that is critically needed for the Central District and
the GPOP growth area.

There is mention of a resource recovery facility but only to provide recycled water. WSROC requests
the Commission to make a commitment to support and provide much needed essential waste
infrastructure for Western Sydney.
As outlined throughout the submission, waste must be seen as an essential urban service and a
commitment in providing waste infrastructure must be undertaken and delivered as a priority.
The draft identified that the infrastructure priorities listed as part of proposed action 5 are subject to
further planning work. In this regard, WSROC welcomes the opportunity for further engagement to
discuss the waste servicing and infrastructure needs for Western Sydney and why waste
infrastructure must be delivered as a priority.
As detailed earlier, understanding waste infrastructure needs is critical in ensuring there will be
adequate capacity to service the growing waste generation in Western Sydney.
WSROC recommends:
•
•

6.

Expansion of infrastructure priorities to incorporate waste and resource recovery
infrastructure.
Support local councils in delivering safe, sustainable and efficient waste services to the
local community.

Closing Remarks

WSROC welcomes the opportunity to provide a submission in response to the A City Supported by
Infrastructure – Place Based Infrastructure Compact Pilot prepared the Greater Sydney Commission.
WSROC supports in principal the development of a strategic planning model that will align growth
across the GPOP with the delivery of infrastructure and services that should be prioritised to create
liveable, sustainable and loveable places.
However, we maintain that for the GPOP to reach its potential and provide liveable, productive and
sustainable communities, WSROC advocates for the draft Pilot to incorporate the following
recommendations:
•
•
•
•

Waste and resource recovery must be captured as essential urban services and
infrastructure within the infrastructure priorities;
Waste and resource recovery infrastructure must be strategically planned and delivered to
manage current and projected waste generation for a growing GPOP;
Strategic planning to ensure the availability and protection of zoning of lands to cater for
required waste and resource recovery infrastructure;
Support design-led planning across new development sites to include considerations of
waste and resource recovery that delivers safe and efficient waste servicing.

The rightful recognition of waste as an essential service would capture WSROC’s further
recommendations throughout this submission, as listed below:
•

Inclusion of waste and resource recovery infrastructure as a priority of the proposed actions
for the GPOP growth area.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aligning the draft Pilot with actions for waste and resource recovery with planning directions
and objectives of the Central City District Plan (specifically Planning Priority C19: Reducing
carbon emissions and managing energy, water and waste efficiently and Objective 35: More
waste is re-used and recycled to support the development of a circular economy).
Waste and resource recovery be captured within the infrastructure priorities for the GPOP.
Priorities be expanded within the draft Pilot to escalate the consideration of waste as an
essential urban service and reflect the productivity and liveability benefits to the GPOP
growth area and Central District.
Land use planning and zoning decisions protect and provide land for waste and resource
recovery infrastructure within the GPOP.
The draft Pilot be clear on the use of “resource recovery facility” and expand as to whether
this includes provision of infrastructure to support sustainable waste management and
resource recovery.
The costs of delivering much needed waste infrastructure be considered as part of the draft
Pilot.
Prior to infrastructure priorities being finalised, an infrastructure survey and needs
assessment be undertaken for waste and resource recovery.
Support collaboration across all tiers of government and with the private waste industry to
support the development of new technologies within the waste sector and the development
of waste precincts.
Growth and development within the identified precincts needs to be supported by planning
strategies that deliver safe and efficient waste services.
Ensuring road design and construction part of new land releases are of appropriate width to
ensure that waste collection vehicles (and therefore emergency fire services) can service
future housing.
Ensuring planning controls provide minimum widths across medium and high-density
developments. This is essential in ensuring developments can function safely and efficiently
and that internal roads and laneways are of appropriate dimensions.
Future reviews of planning controls need to consider waste as an essential service.
Planning controls need to support the delivery of waste and resource recovery infrastructure
and ensure land use zones provide and protect suitable lands for waste.
That land use planning and zoning decisions support and protect urban service land.
Waste and resource recovery must be considered as an essential urban service and listed as
a permissible land use within these zones.
Expansion of infrastructure priorities to incorporate waste and resource recovery
infrastructure.
Support local councils in delivering safe, sustainable and efficient waste services to the local
community.

10 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group
living in North Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but
also to bring to a close the years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We
discuss the sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it
collaborates with the City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review
by the GSC) is aligned with the strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the
announcement of the Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing
infrastructure that will truly revolutionise the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since
2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8
storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can appreciate this set an expectation for the
area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this was then changed to an FSR of
0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with details yet to be provided. The
residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and look
forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has
been built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable
urbanisation outlined in the points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield
area. We, like you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe the decision to
defer the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group
of streets
at North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until
stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North, South, East and West have the potential to be
redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta Road Strategy 2016-2023) to
heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of the HomebushNorth Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct so to
produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed
for a developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively
modest expenditure on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance
to the M4 tunnel, easy and close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We
have walking, running and cycling paths used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these
cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to
what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy access to abundant green open space

including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and Bressington parks. We have a diversity of
schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital nearby. We have direct and easy
access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes
away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking,
cycling and public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play
a key role in the 30 minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North
Strathfield when developed will enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater
number of people living within walking distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached to this letter was submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for the
urbanisation of North Strathfield to be included in the CCBC LSPS (even without the consideration of the
Sydney Metro West stop at North Strathfield). You will see much of the above comprehensively detailed
in the report supporting the case for redevelopment.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or the
Metro station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of
course the ensuing LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as
we already have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel
that the sequence of Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be
developed in Phase 1 (now) and not delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro
West Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key
pieces of infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for
assurance and compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated
during this process to take into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes
so as to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the
deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and we look forward to providing feedback on the
updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in
sessions.
Regards,

1.0

The Site

The site, bound by Conway Avenue to the north, George Street to the east, Allen Street to the south and Powells
Creek to the west, is in the inner-west suburb of North Strathfield within the Canada Bay Local Government Area
(refer to Figure 1). The area is characterised by a mix of residential, commercial, light industrial and infrastructure
uses.
The site currently contains 274 properties consisting of 1-2 storey detached residential dwellings. Under the Canada
Bay Local Environmental Plan 2013 (CBLEP 2013) the site is primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres and maximum FSR of 0.5:1.

Figure 1

Site aerial image

Source: Nearmap & Ethos Urban
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Surrounding the site, there is a mix of R3 Medium Density Residential, B4 Mixed Use, B3 Commercial, IN1
Industrial, RE1 Public Recreation and SP1 Infrastructure zoned land. The Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy proposes R4 High Density Residential zones, however these are to be situated at other
locations near the site, which are distanced further from railway stations. The Bakehouse Quarter, MacDonald
College, Our Lady of the Assumption Primary School and existing high density development including Strathaven,
contribute to a mix of typologies and densities and character surrounding the site.
From a broader perspective, the site is located within an area that is contained by large urban structuring elements
including the T1 Strathfield to Epping Northern Railway Line to the east, the M4 Motorway, M4 Tunnel and
Parramatta Road to the south, and Bicentennial Parklands, Powells Creek and the A3 arterial road to the north and
west. These elements define the north-south orientation of the site, ensuring it maintains a cooperative relationship
with the railway line and cannot extend east-west. This area is identified as the Homebush Precinct under the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy 2016. Notably, the site is also contained within the
catchment area of the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct, GPOP and the Eastern City District of the
Greater Sydney Region.

2.0

Strategic context

2.1

Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030

The revised Sydney Olympic Park Master Plan 2030 and the concurrent State Environmental Planning Policy (State
Significant Precincts) 2005 are projected to deliver an additional 9,500 residents, 4,700 homes, and 2,500 jobs. The
Plan recognises and promotes the future role of Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) within the Greater Parramatta Priority
Growth Area (refer to Figure 2) and the Sydney Metropolitan area.
The site is located on the eastern edge of SOP. As such, it is strategically located to benefit from the provision of
open space, recreation and leisure activities as well as employment within the Park. The Powells Creek corridor
also extends along the western interface of the site offering green links and cycle connections to the broader region.
Additionally, development of the Homebush Precinct, including the site, presents the opportunity to create a
consistent development language across the area, with Homebush Precinct acting as the eastern gateway to the
Greater Parramatta Area.
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Figure 2

Greater Parramatta Priority Growth Area

Source: Department of Planning and Environment

2.2

Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

On 9 November 2016, the Minister for Planning, in conjunction with UrbanGrowth NSW and the State Government,
finalised the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy outlines a long
term vision for the transformation and urban renewal of the 20-kilometre Parramatta Road Corridor from
Camperdown to Holroyd.

2.2.1

Homebush Precinct

The Strategy is divided into two distinct sections; Corridor West and Corridor East and identifies eight precincts to
accommodate a diversity of land uses and densities supported by a range of active and public uses. The site is
located in Corridor East, within the Homebush Precinct. Under the Strategy, the Precinct, which includes part of
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North Strathfield, will be transformed into an active and varied hub, blending higher density housing and a mix of
different uses, all supported by a network of green links and open spaces in close proximity to public transport.
Under the Strategy it is envisaged that by 2050 the Homebush Precinct will be home to 19,500 people, 9,500
homes and 12,900 jobs.

2.2.2

The Draft Strategy – September 2015

The draft Strategy, published in September 2015, presented the opportunity for increased density throughout the
Homebush Precinct, from Parramatta Road to Concord West Station including the subject site. The Plan proposed
higher density residential development of an average of 8-storeys with a maximum 12-storeys (42 metres) for the
site (refer to Figure 3 below).

Figure 3

Draft strategy built form plan

Source: Urban Growth NSW & Ethos Urban
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2.2.3

Consultation outcomes – May 2016

During the public exhibition of the draft Strategy submissions were made by residents, land and business owners
and the City of Canada Bay Council and Strathfield Councils. The Consultation Outcomes Report for the Precinct
summarised the following issues:


The City of Canada Bay Council requested no rezoning north of Pomeroy Street until the City of Canada Bay
Draft Concord West Precinct Master Plan 2014;



Strathfield Municipal Council recommended that density and height be based on proximity to rail corridors
and/or other key transport nodes and expressed concern that many areas farthest from train stations were
assigned the highest development densities;



Concern from the vocal minority about the increased population compounding existing congestion, particularly
on George Street, Pomeroy Street, Underwood Road, Homebush Bay Drive and Australia Avenue; and



While there was community feedback from a loud minority opposing the proposed heights of development in the
Precinct, particularly in areas adjacent to single storey residential dwellings, there was general community
support for higher density development around train stations.

2.2.4

The Final Strategy – November 2016

The final Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy was released 9 November 2016. Whilst the
objectives of the Strategy remain consistent with the draft and increased density is achieved across most parts of
the Homebush Precinct, the original recommended changes to the site were not carried through to the Final
Strategy. The site would remain zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres
(refer to Figure 4 below).

Figure 4

Homebush precinct recommended land uses

Source: UrbanGrowth NSW

Whilst UrbanGrowth acknowledges that the plans presented in the draft Strategy were of good planning logic, they
were responsive to some of the stakeholder feedback and modified their recommendation to align with the requests
of a vocal and over-represented minority.
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2.2.5

Subsequent consultation and planning for North Strathfield

Since the release of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the North Strathfield Residents’
group has had several consultations with many layers of government and supporting agencies. The group has met
with the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), the Eastern District Commissioner, Office of the Premier, Planning
Minister’s Office, Sydney Metro West team, DPE, DPIE, Minister for Transport, City of Canada Bay Mayor, BSH
Planned Precinct team, Member for Reid, Member for Strathfield and Member for Drummoyne.
A summary of the consultation with some of these parties is outlined below:


15 March 2017 – GSC District Dialogues Workshop



24 August 2017 – Attended a GSC information session relating to the GSRP and Eastern City district plan;



30 August 2017 – Email from the DPE regarding a drop-in session attended by the North Strathfield Residents’
Group on 24 June 2017 in relation to North Strathfield’s exclusion from the BSH Planned Precinct. It
furthermore notes that ‘North Strathfield is already identified as a Precinct within the imminent release of the
Greater Parramatta Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan’;



17 October 2017 – Letter from Minister for Planning, Housing and Special Minister of State, Anthony Roberts
regarding the zoning of North Strathfield



19 October 2017 – Email from the GSC regarding joint workshops for Future Transport and the Eastern City
District on 14 and 18 November 2017;



25 October 2017 – Meeting with DPE and City of Canada Bay Council regarding the Greater Parramatta LUIIP
which includes North Strathfield, the BSH Planned Precinct and SIC for Greater Parramatta;



25 October 2017 – Letter from MP for Drummoyne, John Sidoti confirming that response from North Strathfield
Residents’ Group has been received by the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special Minister of
State, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP;



21 December 2017 – Letter from Canada Bay General Manager Gary Sawyer stating that North Strathfield is
contained within the investigation area for the BSH Planned Precinct;



12 February 2018 – Email from GSC providing an update on the region and district plans which responds to an
email inquiry from North Strathfield Residents’ Group;



19 March 2018 – Email from the GSC inviting the North Strathfield Residents’ Group to a briefing on the
finalised GSRP, district plans, Future Transport 2056 and NSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38;



11 April 2018 – Email from the DPE regarding the BSH Planned Precinct;



20 September 2018 – Letter from Scott Pedder, Director of Community and Environmental Planning at the City
of Canada Bay Council regarding the North Strathfield Precinct.



24 November 2018 – Email from GSC inviting North Strathfield Residents’ Group to their Citizens’ Panel
information session;



23 January 2019 – Letter from the City of Canada Bay Mayor Angelo Tsirekas providing an update on the North
Strathfield Planned Precinct;

The common theme throughout all these meetings was that up-zoning for the area could only be re-instated once
the locations of the Sydney Metro West Stations are announced, subsequently enabling the BSH Planned Precinct
to be announced. The majority of the conversations were empathetic to the situation that the residents have found
themselves in, as they have been in a state of uncertainty for several years in relation to their future. The views
expressed in the interviews were generally consistent with the North Strathfield Residents’ Group opinion that the
location is ideal for up-zoning and that the proposal for high density in less favourable locations nearby did not align
with planning principles.
It is noted that the area is in a perfect location to maximise value capture, encourage walkability, reduce car trips,
increase liveability and support the 30 minute cities priority. The residents feel that the release of the draft LSPS
without taking onboard all the feedback over the last 5 years has led to more confusion.
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3.0

Review of Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement & Draft Housing Strategy

3.1

Draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic Planning Statement

Our review of the draft LSPS finds some significant issues and opportunities surrounding its priorities, actions and
visions for residential growth in the LGA. These issues surround the following:


The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ within North Strathfield;



The proposal to implement the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy generally in accordance with the 2016-2023
Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design
study; and



The incorporation of Priority 11 which affirms the need to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications arising
from Sydney Metro West’ and its associated station locations.

3.1.1

Identification of terrace and dual occupancy potential

The draft LSPS identifies the site as having ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’, as is illustrated in the Structure
Plan, with an excerpt provided at Figure 5. The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ for the site is
uncharacteristic of the surrounding development and will not unlock the land use potential for the site. It will work to
the detriment of the site and its surroundings, given that the site is proximately located to four different railway
stations, is in the immediate vicinity of major metropolitan road networks and is less than 2km from a plethora of
recreational open spaces at Bicentennial Park and Sydney Olympic Park. For these reasons, the proposal to
incorporate medium density dwellings at the site location is contrary to the principles of Transit Oriented
Development.
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Figure 5

Canada Bay structure plan

Source: City of Canada Bay

3.1.2

Implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

In relation to housing supply, Action 5.1 of the draft LSPS provides that the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy is to
be implemented ‘generally in accordance with the 2016-2023 Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a
precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design study, including the preparation of a precinct wide
planning proposal, draft DCP, Affordable housing contributions scheme and local contributions scheme’.
As noted earlier in Section 2.2 of this report, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, which
was finalised in 2016, results in a planning outcome that disadvantages the site and its surroundings. This is
because the site is proximate to station locations, major roads in the Sydney metropolitan road network,
employment centres and local, recreational and cultural amenities. It is therefore necessary that Action 5.1 be
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amended, incorporating an exemption to the Parramatta Road Implementation Plan for the site, which lies within the
Homebush Precinct. This should be explicitly stated in the final LSPS, identifying the great potential herein for a
rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.
A number of the issues and implications emanating from the implementation of Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy at the site are detailed below.
Community Concerns
Despite the reported opposition to the draft Strategy, the site’s exclusion from a change in zoning under the
Strategy has caused significant concern amongst North Strathfield landowners and residents. Key concerns include:


That the site will become an island surrounded by high density development;



The logic for excluding the site from the Strategy given its proximity to North Strathfield and Concord West
Railway Stations and commercial and retail services and schools along George Street, comparative to other
sites which are further away from public transport and infrastructure yet were up-zoned;



Prolonged unease and uncertainty about the future of residents’ properties;



Landowners reluctant to invest in maintenance and redevelopment of their properties and therefore an overall
decline in the character and aesthetic of the area;



Significant upfront time and cost to pursue a proponent led rezoning on land which is currently not supported by
the Strategy;

The Strategy was initially proposed over three years ago, however the area has been subject to previous
investigations including the ‘Strathfield to Rhodes Corridor’ Strategy prepared by Concord Council over 20 years
ago. Since initial exhibition of the draft Strategy in 2014 residents of North Strathfield have been adjusting to the
imminent changes to their community; changes to both neighbouring properties as well as wider suburb area.
Constant uncertainty is stressful for residents and makes it difficult for residents to make appropriate decisions
about the future of their properties and lives.
Whilst the site has been recognised as having perceived “character”, many of the existing dwellings and the
patterns of subdivision are comparable to those areas proposed for R4 rezoning. As it is not clear why the area to
the west of Powells Creek and Underwood Road in Homebush, which arguably presents similar architectural and
built form characteristics as the site yet is further away from North Strathfield and Concord West Railway Stations,
has been proposed to be rezoned to R4, recognising the different jurisdictions and views of Canada Bay and
Strathfield Councils, it is possible that inconsistency in the application of the Strategy’s recommendations may result
in future impacts to the perceived character. Recognising that considerable investment would be required to
maintain the dwellings and their character over time, with such uncertainty about the future of their properties,
landowners are reluctant to invest. A lack of investment will no doubt have a cumulative impact to the perceived
character of the site over time.
Future Conditions for North Strathfield Residents
In the instance that the site retains its zoning and the areas surrounding it are redeveloped in accordance with the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the site will become an island of low density
development surrounded by high density development. The Precinct will function with an inverse logic where low to
medium density housing is located closest to public transport and services, and the greatest densities will be
located on the edges of the Precinct. Those living on the western side of Powells Creek and beyond 1 kilometre
from the railway stations, will likely utilise additional modes of transport including vehicle or bus, to access the
railway stations and services, further increasing pressure on Pomeroy and George Streets.
Overwhelming Community Support for a Rezoning
Despite reported opposition to the draft Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy and contrary to the
position adopted by UrbanGrowth, the community from Allen Street to Conway Avenue are strongly in favour of an
amendment to existing planning controls to facilitate R4 High Density Residential development. Since the initial
exhibition of the draft Strategy over three years ago, residents have adjusted to the prospect of change and
revitalisation of the suburb. As outlined above, residents face becoming an ‘island’ amongst higher density
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development. Residents wish to avoid continued uncertainty on the future of their properties by being included in
Council-led precinct planning for the area.
The residents have spent a considerable amount of time advocating for the inclusion of the site in the Strategy and
the short-term Implementation Plan 2016-2023, and through this submission, petition the City of Canada Bay
Council to encourage and support the identification of the site in the final LSPS and new LEP as R4 High Density
Residential land. It is therefore necessary for this to be amended, with a mention that the non-compliance with the
Parramatta Road Strategy will be in relation to North Strathfield, which will only achieve its land use potential
through rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.

3.1.3

Identification of land use opportunities arising from future Metro West Stations

A major priority incorporated into the draft LSPS as Priority 11 is to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications
arising from Sydney Metro West’ and specifically Action 11.1 which states:
Prior to rezoning occurring, a local planning study is to be prepared and endorsed by Council for the localities in
which a Sydney Metro West station is proposed, including development sites and their immediate surrounds,
that:
-

establishes preferred land uses within and around the new Metro locations;

-

establishes preferred built form outcomes within and around new Metro locations;

-

identifies the need for further studies or considerations resulting from transport infrastructure

We hope that on top of the four railway stations in the vicinity of the site and the previous strategic recognition of the
site as a location appropriate for high density residential development (see Figure 3), pursuant to Action 11, the
earmarked North Strathfield Metro Station, will automatically trigger the identification of the site as a location for
rezoning to high density residential. We are supportive of this priority and its associated action being employed to
provide a higher density in this location. However, we believe that the site, as it stands, with its close proximity to
four railway stations, key roads, employment precincts and cultural, recreational and local amenities, is prime for
high density residential development, potentially with a mixed use composition, comprising ground floor retail. The
GSC has in fact identified the site as an ideal location for up-zoning, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Eastern District Plan map

Source: Greater Sydney Commission

Section 3.9(3A) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) requires that:
‘The council for an area that is in the Greater Sydney Region must not make a local strategic planning statement
unless the Greater Sydney Commission has advised the council in writing that the Commission supports the
statement as being consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans’.
Therefore, if the draft LSPS does not provide a mechanism which facilitates the rezoning of the site to an R4 High
Density Residential zone, it will contravene Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act. The Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP)
and the Eastern City District Plan which apply to the site, both contain the objective of providing ‘a range of
housing types in the right locations’. The draft LSPS and Housing Strategy may propose a range of housing
types, however these are clearly not in the right location.
The GSRP further identifies eight locational criteria for urban renewal, which in this instance would most suitably be
characterised as mixed use development, containing ground floor retail and above ground high density residential.
An assessment of the compliance of the site with these locational criteria is provided in Table 1, demonstrating a
general consistency with the criteria and therefore highlighting the necessity of providing high density residential
development at the site.
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3.2

Draft Local Housing Strategy

The draft Housing Strategy prepared by SGS on behalf of the City of Canada Bay Council espouses ‘large scale
urban renewal to deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined under State Government plans’.
However, as noted earlier, a key objective of the GSRP, the primary State Government strategic plan, is to ‘provide
a range of housing types in the right locations’. The draft Housing Strategy then identifies a two storey height
limit for the site, with the potential to explore a third storey (see Figure 7). This is contrary to the draft Housing
Strategy which claims it will deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined in State Government
plans but does not provide this type of housing at the site, which is ideally located for high density residential
development.

Figure 7

Mixed housing precinct

Source: SGS Economics and Planning

A letter written to the North Strathfield Residents Group, dated 2 July 2019, responding to a query regarding the
draft LSPS, stated that upon confirmation of the Metro West station locations, there will be further analysis to
confirm that the future stations are surrounded by appropriate housing choices (see Figure 8).
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5.0

It is located within the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to the
Olympic Peninsula.

Recommendation

Considering the above, it is recommended that the City of Canada Bay Council review the priorities and actions
provided within the draft LSPS and Housing Strategy and in turn in the final LSPS provide priorities and actions
which explicitly identify the North Strathfield Precinct as a location that is appropriate for rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential. This can either be actioned through an explicit mention exempting the North Strathfield Precinct
from the implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, due to its favourable
location for high density residential development. Alternatively, an additional action can be incorporated which
explicitly states the strategic merit of rezoning the site to R4 High Density Residential, given its close proximity to
four railway stations, key metropolitan roads, major employment precincts in the Parramatta and Sydney CBD and
local, cultural and recreational amenities. Further to this, Priority 11 which notes that land use opportunities arising
from Sydney Metro West need to be considered, should be made more specific upon the confirmation of the Metro
West Station locations, emphasising the need to rezone the site to R4 High Density.
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13 December 2019
Greater Sydney Commission
engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
Dear GSC,
RE: SUBMISSION ON THE GPOP PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback in relation to the GPOP PIC. We are a resident group
living in North Strathfield all with a common goal to not only support what’s good for Greater Sydney but
also to bring to a close the years of uncertainty this community has endured.
This submission specifically focuses on the Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct within GPOP. We
discuss the sequencing of our area described in the GPOP PIC and also seek support from the GSC as it
collaborates with the City of Canada Bay Council (CCBC) to ensure that the LSPS (currently under review
by the GSC) is aligned with the strategy including considerations discussed below.
The residents of North Strathfield are delighted to finally see some clarity for our area and the
announcement of the Metro stop at North Strathfield. This is great news for Sydney and introducing
infrastructure that will truly revolutionise the city. The residents have been living with uncertainty since
2013 when Urban Growth first released plans for our area indicating an FSR of 2.4:1 with an average of 8
storeys and maximum heights of 12 storeys (42 m). As you can appreciate this set an expectation for the
area and its residents. As a result of misinformed external influence, this was then changed to an FSR of
0.5:1 and back to 2 storeys and later again changed to be up-zoned with details yet to be provided. The
residents have been patient and the sentiment in the area is that we are all ready to move on and look
forward to the release of a more detailed plan. The area around our little pocket at North Strathfield has
been built up before our eyes over the last 5 years and it makes good planning sense to enable
urbanisation outlined in the points given in the paragraphs below.
We, along with the GSC desire to see a coordinated redevelopment of the Homebush North Strathfield
area. We, like you, are concerned about the potential for ad-hoc development and believe the decision to
defer the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct until stage 2 will produce exactly this outcome. Our group
of streets
at North Strathfield are being left to degenerate as low density until
stage 2, whilst the streets immediately to the North, South, East and West have the potential to be
redeveloped in the short term under existing strategy's (eg, Parramatta Road Strategy 2016-2023) to
heights between 30 and 32m. We urge the GSC to reconsider the planned delaying of the HomebushNorth Strathfield precinct to stage 2 and expedite rezoning and redevelopment for the entire precinct so to
produce the best outcome.
North Strathfield is perfectly placed possessing all the amenities mentioned in the PIC as being needed
for a developed area. There is no need for further expenditure on these amenities other than relatively
modest expenditure on road infrastructure. We are situated along the heavy rail line, close to the entrance
to the M4 tunnel, easy and close access to Homebush Bay Drive, Concord and Parramatta Roads. We
have walking, running and cycling paths used to access Sydney Olympic Park and beyond and these
cycle ways extend to Botany Bay and Parramatta, the list goes on. Also of special note is that, contrary to
what is asserted in the PIC document, we have close and easy access to abundant green open space

including Powells Creek Wetlands, Bicentennial, Mason and Bressington parks. We have a diversity of
schools in and around North Strathfield. We have Concord Hospital nearby. We have direct and easy
access to major employment hubs, Macquarie Park (on the Northern Line), Sydney CBD 15 minutes
away on heavy rail, closer employment precincts, such as Rhodes and Sydney Olympic Park (walking,
cycling and public transport access). With all this infrastructure and amenity we are ideally placed to play
a key role in the 30 minute city vision being 15 mins to both Sydney CBD and Parramatta CBD. North
Strathfield when developed will enable the reduction of 1000’s of cars off the street by having a greater
number of people living within walking distance of transport, a rich array of amenities and workplaces.
The supporting document attached to this letter was submitted to CCBC detailing the strong case for the
urbanisation of North Strathfield to be included in the CCBC LSPS (even without the consideration of the
Sydney Metro West stop at North Strathfield). You will see much of the above comprehensively detailed
in the report supporting the case for redevelopment.
We feel the draft CCBC LSPS was released prematurely as it did not consider up-zoning, precincts or the
Metro station and we seek to have this amended to include our area’s development in the LSPS and of
course the ensuing LEP.
We feel that the PIC sequencing for the Homebush-North Strathfield precinct should be accelerated as
we already have all the amenities the GSC has highlighted as necessary for a developed area. We feel
that the sequence of Homebush-North Strathfield is misplaced in the PIC and rather it should be
developed in Phase 1 (now) and not delayed until phase 2.
The CCBC LSPS was finalised and presented to council 4 days before the release of the Sydney Metro
West Announcement and GPOP announcement. It therefore, also does not take into account these key
pieces of infrastructure and planning. We are aware that the GSC is currently reviewing the LSPS for
assurance and compliance with the overarching strategy. We would anticipate that the LSPS be updated
during this process to take into account the Metro and the accompanying land use detail of the homes
so as to provide clarity for homeowners. We understand that the
deadline for finalising the LSPS is the 31st of March and we look forward to providing feedback on the
updated LSPS supporting its alignment with the District Plans and GPOP plans.
Thank you very much for the opportunity to provide feedback and for your time during the drop in
sessions.
Regards,

22 July 2019
Peter Gainsford
General Manager
City of Canada Bay Council
1A Marlborough Street,
Drummoyne NSW 2047

Dear Mr Gainsford,
RE:SUBMISSION IN RELATION TO THE CITY OF CANADA BAY’S DRAFT LOCAL STRATEGIC PLANNING
STATEMENT AND LOCAL HOUSING STRATEGY
We thank you for the opportunity to write to you in response to the draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic
Planning Statement (draft LSPS) and draft Local Housing Strategy (draft housing strategy) . This submission has
been prepared by the North Strathfield Residents’ Group, who represent the owners of land bound by

would like to acknowledge the considerable time and effort that has been invested in the preparation of the draft
LSPS and its associated strategies which have been efficiently delivered prior to their scheduled public exhibition
period commencing on 1 July 2019.
This submission describes the site, its environs and its strategic context, namely the surrounding zoning of the site,
which has previously been earmarked for higher density residential development. It furthermore explores the
relationship with the draft LSPS, the Greater Sydney Region Plan A Metropolis of Three Cities, the Eastern City
District Plan, the Burwood, Strathfield and Homebush (BSH) Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to
Olympic Peninsula (GPOP)which all pertain to the site.
The submission relates specifically to the site’s suitability for rezoning to R4 High Density Residential for the
following reasons:


It has previously been identified as a location for higher density residential development;



It is within close proximity to public transport options including four railway stations, including North Strathfield,
Concord West, Strathfield and Homebush;



Although not confirmed, North Strathfield has been earmarked as a potential Sydney Metro West Station
location, for which the NSW State Government have allocated $6.4 billion over the next four years;



Proximity and connectivity to employment precincts including Parramatta CBD, Sydney CBD, Rhodes and
Macquarie Park;



Proximity to the metropolitan road network, including the M4 Tunnel, Parramatta Road and Homebush Bay
Drive/A3;



Proximity to cultural and recreation amenities and open space including Sydney Olympic Park (Millennial Park)
and Bicentennial Park; and



Proximity to local amenities including schools, childcare centres and the ‘Bakehouse Quarter’ which features
office space, restaurants, cafes, supermarkets and specialty shops.

All these aforementioned factors characterise the site as a prime location for an uplift in residential density, which
will be herein discussed in detail.

1.0

The Site

The site, bound by Conway Avenue to the north, George Street to the east, Allen Street to the south and Powells
Creek to the west, is in the inner-west suburb of North Strathfield within the Canada Bay Local Government Area
(refer to Figure 1). The area is characterised by a mix of residential, commercial, light industrial and infrastructure
uses.
The site currently contains 274 properties consisting of 1-2 storey detached residential dwellings. Under the Canada
Bay Local Environmental Plan 2013 (CBLEP 2013) the site is primarily zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a
maximum building height of 8.5 metres and maximum FSR of 0.5:1.

Figure 1

Site aerial image

Source: Nearmap & Ethos Urban
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Surrounding the site, there is a mix of R3 Medium Density Residential, B4 Mixed Use, B3 Commercial, IN1
Industrial, RE1 Public Recreation and SP1 Infrastructure zoned land. The Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy proposes R4 High Density Residential zones, however these are to be situated at other
locations near the site, which are distanced further from railway stations. The Bakehouse Quarter, MacDonald
College, Our Lady of the Assumption Primary School and existing high density development including Strathaven,
contribute to a mix of typologies and densities and character surrounding the site.
From a broader perspective, the site is located within an area that is contained by large urban structuring elements
including the T1 Strathfield to Epping Northern Railway Line to the east, the M4 Motorway, M4 Tunnel and
Parramatta Road to the south, and Bicentennial Parklands, Powells Creek and the A3 arterial road to the north and
west. These elements define the north-south orientation of the site, ensuring it maintains a cooperative relationship
with the railway line and cannot extend east-west. This area is identified as the Homebush Precinct under the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy 2016. Notably, the site is also contained within the
catchment area of the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct, GPOP and the Eastern City District of the
Greater Sydney Region.

2.0

Strategic context

2.1

Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030

The revised Sydney Olympic Park Master Plan 2030 and the concurrent State Environmental Planning Policy (State
Significant Precincts) 2005 are projected to deliver an additional 9,500 residents, 4,700 homes, and 2,500 jobs. The
Plan recognises and promotes the future role of Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) within the Greater Parramatta Priority
Growth Area (refer to Figure 2) and the Sydney Metropolitan area.
The site is located on the eastern edge of SOP. As such, it is strategically located to benefit from the provision of
open space, recreation and leisure activities as well as employment within the Park. The Powells Creek corridor
also extends along the western interface of the site offering green links and cycle connections to the broader region.
Additionally, development of the Homebush Precinct, including the site, presents the opportunity to create a
consistent development language across the area, with Homebush Precinct acting as the eastern gateway to the
Greater Parramatta Area.
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Figure 2

Greater Parramatta Priority Growth Area

Source: Department of Planning and Environment

2.2

Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

On 9 November 2016, the Minister for Planning, in conjunction with UrbanGrowth NSW and the State Government,
finalised the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy (the Strategy). The Strategy outlines a long
term vision for the transformation and urban renewal of the 20-kilometre Parramatta Road Corridor from
Camperdown to Holroyd.

2.2.1

Homebush Precinct

The Strategy is divided into two distinct sections; Corridor West and Corridor East and identifies eight precincts to
accommodate a diversity of land uses and densities supported by a range of active and public uses. The site is
located in Corridor East, within the Homebush Precinct. Under the Strategy, the Precinct, which includes part of
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North Strathfield, will be transformed into an active and varied hub, blending higher density housing and a mix of
different uses, all supported by a network of green links and open spaces in close proximity to public transport.
Under the Strategy it is envisaged that by 2050 the Homebush Precinct will be home to 19,500 people, 9,500
homes and 12,900 jobs.

2.2.2

The Draft Strategy – September 2015

The draft Strategy, published in September 2015, presented the opportunity for increased density throughout the
Homebush Precinct, from Parramatta Road to Concord West Station including the subject site. The Plan proposed
higher density residential development of an average of 8-storeys with a maximum 12-storeys (42 metres) for the
site (refer to Figure 3 below).

Figure 3

Draft strategy built form plan

Source: Urban Growth NSW & Ethos Urban
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2.2.3

Consultation outcomes – May 2016

During the public exhibition of the draft Strategy submissions were made by residents, land and business owners
and the City of Canada Bay Council and Strathfield Councils. The Consultation Outcomes Report for the Precinct
summarised the following issues:


The City of Canada Bay Council requested no rezoning north of Pomeroy Street until the City of Canada Bay
Draft Concord West Precinct Master Plan 2014;



Strathfield Municipal Council recommended that density and height be based on proximity to rail corridors
and/or other key transport nodes and expressed concern that many areas farthest from train stations were
assigned the highest development densities;



Concern from the vocal minority about the increased population compounding existing congestion, particularly
on George Street, Pomeroy Street, Underwood Road, Homebush Bay Drive and Australia Avenue; and



While there was community feedback from a loud minority opposing the proposed heights of development in the
Precinct, particularly in areas adjacent to single storey residential dwellings, there was general community
support for higher density development around train stations.

2.2.4

The Final Strategy – November 2016

The final Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy was released 9 November 2016. Whilst the
objectives of the Strategy remain consistent with the draft and increased density is achieved across most parts of
the Homebush Precinct, the original recommended changes to the site were not carried through to the Final
Strategy. The site would remain zoned R2 Low Density Residential with a maximum building height of 8.5 metres
(refer to Figure 4 below).

Figure 4

Homebush precinct recommended land uses

Source: UrbanGrowth NSW

Whilst UrbanGrowth acknowledges that the plans presented in the draft Strategy were of good planning logic, they
were responsive to some of the stakeholder feedback and modified their recommendation to align with the requests
of a vocal and over-represented minority.
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2.2.5

Subsequent consultation and planning for North Strathfield

Since the release of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the North Strathfield Residents’
group has had several consultations with many layers of government and supporting agencies. The group has met
with the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC), the Eastern District Commissioner, Office of the Premier, Planning
Minister’s Office, Sydney Metro West team, DPE, DPIE, Minister for Transport, City of Canada Bay Mayor, BSH
Planned Precinct team, Member for Reid, Member for Strathfield and Member for Drummoyne.
A summary of the consultation with some of these parties is outlined below:


15 March 2017 – GSC District Dialogues Workshop



24 August 2017 – Attended a GSC information session relating to the GSRP and Eastern City district plan;



30 August 2017 – Email from the DPE regarding a drop-in session attended by the North Strathfield Residents’
Group on 24 June 2017 in relation to North Strathfield’s exclusion from the BSH Planned Precinct. It
furthermore notes that ‘North Strathfield is already identified as a Precinct within the imminent release of the
Greater Parramatta Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan’;



17 October 2017 – Letter from Minister for Planning, Housing and Special Minister of State, Anthony Roberts
regarding the zoning of North Strathfield



19 October 2017 – Email from the GSC regarding joint workshops for Future Transport and the Eastern City
District on 14 and 18 November 2017;



25 October 2017 – Meeting with DPE and City of Canada Bay Council regarding the Greater Parramatta LUIIP
which includes North Strathfield, the BSH Planned Precinct and SIC for Greater Parramatta;



25 October 2017 – Letter from MP for Drummoyne, John Sidoti confirming that response from North Strathfield
Residents’ Group has been received by the Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing and Special Minister of
State, the Hon. Anthony Roberts MP;



21 December 2017 – Letter from Canada Bay General Manager Gary Sawyer stating that North Strathfield is
contained within the investigation area for the BSH Planned Precinct;



12 February 2018 – Email from GSC providing an update on the region and district plans which responds to an
email inquiry from North Strathfield Residents’ Group;



19 March 2018 – Email from the GSC inviting the North Strathfield Residents’ Group to a briefing on the
finalised GSRP, district plans, Future Transport 2056 and NSW’s State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-38;



11 April 2018 – Email from the DPE regarding the BSH Planned Precinct;



20 September 2018 – Letter from Scott Pedder, Director of Community and Environmental Planning at the City
of Canada Bay Council regarding the North Strathfield Precinct.



24 November 2018 – Email from GSC inviting North Strathfield Residents’ Group to their Citizens’ Panel
information session;



23 January 2019 – Letter from the City of Canada Bay Mayor Angelo Tsirekas providing an update on the North
Strathfield Planned Precinct;

The common theme throughout all these meetings was that up-zoning for the area could only be re-instated once
the locations of the Sydney Metro West Stations are announced, subsequently enabling the BSH Planned Precinct
to be announced. The majority of the conversations were empathetic to the situation that the residents have found
themselves in, as they have been in a state of uncertainty for several years in relation to their future. The views
expressed in the interviews were generally consistent with the North Strathfield Residents’ Group opinion that the
location is ideal for up-zoning and that the proposal for high density in less favourable locations nearby did not align
with planning principles.
It is noted that the area is in a perfect location to maximise value capture, encourage walkability, reduce car trips,
increase liveability and support the 30 minute cities priority. The residents feel that the release of the draft LSPS
without taking onboard all the feedback over the last 5 years has led to more confusion.
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3.0

Review of Draft Local Strategic Planning Statement & Draft Housing Strategy

3.1

Draft City of Canada Bay Local Strategic Planning Statement

Our review of the draft LSPS finds some significant issues and opportunities surrounding its priorities, actions and
visions for residential growth in the LGA. These issues surround the following:


The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ within North Strathfield;



The proposal to implement the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy generally in accordance with the 2016-2023
Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design
study; and



The incorporation of Priority 11 which affirms the need to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications arising
from Sydney Metro West’ and its associated station locations.

3.1.1

Identification of terrace and dual occupancy potential

The draft LSPS identifies the site as having ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’, as is illustrated in the Structure
Plan, with an excerpt provided at Figure 5. The identification of ‘terrace and dual occupancy potential’ for the site is
uncharacteristic of the surrounding development and will not unlock the land use potential for the site. It will work to
the detriment of the site and its surroundings, given that the site is proximately located to four different railway
stations, is in the immediate vicinity of major metropolitan road networks and is less than 2km from a plethora of
recreational open spaces at Bicentennial Park and Sydney Olympic Park. For these reasons, the proposal to
incorporate medium density dwellings at the site location is contrary to the principles of Transit Oriented
Development.
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Figure 5

Canada Bay structure plan

Source: City of Canada Bay

3.1.2

Implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy

In relation to housing supply, Action 5.1 of the draft LSPS provides that the Parramatta Road Corridor Strategy is to
be implemented ‘generally in accordance with the 2016-2023 Implementation Plan, following finalisation of a
precinct wide traffic and transport study, and an urban design study, including the preparation of a precinct wide
planning proposal, draft DCP, Affordable housing contributions scheme and local contributions scheme’.
As noted earlier in Section 2.2 of this report, the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, which
was finalised in 2016, results in a planning outcome that disadvantages the site and its surroundings. This is
because the site is proximate to station locations, major roads in the Sydney metropolitan road network,
employment centres and local, recreational and cultural amenities. It is therefore necessary that Action 5.1 be
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amended, incorporating an exemption to the Parramatta Road Implementation Plan for the site, which lies within the
Homebush Precinct. This should be explicitly stated in the final LSPS, identifying the great potential herein for a
rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.
A number of the issues and implications emanating from the implementation of Parramatta Road Corridor Urban
Transformation Strategy at the site are detailed below.
Community Concerns
Despite the reported opposition to the draft Strategy, the site’s exclusion from a change in zoning under the
Strategy has caused significant concern amongst North Strathfield landowners and residents. Key concerns include:


That the site will become an island surrounded by high density development;



The logic for excluding the site from the Strategy given its proximity to North Strathfield and Concord West
Railway Stations and commercial and retail services and schools along George Street, comparative to other
sites which are further away from public transport and infrastructure yet were up-zoned;



Prolonged unease and uncertainty about the future of residents’ properties;



Landowners reluctant to invest in maintenance and redevelopment of their properties and therefore an overall
decline in the character and aesthetic of the area;



Significant upfront time and cost to pursue a proponent led rezoning on land which is currently not supported by
the Strategy;

The Strategy was initially proposed over three years ago, however the area has been subject to previous
investigations including the ‘Strathfield to Rhodes Corridor’ Strategy prepared by Concord Council over 20 years
ago. Since initial exhibition of the draft Strategy in 2014 residents of North Strathfield have been adjusting to the
imminent changes to their community; changes to both neighbouring properties as well as wider suburb area.
Constant uncertainty is stressful for residents and makes it difficult for residents to make appropriate decisions
about the future of their properties and lives.
Whilst the site has been recognised as having perceived “character”, many of the existing dwellings and the
patterns of subdivision are comparable to those areas proposed for R4 rezoning. As it is not clear why the area to
the west of Powells Creek and Underwood Road in Homebush, which arguably presents similar architectural and
built form characteristics as the site yet is further away from North Strathfield and Concord West Railway Stations,
has been proposed to be rezoned to R4, recognising the different jurisdictions and views of Canada Bay and
Strathfield Councils, it is possible that inconsistency in the application of the Strategy’s recommendations may result
in future impacts to the perceived character. Recognising that considerable investment would be required to
maintain the dwellings and their character over time, with such uncertainty about the future of their properties,
landowners are reluctant to invest. A lack of investment will no doubt have a cumulative impact to the perceived
character of the site over time.
Future Conditions for North Strathfield Residents
In the instance that the site retains its zoning and the areas surrounding it are redeveloped in accordance with the
Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, the site will become an island of low density
development surrounded by high density development. The Precinct will function with an inverse logic where low to
medium density housing is located closest to public transport and services, and the greatest densities will be
located on the edges of the Precinct. Those living on the western side of Powells Creek and beyond 1 kilometre
from the railway stations, will likely utilise additional modes of transport including vehicle or bus, to access the
railway stations and services, further increasing pressure on Pomeroy and George Streets.
Overwhelming Community Support for a Rezoning
Despite reported opposition to the draft Parramatta Road Urban Transformation Strategy and contrary to the
position adopted by UrbanGrowth, the community from Allen Street to Conway Avenue are strongly in favour of an
amendment to existing planning controls to facilitate R4 High Density Residential development. Since the initial
exhibition of the draft Strategy over three years ago, residents have adjusted to the prospect of change and
revitalisation of the suburb. As outlined above, residents face becoming an ‘island’ amongst higher density
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development. Residents wish to avoid continued uncertainty on the future of their properties by being included in
Council-led precinct planning for the area.
The residents have spent a considerable amount of time advocating for the inclusion of the site in the Strategy and
the short-term Implementation Plan 2016-2023, and through this submission, petition the City of Canada Bay
Council to encourage and support the identification of the site in the final LSPS and new LEP as R4 High Density
Residential land. It is therefore necessary for this to be amended, with a mention that the non-compliance with the
Parramatta Road Strategy will be in relation to North Strathfield, which will only achieve its land use potential
through rezoning to R4 High Density Residential.

3.1.3

Identification of land use opportunities arising from future Metro West Stations

A major priority incorporated into the draft LSPS as Priority 11 is to ‘identify land use opportunities and implications
arising from Sydney Metro West’ and specifically Action 11.1 which states:
Prior to rezoning occurring, a local planning study is to be prepared and endorsed by Council for the localities in
which a Sydney Metro West station is proposed, including development sites and their immediate surrounds,
that:
-

establishes preferred land uses within and around the new Metro locations;

-

establishes preferred built form outcomes within and around new Metro locations;

-

identifies the need for further studies or considerations resulting from transport infrastructure

We hope that on top of the four railway stations in the vicinity of the site and the previous strategic recognition of the
site as a location appropriate for high density residential development (see Figure 3), pursuant to Action 11, the
earmarked North Strathfield Metro Station, will automatically trigger the identification of the site as a location for
rezoning to high density residential. We are supportive of this priority and its associated action being employed to
provide a higher density in this location. However, we believe that the site, as it stands, with its close proximity to
four railway stations, key roads, employment precincts and cultural, recreational and local amenities, is prime for
high density residential development, potentially with a mixed use composition, comprising ground floor retail. The
GSC has in fact identified the site as an ideal location for up-zoning, as illustrated in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6

Eastern District Plan map

Source: Greater Sydney Commission

Section 3.9(3A) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) requires that:
‘The council for an area that is in the Greater Sydney Region must not make a local strategic planning statement
unless the Greater Sydney Commission has advised the council in writing that the Commission supports the
statement as being consistent with the applicable regional and district strategic plans’.
Therefore, if the draft LSPS does not provide a mechanism which facilitates the rezoning of the site to an R4 High
Density Residential zone, it will contravene Section 3.9 of the EP&A Act. The Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP)
and the Eastern City District Plan which apply to the site, both contain the objective of providing ‘a range of
housing types in the right locations’. The draft LSPS and Housing Strategy may propose a range of housing
types, however these are clearly not in the right location.
The GSRP further identifies eight locational criteria for urban renewal, which in this instance would most suitably be
characterised as mixed use development, containing ground floor retail and above ground high density residential.
An assessment of the compliance of the site with these locational criteria is provided in Table 1, demonstrating a
general consistency with the criteria and therefore highlighting the necessity of providing high density residential
development at the site.
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3.2

Draft Local Housing Strategy

The draft Housing Strategy prepared by SGS on behalf of the City of Canada Bay Council espouses ‘large scale
urban renewal to deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined under State Government plans’.
However, as noted earlier, a key objective of the GSRP, the primary State Government strategic plan, is to ‘provide
a range of housing types in the right locations’. The draft Housing Strategy then identifies a two storey height
limit for the site, with the potential to explore a third storey (see Figure 7). This is contrary to the draft Housing
Strategy which claims it will deliver high density housing in the form of apartments as outlined in State Government
plans but does not provide this type of housing at the site, which is ideally located for high density residential
development.

Figure 7

Mixed housing precinct

Source: SGS Economics and Planning

A letter written to the North Strathfield Residents Group, dated 2 July 2019, responding to a query regarding the
draft LSPS, stated that upon confirmation of the Metro West station locations, there will be further analysis to
confirm that the future stations are surrounded by appropriate housing choices (see Figure 8).
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5.0

It is located within the Burwood, Strathfield, Homebush Planned Precinct and the Greater Parramatta to the
Olympic Peninsula.

Recommendation

Considering the above, it is recommended that the City of Canada Bay Council review the priorities and actions
provided within the draft LSPS and Housing Strategy and in turn in the final LSPS provide priorities and actions
which explicitly identify the North Strathfield Precinct as a location that is appropriate for rezoning to R4 High
Density Residential. This can either be actioned through an explicit mention exempting the North Strathfield Precinct
from the implementation of the Parramatta Road Corridor Urban Transformation Strategy, due to its favourable
location for high density residential development. Alternatively, an additional action can be incorporated which
explicitly states the strategic merit of rezoning the site to R4 High Density Residential, given its close proximity to
four railway stations, key metropolitan roads, major employment precincts in the Parramatta and Sydney CBD and
local, cultural and recreational amenities. Further to this, Priority 11 which notes that land use opportunities arising
from Sydney Metro West need to be considered, should be made more specific upon the confirmation of the Metro
West Station locations, emphasising the need to rezone the site to R4 High Density.
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17 December 2019
Lucy Turnbull
Chief Commissioner
Greater Sydney Commission
PO Box 257
PARRAMATTA NSW 2124
Our Ref: FP99

Dear Ms Turnbull

Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot
Thank you for the opportunity to review the Place-based Infrastructure Compact (PIC) pilot.
Council is generally supportive of adopting a collaborative approach to planning for the
infrastructure necessary to create great places.
However, on reading through the pilot PIC document, there are a number of concerns.
The document does not give sufficient information to enable detailed assessment. It is not clear
what data and assumptions were used to create the scenarios, or what criteria were used to
determine which scenario should proceed. The document suggests that projects are subject to
viability testing but does not describe what happens should a project be assessed as being
unviable. For example, if the transformative scenario is recommended but proves ultimately to be
unviable, how does the PIC progress?
The document also does not adequately address what the potential implications are for a Council
as a result of the PIC process. It is assumed that the PIC would be incorporated in a Council’s
Local Strategic Planning Statement, however it is not clear what the process for this might be and
how the PIC aligns with the District and Region plans.
Whilst the PIC considers many types of infrastructure required in the creation of great places, it
appears that it relies heavily on transport infrastructure. Whilst other types of infrastructure are
identified, they appear to be flagged for further investigation in 5-10 years with no apparent funding
stream considered. It is not clear how this approach provides any additional certainty to the
community or Council. The PIC does not appear to give consideration to other elements of place
making including urban design and public domain works.
Noting that the creation of better places underpins many of the Region and District Plan priorities,
solutions are needed now for areas already identified for growth and where efforts to align
infrastructure with growth continue to be challenging. This includes delays in gap funding under the
Local Infrastructure Growth Scheme, delays in the IPART review process, limitations of the
essential works lists and delays in implementation of infrastructure under the State Special
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Western Sydney Leadership Dialogue submission to the draft Place-based Infrastructure Compact
The Western Sydney Leadership Dialogue congratulates the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) on the
release of the draft Place-based Infrastructure Compact (PIC) policy.
We understand the draft policy is the product of lengthy and detailed consultation with more than 20
government agencies, which on one hand is a remarkable undertaking, while on the other hand is precisely
what taxpayers expect of government and our planning system. As a stakeholder with extensive experience of
the processes and dynamics of government, the Dialogue recognises the enormity of the task in coordinating
so many arms of government, and garnering broad support in the process.
This cross-government coordination role, as well as restoring community confidence in the planning system, is
the GSC’s raison d'être and the continued development and delivery of this kind of policy initiative is strongly
encouraged by the Dialogue. To this end, we welcome the delivery of further PIC policies for the Aerotropolis
and Greater Penrith to Eastern Creek.
The Dialogue would like to make the following comments around specific aspects of the draft PIC policy:
The delivery of new homes and jobs in the “phase 2” precincts of Ermington, Melrose Park and
Sydney Olympic Park is contingent upon the delivery of Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2. Given that this
project is currently under serious doubt of being delivered as promised, we question whether the prioritisation
of these precincts will be reviewed accordingly when a decision on this project is made. Further, we urge the
GSC to advocate strongly for PLR2 to be delivered as originally promised.
The priority level of Camellia-Rosehill and Camellia Industrial is at odds with previous DPIE master
planning for the precinct. While we acknowledge government is entitled to change its position and course on
such matters, we would urge the GSC to leave open the possibility of the following development activity in
these precincts, with accompanying infrastructure development, which can only be delivered in this location by
virtue of existing assets and land uses there:
1. The establishment of Camellia Industrial as a green utilities hub, as recommended in the
Dialogue’s 2019 discussion papers ”Stuck in the Middle” and “Greater Western Sydney’s Hot Issue”.
This proposal leverages existing waste management, waste to energy and water recycling uses to
expand activity and develop the skills, expertise and IP needed to transition urban utility providers to a
circular economy future. Camellia is ideally located in the centre of Greater Sydney to pilot technologies
at a scale that is commercial but also harmonious with the surrounding urban environment. Its heavy
industry legacy also makes the area well-suited to such green-tech industrial uses moving forward.

2. The development of the tourism and events offering of Rosehill Gardens Racecourse. As Central
Sydney’s world-class horse racing venue, and with a lucrative and expanding existing business events
calendar, the precinct appropriately has aspirations of enhancing its visitor economy offering.
Both abovementioned projects will require the delivery of supporting infrastructure and should be considered
on merit as major job-generating initiatives, and contributors to the economic strength and vibrancy of GPOP.
The Dialogue recommends that some flexibility be built into PIC to enable such projects to eventuate and not
be bound by rigid precinct phasing.
The comprehensive benchmarking of infrastructure costs by precinct as well as the break-down of who pays
should be followed up by a special infrastructure contribution (SIC) or similar levy to ensure that
developers and landowners who benefit from the delivery of public infrastructure are contributing a fair share
of the uplift back to the community. Any such levy should be integrated with existing local and state
government taxes and geared toward capturing a proportion of private windfall gains resulting from major
government-backed infrastructure such as light rail or metro.
The failure to implement such a levy in precincts around Sydney Metro North West stations represents a
monumental failure in policy and cannot be repeated as we embark on a similar journey for GPOP with the
delivery of PLR and Sydney Metro West.
The substantial expansion of housing supply for the GPOP area over the next 20 years must be supported by
a strategy to ensure a commensurate expansion in housing diversity, aligned with the NSW Premier’s
priority to improve housing affordability. The delivery of Sydney Metro West over the coming decade will
provide new transport capacity for GPOP and unlock a wave of new medium and high-density development
for residents and jobs.
The Dialogue is advocating for mandated inclusionary zoning of 30% social and affordable housing
content for all new residential development within a 10-minute walking catchment of Metro West
stations, to trigger a step-change in the delivery of housing diversity – including on key worker housing, build
to rent and social housing, the vital safety net for our most disadvantaged and vulnerable citizens. Should this
recommendation be adopted, it would be appropriate to consider how exemptions or discounts on developer
levies, or concessions on permissible floor space can be applied to foster cooperation and collaboration with
developers.
Finally, the successful implementation of the PIC, and more generally achieving the aspirations for GPOP, will
require a considered approach to governance. Between the strategic role of the GSC, the “doing” role of
DPIE, Treasury’s new investment attraction push and the various delivery roles on specific enabling projects,
the Dialogue believes there is a strong case for a new coordinating authority for GPOP as has been
established for the Aerotropolis and Western City.
At the political level, a dedicated Cabinet Minister for GPOP and the Central City will be necessary to
champion policies such as the PIC and to ensure this kind of collaborative data-oriented strategic planning
receives the support it deserves within Cabinet and broadly across our elected representatives.

As you will be aware, the Dialogue is a big supporter of the work of the GSC and we continue to enjoy a
productive and respectful working relationship with the GSC as we work to advance the interests of our
Partners, Supporters and the wider community of Greater Western Sydney. We would welcome the
opportunity to discuss any of the above in more detail. Should you wish to do so, please contact Director of
Policy & Analysis,
.
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TOWN PLANNING FEEDBACK IN RELATION TO THE PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT
MODEL IN GREATER PARRAMATTA AND OLYMPIC PENINSULA
To whom it may concern,
Willowtree Planning Pty Ltd, on behalf of 93 Bridge Road Pty Ltd atf Bridge Road Unit Trust (the client), have
carried out a preliminary review of the draft Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula (GPOP) Place-based
infrastructure compact (PIC) model which is currently on exhibition for feedback from the community from 7
November until 18 December 2019.
The documents reviewed as part of this submission were as follows:
o the Place-based Infrastructure Compact model (Summary Paper);
o the draft Paper about the GPOP PIC Pilot - A City Supported by Infrastructure (GPOP PIC Pilot); and
o GPOP – Our true centre: the connecting unifying heart.
Our client has a particular interest in a site located within the City of Parramatta Local Government Area
(LGA) known as 93 Bridge Road, Westmead (the Site) for which a Planning Proposal was submitted to The
City of Parramatta Council (the Council) which proposed additional height, Floor Space Ratio (FSR) and an
Additional Permitted Use (APU) for the purposes of short-term accommodation.
The Planning Proposal intends to facilitate the future development of the Site for residential accommodation
and allied health and education uses. Building heights up to 132m (40 storeys) and a 6:1 FSR are required
to support the creation of a micro hub on the Site to complement the Westmead Health and Education
Precinct and Innovation District. The Westmead Health and Medical Research precinct represents the largest
concentration of hospital and health services in Australia.
The proposal can assist in delivering student housing, temporary NDIS patient accommodation, short-term
family accommodation and provide opportunities for affordable and key-worker housing to be integrated in
the precinct. This delivery of diverse and affordable accommodation can be achieved via a built to rent
format to ensure that suitable accommodation and services can be serviced in the Westmead Health and
Education Precinct. The build to rent component can assist in achieving the missing link between ensuring
sufficient support for the surrounding services in the form of providing diverse and affordable
accommodation for key workers and supporting short term accommodation for the surrounding hospitals,
catering for pre and post op patients and also offered accommodation for their family members.
The proposed range of additional uses would generate new employment opportunities and further augment
the amenity of the Site and immediate neighbourhood and align with the key role of Westmead, as a hub for
health, education and innovation.
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The provision of sufficient housing in close proximity to employment uses for key workers is an on-going
issue. Thereby, the proposal which would include build to rent options would respond to the diverse housing
needs for the community, located close to existing and anticipated public transport and thus providing a
holistic community where people can work and live with ease, particularly for identified transforming
precincts.
The Planning Proposal for the Site was lodged to the Council on 20 March 2019. Notwithstanding this, by
virtue of a Council resolution which was adopted by the Councillors at a Council meeting dated 10 December
2018, a notice of motion was adopted recommending Council would not progress with new site specific
planning proposals that are seeking an increase in residential density in areas outside of Parramatta CBD
until such a time that Council have completed the Local Strategic Planning Statement (LSPS) and Housing
Strategy. Therefore, as the Site is located outside the Parramatta CBD, the assessment of the subject
Planning Proposal has been restricted until the draft LSPS has been finalised.
As a result, a submission to the draft LSPS has been made on behalf of the Site, which provides further
clarity in regard to the suitability of the Site and the need for such ancillary health and educational uses in
addition to the provision of student and key worker accommodation.
Notwithstanding the above, this feedback responds to the content of the draft GPOP PIC Pilot model which
strives to ensure that great places are achieved. The principles provided within this submission are relevant
to the GPOP area and the need for the above-mentioned uses and densities to be facilitated, as identified
within the study, as the fastest growing area in Greater Sydney.
Accordingly, this submission has been prepared with an holistic view on the Westmead Health and Education
Precinct, GPOP and how the proposed development of the Site accords with all levels of strategic planning
from a regional level to a local government level, inclusive of this draft GPOP PIC Pilot model which provides
principles intended to apply across the LGA and not just the Site in the interest of our client.
The following sections address the new draft PIC model and again outlines recommendations and
justifications in order to realise the optimal strategic future of the Site, and the wider GPOP region as
envisaged by the Greater Sydney Region Plan - (A Metropolis of Three Cities), Central City District Plan and
the new draft GPOP PIC Pilot model.
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2.0

PLACE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURE COMPACT

The Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) have released this draft GPOP PIC Pilot document which provides a
new vision that looks at growth and how to better align this with the provision of infrastructure and services.
Essentially the new approach will ensure that Sydney’s rapid growth can be accommodated by transport,
utilities, schools and other infrastructure. The GPOP PIC Pilot model has been prepared which was informed
over an 18-month period where the GSC collaborated with 20 government agencies, utility providers and
local councils to develop the draft GPOP PIC Pilot model.
Objective 2 of the Region Plan outlines that infrastructure should align with forecasted growth. In the Region
Plan, the GSC outlines that the rate of housing growth has not been complemented by other services, and a
series of “Growth Infrastructure Compacts” will be introduced to allow for staging of services to ensure what
is needed in the different areas can be delivered, which responds to feedback received by the Commission.
As a result, this GPOP PIC pilot model has been released for comment.
GPOP was selected as the place for the draft GPOP PIC Pilot model because of the dynamic precinct which
presents, in addition to its location in the heart of the Central City and the centre of Greater Sydney. As
previously outlined, GPOP is one of the fastest growing areas in Greater Sydney and as outlined in the draft
GPOP PIC Pilot, the GPOP precinct presents an outstanding opportunity as it contains all the elements to
result in the following:
•
•
•
•
•

a place of celebrated indigenous and colonial history, natural beauty and city-scale natural treasures
– its river, its parklands and its landscapes
a thriving, accessible and inclusive civic heart with its own diverse cultures
a physical bridge for Greater Sydney whose renewal will help build a unified, coherent and
integrated city: one Greater Sydney for all
a jobs hub within reach of skilled workers, helping to address the deficit of skilled work opportunities
in the west
an attractive place to invest, already having the foundations to be a diverse 21st-century urban
economy that can service the city’s needs, its people and its enterprises.

The draft Paper outlines that the PIC model consists of three (3) main components, provided as follows:
▪
▪
▪

A collaborative approach across government agencies, utility providers and local councils
A six-step method integrating housing and job growth forecasts with the infrastructure needed to
support them
A digital and data tool to collect and help analyse a broad range of information from many different
sources.

This PIC model is illustrated below in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: PIC model (Source: GSC, 2019)
The first component outlines the importance of collaboration between State agencies, utility providers and
local councils.
The second component outlines a six (6) step approach as follows:
1. setting the vision, and forecasting land uses etc. over 10, 20 and 40 years;
2. identifying infrastructure needs and capital costs, and integrating them for precincts under each
of the scenarios developed in Step 1;
3. evaluating the costs and the benefit of sequencing precincts for the delivery of more orderly
development;
4. refining infrastructure proposals to align with the high-level sequencing of precincts and prioritise for
funding over 10 years through a strategic;
5. concurrent implementation of the PIC and Strategic Business Case; and
6. monitoring development in the place and reviewing the PIC as market conditions, community
preferences and policy decisions.
The third and last component relates to a ‘Co.Lens’ purpose built tool that stores the data, information and
advice generated through the PIC method. This tool enables viewing, integration and analysis of inputs to
the PIC Pilot. This includes population; dwelling and job forecasts; and service and infrastructure costings
under each scenario and for each precinct, over a 10, 20 and 40 year period.
3.0

PROPOSED ACTIONS FOR GPOP

As outlined in the draft GPOP PIC Pilot, there are five (5) proposed actions for GPOP, the first three (3) of
which, relate to the high-level sequencing of the 26 precincts in GPOP.
5
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Proposed Action 2 address the areas (Sydney Olympic Park Precinct, Homebush-North Strathfield Precinct,
Melrose Park, Ermington Precincts, Granville, Auburn, Lidcombe and Flemington Precincts) outlined as more
effectively sequenced after Phase 1, to allow coordination with Sydney Metro West and the proposed light
rail stage 2.
Action 3 addresses the remaining areas which can support existing uses in the remaining precincts across
GPOP and review their potential over time that can continue under current land use zones and controls.
Action 4 outlines the short-term infrastructure priorities for GPOP over the next five (5) years to support
current and emerging demand in the 26 precincts of the GPOP area.
Action 5 outlines the short-to-medium term infrastructure priorities for Sequencing Plan – Phase 1, which
have been identified over the next 5-10 years and are additional to those already outlined and are subject to
further planning work and government investment decisions.
In summary, when taking into consideration the above-mentioned five (5) actions and sequencing,
regardless of the proposed light rail stage 2 and the proposed Sydney Metro West station, the Phase 1
identified areas are highlighted as already suitable to support job creation and new development and
increased densities, in which the Site is located, again demonstrating its suitability for higher densities.
In addition to the above actions, a new draft GPOP PIC Pilot model was established which provided four (4)
scenarios, being the Existing, Incremental, Transformative and Visionary.
1. Existing

GPOP continues to evolve on a more suburban trajectory beyond Parramatta CBD and Sydney
Olympic Park

2. Incremental

GPOP transitions to better connectivity and places

3. Transformative

Step change in connectivity and GPOP becomes a 30-minute city

4. Visionary

Step change in great places and the Central City becomes a 30-minute city

The PIC document outlined that to ensure place-based benefits, the Transformative “Scenario 3” for GPOP
may deliver the greatest liveability, productivity and sustainability costs. The economic analysis was based
on the criteria of liveability, productivity and sustainability. This enabled the place-based benefits of each
scenario to be measured in monetary terms relative to costs over a 40 year horizon.
The PIC Pilot demonstrated the net benefits of the ‘Transformative’ Scenario 3, it should be noted that the
Government has yet to decide on the affordability of the total capital cost of infrastructure. After comparing
the costs and the benefits, the ‘Transformative’ scenario was chosen to develop a draft sequencing plan and
proposed infrastructure priorities for GPOP, to help shape the area as it grows, starting with the next 10
years.
Comparative costs for growth in the 26 precincts were also provided as outlined in Figure 4 below.
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Figure 4: Comparative costs of accommodating a new resident or job in GPOP (Source: GPOP –
Our true centre: the connected unifying heart, 2019)
A breakdown of the estimated capital infrastructure costs over 20 years apportioned to GPOP for the
‘Transformative’ Scenario 3, are provided in the GPOP PIC document and how the costs to fund the
proposed infrastructure required are outlined in Figure 4 below.

Figure 4: Funding Source apportioned to GPOP (Source: GSC, 2019)
As outlined within the draft GPOP PIC Pilot, NSW government will not be able to accommodate all the
funding required to deliver such infrastructure.
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As depicted in Figure 5 above, between 11% and 37% of the fees required to contribute to the funding of
infrastructure will be from developer contributions.
Therefore, to ensure developer contributions accrue, increased densities under planning legislation will be
required to deliver such funds to support the delivery of infrastructure. Whilst it is acknowledged that
increased densities cannot be permitted for the sole purpose of generating developer contributions to fund
infrastructure, however increased densities in strategic locations such as the Site subject of this submission,
which can contribute to meeting supply targets, placing downward pressure on prices to improve
affordability, and diversifying housing choice and particularly diverse housing needs of the community,
particularly associated with the Westmead Health and Education Precinct, seems to provide a very logical
response.
Through the proposed high-density development at the Site, which will incorporate a range of allied health
and education uses (including the proposed APU for short-term NDIS patient and family accommodation),
new jobs would be introduced on the Site also. Therefore, it is acknowledged that not only will the proposed
increased density generate development contributions, it will assist in the delivery of forecasted housing and
employment required for the GPOP.
The draft GPOP PIC Pilot outlines that if all recent and proposed land use changes in GPOP were to happen
in the near term, it would not be possible to fund all of the necessary infrastructure at the same time, and
that growth must be sequenced to meet market demand. Again, the Site is strategically located within the
identified Phase 1 area which accords with the intentions of the draft GPOP PIC Pilot model and further
demonstrates the suitability of the Site for additional densities.
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4.0

OBJECTIVES AND INTENDED OUTCOMES OF THE PROPOSAL

Essentially, as outlined above, the GPOP was chosen for the PIC Pilot as a result of the significant
opportunity it presents to result in a dynamic precinct for Greater Sydney, considering its central location at
the geographic heart of Greater Sydney.
As outlined in the Central City District Plan, the 20 year target for housing growth, which GPOP is part of,
has Greater Sydney’s highest target for homes, being 207,500 houses to be delivered by 2036, which, as
outlined by the GPOP PIC Pilot is a 65 per cent increase from today. In addition, over the next 20 years
GPOP could potentially generate approximately 100,000 jobs.
The Planning Proposal which was lodged in relation to 93 Bridge Road, Westmead can deliver upon each of
the elements of the GPOP vision and can assist in contributing to the anticipated 20 year growth, for both
the delivery of jobs and housing whilst also accommodating diverse and affordable housing such as build to
rent which the numerous stakeholders of the Health Precinct are in desperate need of.
Additionally, as outlined above, the Site is strategically located within the identified Phase 1 area which
accords with the intentions of the GPOP PIC Pilot and further demonstrates the suitability of the Site for
additional densities.
In particular, the Planning Proposal which relates to 93 Bridge Road, Westmead will deliver a diversified
supply of accommodation that is affordable, provides high levels of density reflective of the adjoining Health
and Education Precinct and existing and anticipated infrastructure, in addition to the high walk score for the
Site which is 71/100 and outlines that the Site is very walkable allowing most errands to be accomplished on
foot. The proposal can deliver upon the arrival of build to rent with increased focus on affordable housing
which concentrates on housing options for key workers that can also assist in delivering short stay
accommodation for pre and post op patients, of the hospital precinct and for their families.
The proposed Planning Proposal intends to facilitate the future development of the Site for residential
accommodation and allied health and education uses. Building heights up to 132m (40 storeys) and a 6:1
FSR are required to support the creation of a micro hub on the Site to complement the Westmead Health
and Education Precinct and Innovation District.
The majority of land uses sought to be incorporated within the Site are already permitted with consent in
the relevant R4 zone pursuant to Parramatta Local Environmental Plan 2011 (PLEP2011) or State
Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (ISEPP). The exception is the short-term
accommodation proposed to accommodate NDIS patients, families visiting children or other relatives in
hospital, as well as visiting nurses, doctors, medical experts and professors. Accordingly, an additional
permitted use (APU) is proposed for Hotel or Motel Accommodation and Serviced Apartments.
The proposal will introduce employment generating activities on the Site so as to provide jobs and services
to support the local population. In particular, deliver spaces to support health, education, innovation and
knowledge sectors.
The public benefits offered by the proposed scheme, particularly its allied health and education uses will be
incremental to ensure support of the proximately located Health and Education Precinct are provided.
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5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In summary, this submission/feedback to the draft GPOP PIC Pilot model has provided the following
recommendations in regard to the Site and general visions for GPOP, from a holistic perspective:
▪

High density housing and employment within the GPOP is required to accommodate Greater
Sydney’s renewal and growth.

▪

This submission has been made in the interest of 93 Bridge Road, Parramatta (the Site), which a
Planning Proposal for the Site was lodged to the City of Parramatta Council (the Council) on 20
March 2019. However, by virtue of a Council resolution adopted by the Councillors (10 December
2018), a motion was adopted recommending that Council would not progress with new site specific
planning proposals that are seeking an increase in residential density in areas outside of Parramatta
CBD until such a time that Council have completed the LSPS and Housing Strategy.
o

As the Site is located outside the Parramatta CBD the assessment of the subject Planning
Proposal has been restricted until the draft LSPS had been finalised. However, another
document, such as the PIC pilot document which is the subject of this submission has been
released which further solidifies the suitability of the Site for additional yield and densities.

o

Not only as a result of the recently announced Metro Station located approx. 600m southwest of the Site, in addition to the existing Westmead train station, the walk score for the
Site is 71/100 which outlines that the Site is ‘very walkable’, and most errands can be
accomplished on foot.

o

We would like to commend the GSC and State Government on their vision to ensure
infrastructure and growth aligns in accordance with the rapid growth of GPOP as there
appears to be a disconnect between State and Local government policy in terms of delivery.

o

Additionally, although the draft Parramatta LSPS reiterates the need for increased densities
and services required for the GPOP area, to service the function of the Health and Education
precinct, a disconnect is apparent when an application to deliver upon such supporting
health and education services, in addition to the provision of residential and short-term
accommodation remains unassessed from its time of lodgement, eight (8) months
previously.

▪

The proposal can deliver upon providing a concentration of accommodation in close proximity to
employment, proposed and existing infrastructure whilst also being located within close proximity of
services and to meet the needs for people who live, work and visit the area.

▪

Therefore, the proposal once again demonstrates that it “passes the test” in terms of aligning with
the GPOP PIC Pilot model as it will deliver better place-based planning as it will provide
accommodation and employment for both key workers and short-term accommodation to service
accommodate NDIS patients, families visiting children or other relatives in hospital, as well as visiting
nurses, doctors, medical experts and professors in close proximity to the Westmead Health and
Education Precinct and existing schools whilst also being connected by existing train stations,
identified metro and light rail stations and existing bus services.

▪

In accordance with the Region Plan and District Plan’s vision for the (GPOP), the Westmead Health
and Education Precinct and the 30 minute city, the development of the Site would see intensified
housing development concentrated in an existing urban area supported by major employment
opportunities, public transport, services and the major infrastructure investment committed for the
region in association with the Growth Infrastructure Compact.

▪

Accordingly, the proposal would support additional economic activity, new employment opportunities
and service provision. The suitability of the Site for such economic uses owes to its proximity to
Westmead Health and Education Precinct and Innovation District and public transport infrastructure.
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▪

As outlined in the above sequencing plan, the Site is located in the Phase 1 Precinct, as they are
identified as strategic precincts to facilitate development and land use changes aligned with
investment in services and committed infrastructure. The draft GPOP PIC pilot outlines that these
areas “were found to be more cost-effective than other precincts in GPOP”.

▪

When taking into consideration the previously mentioned five (5) actions and sequencing, regardless
of the proposed light rail stage 2 and the proposed Sydney Metro West station, the Phase 1
identified areas are highlighted as already suitable to support job creation, new development and
increased densities, in which the Site is located, again demonstrating its suitability to facilitate higher
densities should be considered and referenced within the draft PIC Pilot.

▪

It is also queried if as part of the draft GPOP PIC Pilot study, options to provide more affordable
types of housing in the form of build to rent and live-work development models have been
considered, although not referenced in the document? This build to rent format should be
considered especially in the interest of key workers servicing the hospital precinct and also in the
form of disability housing, for both mental and physical and which also could cater for short stay
accommodation for pre and post op patients, of the four (4) hospitals and their families.

▪

With respect to affordable housing, the draft PIC Pilot found that the most precincts in GPOP have
the potential to support the Region Plans objective 11 which outlines “Housing is more diverse and
affordable”. The build to rent component can achieve this and ensure that communities do not forgo
local amenities and services which are pertinent to the use of the hospital precinct. Collaboration
regarding the build to rent component from both state agencies and local council is required to
ensure that such developments could be achieved.

▪

As outlined in the draft GPOP PIC Pilot model, to ensure that the right infrastructure can be
delivered at the right time, coordinated funding from a range of sources will be required. As a result,
whilst this may not be the only funding source, developer contributions are identified to deliver
between 11% and 37% of the funding apportioned to GPOP.
o

To ensure developer contributions can be delivered, increased densities under planning
legislation will be required to deliver such funds/contributions to support the delivery of such
infrastructure.

o

Whilst it is acknowledged that increased densities cannot be permitted for the sole purpose
of generating developer contributions to fund infrastructure, however, the delivery of
increased densities in strategic locations such as the subject Site, which can contribute to
meeting supply targets, placing downward pressure on prices to improve affordability, and
particularly diverse housing needs of the community as particularly associated with the
Westmead Health and Education Precinct, provides a more than reasonable response.

o

Through the proposed high-density development, which will incorporate a range of allied
health and education uses (including the proposed APU for short-term NDIS patient and
family accommodation), new jobs would also be introduced on the Site.

o

Therefore, whilst it is acknowledged that not only will the proposed increased density
generate development contributions and assist in the delivery of forecasted infrastructure to
facilitate housing and employment, the Site is strategically located in close proximity to cityshaping infrastructure such as the Westmead Hospital and Education precinct.

▪

The draft GPOP PIC Pilot model outlines that feedback in terms of the model is welcomed to ensure
that the model is understood. As a result, further clarity in terms of the ‘Co.Lens’ tool and how this
works to enable an analysis of the cost effectiveness and funding sources is queried.

▪

It is understood that the recommendations of the GPOP PIC Pilot model will be presented in mid
2020. It is queried that should feedback be received which proposes changes to the objectives or
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actions contained within this report and should the GSC choose to implement these, will this
document will be re-exhibited for further comment?
▪

In addition, should this GPOP PIC Pilot be endorsed and as a result changes to strategic documents
result, will this further delay the assessment of Planning Proposals and development applications?

The analysis and review undertaken in support of this submission and here summarised, demonstrate the
strategic significance of delivering increased densities to one (1) of the identified “fastest growing areas in
Greater Sydney” which will not only assist in achieving the prescribed housing targets within the Central City
District and Greater Sydney Region Plan but will also contribute in terms of developer contributions to assist
in the funding of infrastructure.
Again, we would like to commend the GSC on the delivery of the draft GPOP PIC Pilot and the place-based
approach and hope that this document can assist in delivering upon the GPOP vision to ensure that this
strategic precinct, where growth can be facilitated, can be realised.
Kind regards,

Rachel Condon
Associate
Willowtree Planning Pty Ltd
ACN: 146 035 707
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SUBMISSION OVERVIEW
The GPT Group (GPT) owns significant assets within the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula
(GPOP) area, within precincts that include Camellia, Sydney Olympic Park and Parramatta CBD and will play
a pivotal role in delivering upon the GPOP vision. GPT is committed to the future of Western Sydney
demonstrated by its substantial investment in Parramatta that includes the $300 million new commercial
development at 32 Smith Street currently under construction.
GPT has long favoured a proactive and cooperative approach to working with all levels of Government to
achieve the highest quality outcomes for all stakeholders. GPT thanks the Greater Sydney Commission for
convening recent meetings with GPT to discuss the PIC as it impacts Camellia-Rosehill, and appreciates the
opportunity to provide comment to the PIC process and recommendations. GPT would also welcome the
opportunity to meet to discuss this submission.

The Pilot PIC
GPT supports the fundamental aims purportedly underlying the PIC pilot model, however in the case of
GPOP the pilot model is considered to have fallen short in four key areas:
1. Partnerships: Local government and the private sector have been excluded from the process;
2. Transparency: Lack of detail on input infrastructure costs and their relative and appropriate
apportionment;
3. Benefits: Focus appears to be on cost effectiveness, rather than the net benefit to the community (i.e.
benefit cost ratio - BCR);
4. Certainty: Essential infrastructure remains unfunded and costs shifting of discontinued precincts will
likely exacerbate this – which is not assessed as part of the PIC model process.

Partnerships: Refining the PIC Model for Higher Cost, High Benefit Precincts
At its launch, the (then) Growth Infrastructure Compact model was intended to be a model of collaboration
between State and local government bodies, utility providers and the private sector. In 2017, GPT wrote to
the (then) Department of Planning and Environment to support the establishment of Growth Infrastructure
Compacts as the Compact process “acknowledges the importance of including business and the community
in the cooperative process”.
In the case of the GPOP PIC, this collaboration did not occur as GPT understood it would. Tellingly, while a
total of 21 ‘partners’ are listed in the PIC (including GSC and iNSW), the partners do not include local
government, the private sector or the community.
GPT submits that the Pilot PIC model process has identified an issue that needs to be addressed as part of
the overall PIC process. That is, rather than ‘reconsidering’ precincts that are identified by the PIC Model as
having high scale infrastructure costs to accommodate new residents or jobs, how can finite resources be
better harnessed to continue to support high-benefit precincts, and preserve the transformative scenarios of
these precincts?
GPT submits that this can best be achieved through engagement and partnerships with local
government and private sector.
As the PIC model is applied, collaboration with private partners is essential. Otherwise, it is certain that other
essential and significant growth precincts (state, regional and even nationally significant precincts) within
Greater Sydney will face similar dilemma to that of precincts within GPOP ‘reconsidered’ by the model for not
being ‘cost effective’

Transparency: Challenging the Recommendation Against Camellia-Rosehill
While the PIC claims to not be a ‘black box’ model, all evidence is to the contrary. The inclusions,
assumptions, weighting, apportionment and balance between costs and benefits is invisible and denies the
opportunity of stakeholders to meaningfully comment on the PIC recommendations.
Based on the PIC pilot, the GSC recommends that Camellia-Rosehill be excluded from Phase 1 and 2
release, which would mean the existing zoning and land uses would remain for the long term (40 years plus).
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GPT is deeply disappointed in GSC’s recommendation to ‘reconsider’ Camellia Town Centre. Six years of
work and investment by Parramatta Council, Department of Planning Infrastructure and the Environment, in
partnership with key landholders, is proposed to be discarded. A total of ten Government-led strategic and
master planning documents will be disregarded.
The PIC indicates a very high cost per additional dwelling or job in Camellia- Rosehill, which appears to have
resulted in the recommendation to walk away. However this misses a significant renewal opportunity with
substantial benefits for GPOP. The opportunity for delivery of 10,000 homes for 21,000 people on the
doorstep of Parramatta CBD, and the creation of 5,000 jobs will be lost.
As we understand it, the cost per dwelling or job is determined by four variable factors: 1) input costs –
namely the overall cost of infrastructure, 2) apportionment and scope of infrastructure projects selected, 3)
resident and job forecasts for a precinct, 4) and take up rate at 20 year mark. This is (or should be) balanced
against benefits, which is an economic cost assigned to livability, productivity and sustainability benefits.
No information is provided by the PIC model report on any of the four abovementioned factors and their
inputs, which each have a considerable impact on how costs appear to affect a precinct. This submission
sets out the following concerns:
•

Infrastructure costs – GPT questions the scope and scale of some of the costs and also whether
alternative methods of provision for infrastructure works have been considered.

•

Apportionment – Considerable costs have been allocated to the Camellia-Rosehill precinct, to an extent
which appears to be inequitable.

•

New resident and job numbers – The PIC precinct boundary line cuts through the Camellia Town Centre
(masterplan falls into both the Camellia-Rosehill and Camellia Industrial precincts), potentially skewing
the results of the model by reducing the uplift assigned to Camellia-Rosehill and increased the cost per
additional resident or job.

•

Take up rates- Conservative take-up rates have been used, as the GSC advised us that “only partial”
take up of the precinct was assumed by the model within 20 years. In contrast the City of Parramatta’s
Draft Housing Strategy 2019 forecast a strong 91% take up of residential at Camellia Town Centre by
2036 (16 year horizon), due in part to a small number of large landholders with underdeveloped sites, yet
this analysis was not relied upon by the GSC.

Benefits: The Case For Camellia-Rosehill
Little weight has been given to prioritising benefits when making a decision on phasing of the precincts.
While the PIC report plays lip service to measuring ‘net benefits’, the overriding theme of the PIC is
infrastructure cost effectiveness.
This submission demonstrates that the Camellia Town Centre exhibits very high levels of strategic alignment
with both the District Plan and with the PIC’s measurable economic benefits against key liveability,
sustainability and productivity objectives. As such it is considered to be a high benefit precinct, compared
with the status quo.
GPT requests Camellia-Rosehill be identified as a Phase 2 precinct, with the GSC to continue the
collaborative partnership with the private sector which has been underway since 2014.

Certainty: Sydney Olympic Park & Parramatta CBD
GPT acknowledges that the identification of SOP as a Phase 2 precinct is likely to be appropriate, given the
need to provide an additional mass transit option prior to the delivery of the SOP Town Centre. This
highlights the urgency for a timely delivery of Metro West and GPT calls for a prompt commitment to
Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2. More importantly, Government initiatives and support will be essential to meet
the District Plan objectives for the SOP ‘Lifestyle Super Precinct’. This includes education facilities, student
accommodation, and arts and culture.
GPT supports priority investment items identified in the GPOP PIC which will support the growth and
strength of the Parramatta CBD. This includes the Parramatta Light Rail Stage 1, Metro West, and the
Powerhouse arts and culture precinct.
Certainty on the timing and funding of the Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2 project should also be progressed.
Finally, longer term thinking needs to occur around the corridor protection for future Metro linking the Central
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River City to the future Western Parkland City and Aerotropolis to ensure that access between homes and
jobs is focused on fast and convenient mass transit.

Requested Actions
GPT requests the following actions by the GSC in response to this submission:
1. Provide interested parties with hard data on infrastructure costs, allocation across precincts and
assumed take up rates.
2. Provide detail of the gross and net benefits assessed for the each precinct, to more transparently inform
decision making.
3. Review the need for certain large scale costs associated with Camellia-Rosehill, where a more cost
effective alternate is available, and consider an alternative funding or delivery model for key
infrastructure items.
4. Review the equitable allocation of costs to Camellia-Rosehill, where such costs are required in due
course regardless of any development of the precinct.
5. Identify Camellia-Rosehill as a Phase 2 precinct, in order to support the investment in light rail and take
full advantage of the precinct’s strategic location close to the Parramatta CBD.
6. Recognise the extensive strategic and master planning undertaken in collaboration with Local and State
government over many years, and continue the collaborative partnership with the private sector in
Camellia-Rosehill.
7. Refine the PIC model to ensure that a pathway forward is identified for higher-cost, high-benefit precincts
such as Camellia-Rosehill.
8. Ensure certainty in funding and timeframes for key enabling infrastructure projects throughout GPOP.
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1.

ABOUT GPT

The GPT Group (GPT) is a listed property group. GPT is an active owner and manager of a $24.8 billion
diversified portfolio of high quality Australian retail, office and logistics property assets and a Funds
Management platform with $12.6 billion of property assets under management. Listed on the Australian
Securities Exchange (ASX) since 1971, GPT is today one of Australia's largest diversified listed property
groups, one of the top 50 listed stocks on the ASX by market capitalisation.
GPT has a keen interest in the regulatory and policy framework impacting its assets, including strategic and
statutory planning. GPT has long favoured a proactive and cooperative approach to working with all levels of
Government to achieve the highest quality outcomes for all stakeholders. This is evidenced in GPT’s delivery
of highly successful, city-shaping projects in locations as diverse as Rouse Hill, Charlestown, Macarthur and
Wollongong.
Urbis has been appointed to set out GPT’s response to the Greater Sydney Commission’s A City Supported
by Infrastructure: Place-based Infrastructure Compact Pilot (PIC).
GPT owns significant assets within the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula (GPOP) including:
•

Rosehill Business Park, Camellia

•

Sydney Olympic Park Future Town Centre

•

Quad 1 and 4 Business Park, Sydney Olympic Park

•

4 Murray Rose Avenue, Sydney Olympic Park

•

60 Station Street, Parramatta CBD

•

32 Smith Street, Parramatta CBD (under construction)

•

4 Holker Street, Newington

•

83 Derby Street, Silverwater

GPT appreciates the opportunity to provide comment to the PIC process and recommendations, and would
welcome the opportunity to meet to discuss.
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Partnerships
At its launch, the (then) Growth Infrastructure Compact model was intended to be a model of collaboration
between State and local government bodies, utility providers and the private sector. In 2017, GPT wrote to
the (then) Department of Planning and Environment to support the establishment of Growth Infrastructure
Compacts:
…to facilitate cooperation between government, business and the community to realise jobs
and housing growth targets. ‘Growth Infrastructure Compacts’ are considered to be a
preferential iteration of ‘Collaboration Areas’, as the former acknowledges the importance of
including business and the community in the cooperative process.
In the case of the GPOP PIC, this collaboration did not occur as GPT understood it would. Tellingly, while a
total of 21 ‘partners’ are listed in the PIC (including GSC and iNSW), the partners do not include local
government, the private sector or the community.
Instead, Parramatta and Cumberland Council are said to have merely provided “valuable local insights and
expertise with respect to key steps in the PIC method”. And the private sector has been completely excluded
from the PIC preparation. Further, no community engagement occurred in relation to exploring the placemaking potential of the PIC or the community sentiment associated with transformative scenarios of each
precinct and its benefits to future liveability of GPOP.

Transparency
While the PIC claims to not be a ‘black box’ model, all evidence is to the contrary. The inclusions,
assumptions, weighting, apportionment and balance between costs and benefits is invisible and denies the
opportunity of stakeholders to meaningfully comment on the PIC recommendations.
As identified in Figure 20 of the PIC, the PIC report shows private sector can make up to 37-46% of capital
costs associated with infrastructure investment. To not provide the data or include the private sector in the
PIC model process may limit the effectiveness of the outcomes determined.
GPT requests access to the data inputs and assumptions which underpin the cost per additional
resident calculation.

Benefits
The PIC claims to have measured place-based benefits of each precinct under the categories of
sustainability, livability and productivity, and assigned those benefits a monetary value. Despite this, there is
no clues provided in the PIC documentation as to how these elements were measured or what dollar values
were assigned. The PIC also provides no indication of the findings of the relative benefits of each precinct,
arising from economic place-based benefit assessment. This goes to the transparency issue outlined above.
However a greater concern in relation to benefits is that it appears that little weight has been given to
prioritising benefits when making a decision on phasing of the precincts. While the PIC plays lip service to
measuring ‘net benefits’, the overriding theme of the PIC cost effectiveness.
In GPT’s opinion, the choice of locations to invest in should not only be based on cost effectiveness but also
on relative uplift on quality of sustainability, livability and productivity outcomes – that is, the cost benefit
ratio. Further, the measure of outcomes should be relative to the future potential status quo – that is, what
would the future outcomes have been without the infrastructure investment?

Certainty
Despite ‘reconsidering’ precincts including Camellia, the GPOP PIC includes a list of 100 or so infrastructure
projects required to support GPOP in general and the Phase 1 precincts. These projects are, on the whole,
not yet subject to committed funding by the Government, putting the growth potential and place-based
outcomes of even the Phase 1 precincts in doubt. Therefore, still not providing certainty of outcomes.
Uncertainty impacts on key projects supporting key precincts such as Parramatta CBD and SOP. GPT
highlights the urgency for a timely delivery of Metro West, commitment to Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2,
education and student accommodation at SOP, and arts and culture at both SOP and Parramatta CBD.
We further understand that if the Government adopts the recommendations of GSC to discontinue planning
and funding support for a number of precincts such as Camellia-Rosehill, then non-precinct specific
infrastructure costs previously apportioned to resident and job growth within these ‘reconsidered’ precincts
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(for example PLR Stage 1, PLR Stage 2, Metro West, Recycled Water Facility and state road upgrades) will
have to reallocated to other Phase 1 and 2 precincts proportionately to their future population and job
growth. This will simply transfer the infrastructure cost-effectiveness and affordability issue elsewhere and
stifle development viability of other Phase 1 and 2 precincts – and in particular precincts with the greatest
forecasted population and jobs growth.
The PIC does not acknowledge the infrastructure re-apportionment issue within the report, nor does it
provide a revised Figure 3, comparative costs bar chart to demonstrate how the PIC model has improved
GPOP infrastructure viability across the precincts through its Phase 1 to 3 planning.
The outcomes are therefore highly uncertain and the PIC model needs to be reviewed in this light. It is
important to also accommodate those precincts which have potential to generate growth, benefits and
landholder investment in the short term, such as Camellia-Rosehill, rather than rely on uncertain outcomes in
prioritised precincts.

2.3.

REFINING THE PIC MODEL FOR HIGHER COST, HIGH BENEFIT PRECINCTS

GPT submits that the Pilot PIC model process has identified an issue that needs to be addressed as part of
the overall PIC process.
That is, rather than ‘reconsidering’ precincts that are identified by the PIC Model as having high scale
infrastructure costs to accommodate new residents or jobs, how can finite resources be better harnessed to
continue to support high-benefit precincts, and preserve the transformative scenarios of these precincts?
GPT submits that this can best be achieved through engagement and partnerships with local government
and private sector.
As the PIC model is applied to other key areas across western Sydney, there is the strong need for
collaboration with local government and private sector.
Otherwise, it is certain that other essential and significant growth precincts (state, regional and even
nationally significant precincts) will face similar dilemmas to that of precincts within GPOP ‘reconsidered’ by
the model for not being ‘cost effective’
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3.

CAMELLIA ROSEHILL

3.1.

GPT’S CAMELLIA LANDHOLDING

GPT owns the Rosehill Business Park at 11 Grand Avenue, an 8 hectare site with 43,000sqm of gross
leasable area. The site is used for warehouse and basic logistics purposes, despite its IN3 Heavy Industrial
zoning.
The major tenant (circa 30,000sqm GLA) is set to vacate a purpose built facility in 2022, with other leases to
expire within 2-3 years of that date. This substantial site will then be ready for redevelopment.
Figure 2 – GPT Camellia site

Source: GPT

The GPT site has been earmarked as a key site to meet the Government’s consistently expressed vision to
create a new town centre on the Parramatta River at Camellia, with beautiful parks and open spaces, a
revitalised riverfront, and an active street life that is connected to Greater Parramatta. With this vision in
mind, the Department in consultation with key stakeholders, including City of Parramatta Council, prepared
the draft master plan to deliver a mixed use town centre for up to 10,000 dwellings and 200,000 sqm of nonresidential, i.e. retail/ commercial floor space, and supportive social and transport infrastructure.
GPT’s land is a key site within the town centre, boasting 200 metres of direct frontage to the Parramatta
River and is within 300 metres of the Camellia Parramatta Light Rail station. Under the draft Camellia Town
Centre Master Plan which was exhibited in 2018, GPT’s land was identified for future mixed-use zoning with
2,100 apartments, open space and a future school site.
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3.2.

GSC RECOMMENDATION TO ‘RECONSIDER’ CAMELLIA TOWN CENTRE

The GSC recommends that Camellia-Rosehill be excluded from Phase 1 and 2 release, which would mean
the existing zoning and land uses would remain for the long term (40 years plus).
The PIC notes that if this finding is adopted, a reconsideration of the draft Camellia Town Centre Master Plan
and an amendment to the Central City District Plan will be required to accommodate the change in strategy
for Camellia.
GPT is deeply disappointed in GSC’s recommendation to reconsider Camellia Town Centre masterplan. Six
years of work and investment by Parramatta Council, Department of Planning Infrastructure and the
Environment, in partnership with key landholders, is proposed to be discarded.
The following strategic planning documents built a clear mandate for the Camellia Town Centre over many
years:
•

2014 A Plan for Growing Sydney, Department Planning & Environment

•

2014 21st Century Business, Industry and Entertainment Precinct, City of Parramatta

•

2015 Camellia Land use & Infrastructure Strategy, Department Planning

•

2016 Greater Parramatta and the Olympic Peninsula (GPOP) 2016, Greater Sydney Commission

•

2017 Parramatta Growth Area Interim Land Use and Infrastructure Implementation Plan, Department
Planning & Environment

•

2018 Draft Camellia Town Centre Master Plan, Department of Planning

•

2018 Central West District Plan, Greater Sydney Commission

•

2018 A Metropolis of Three Cities – the Greater Sydney Region Plan, Greater Sydney Commission

•

2019 Draft City of Parramatta Housing Strategy, City of Parramatta

•

2019 Draft Parramatta Local Strategic Planning Statement, City of Parramatta

Walking away from Camellia Town Centre misses a significant renewal opportunity with substantial benefits
for GPOP. The opportunity for delivery of 10,000 homes for 21,000 people on the doorstep of Parramatta
CBD, and the creation of 5,000 jobs will be lost. We question the ability of the Central City to deliver the
housing and jobs envisaged under the District Plans without this precinct.
Camellia has much to offer. Benefits are considerable. With the Parramatta Stage 1 Light Rail
construction underway and landholder commitment, GPT submits to the GSC that the CamelliaRosehill precinct be changed to a Phase 2 precinct, to allow for a unique PIC pilot program where
private and public sectors can collaborate (landowners, local government and PIC department
contributors) to determine if the transformative vision for Camellia-Rose Hill can be ‘unlocked’ rather
than discarded.
This public-private collaboration can then be applied to all future PIC model precincts in other study areas
where similar infrastructure costs could inhibit transformative outcomes from being delivered.
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A concern with this is that some of the residential and job uplift to the east of the precinct boundary may
have been assigned to Camellia Industrial. This would significantly reduce the uplift assigned to CamelliaRosehill and increased the cost per additional resident or job.
No other government lead masterplan traverses two precincts and in some instances such as the Carter
Street Precinct, the precinct is enlarged to include additional areas not part of the Carter Street Masterplan,
which could improve the cost per additional resident or job. GPT seeks definitive clarification of this matter.

Take up rates- Conservative
We understand that the costs allocated to the Camellia-Rosehill precinct were divided by the forecast
number of homes and jobs at the 20 year mark. The GSC indicated at a meeting that this assumed “only
partial” take up within 20 years, thereby reducing the population of residents and jobs at 20 years and thus
increasing the cost per additional resident or job.
In contrast, the City of Parramatta’s Draft Housing Strategy 2019 forecast a strong 91% take up of residential
at Camellia Town Centre by 2036 (16 year horizon). GPT questions why the GSC would not utilise existing
data and analysis of the City of Parramatta that informs the basis of the Central City and GPOP District Plans
the PIC is fundamentally analysing?
Camellia-Rosehill precinct is owned by a small number of large landholders within the property industry who
are actively engaged with local and state government. The land is disused, under- used or subject to leases
due to expire in the immediate future. Landholders are motivated to develop in the short term. As such, GPT
submits that full take-up could be assumed within the 20 year time horizon..

Consideration of Benefits – Limited
From our review of the PIC, it appears that little weight has been given to prioritising benefits when making a
decision on phasing of the precincts. While the PIC plays lip service to measuring ‘net benefits’, the
overriding theme of the PIC is infrastructure cost effectiveness. The following section addresses how
Camellia meets the key liveability, sustainability and productivity objectives set out in the PIC and the Central
City District Plan.
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✓

A city in its

C13 Protecting and improving the health

landscape

and enjoyment of the District’s waterways

maximises solar access, connectivity, and

Valuing green spaces

Potential Indicator: Increased urban tree

openness to the Parramatta River,

and landscape

canopy

including 13 ha of public open space and

C14 Creating a Parkland City urban

✓

structure and identity, with South Creek as

A unique built form and street network that

community and recreation facilities,
including a new 8.4 ha riverfront parkland
along the Parramatta River.

a defining spatial element

This would enable the regeneration of
C15 Protecting and enhancing bushland,

✓

Camellia’s degraded natural and historical

biodiversity and scenic and cultural

assets, including the Parramatta River

landscapes

foreshore, to create a clean and healthy

C16 Increasing urban tree canopy cover

✓

environment.

and delivering Green Grid connections
Potential Indicator: Expanded Greater
Sydney Green Grid
C17 Delivering high quality open space

✓

C18 Better managing rural areas

N/A
✓

A resilient city

C20 Adapting to the impacts of urban and

Adapting to a

natural hazards and climate change

create a uniform ground plane across the

changing world

Potential Indicator: Number of councils with

town centre that addresses flooding and

standardised statewide natural hazard

provides the basis for a good public

information

domain outcome.
✓

A comprehensive Landfill Strategy to

An efficient city

C19 Reducing carbon emissions and

Potential for additional pedestrian and/or

Using resources

managing energy, water and waste

active transport bridges over Parramatta

wisely

efficiently

River connecting to Rydalmere.

Potential Indicator: Reduced transportrelated greenhouse gas emissions
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4.

SYDNEY OLYMPIC PARK

GPT has long term leaseholds over a number of properties in Sydney Olympic Park (SOP)
•

Quad 1 and 4 Business Park;

•

4 Murray Rose Avenue; and most significantly

•

Five strategically located commercial properties within the central precinct of SOP, with a combined land
area of 5.2ha, comprising the future SOP Town Centre.

GPT has been pursuing a town centre masterplan in collaboration with the Sydney Olympic Park Authority
(SOPA) and NSW Government over the past 10 years, which has resulted in its landholdings becoming
integral to the delivery of a new metro station as part of the $20 billion Metro West.

Future Growth
The Sydney Olympic Park Masterplan 2030, approved in August 2018, provides a GFA entitlement to GPT’s
land of up to 250,000sqm, comprising a mix of residential, office, retail and community space, excluding the
Metro West project.
GPT understands that SOPA is revising the Masterplan 2030 to account for the intervention of the Metro
station, and a meaningful further increase in the permissible GFA across SOP is anticipated as a result.

Phase 2 Precinct
GPT notes that the PIC recommends phasing of SOP as a Phase 2 precinct (Grown Next Precincts), citing
the timeframes and alignment with the Metro West delivery and Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2. This phasing
is not unexpected, given the need to provide an additional mass transit option prior to the delivery of the
Town Centre in particular.

Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2
Commitment to the delivery of Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2 project is essential. It can provide a stop gap to
a delayed Metro West. Further, the benefits of this infrastructure such will boost not only SOP but
neighbouring precincts Carter Street and Wentworth Point and the broader GPOP region.

Culture and Education
SOP is identified in the District Plan as a ‘Lifestyle Super Precinct’. To facilitate this transition, SOP needs
anchors which serve numerous purposes, predominantly serving to broaden the appeal of the precinct and
activate it outside of office hours and event mode. This activation is unlikely to happen without Governmentled initiatives and support which will be crucial to the successful introduction and integration of uses such as
tertiary education, including student accommodation, and arts and cultural destinations.
In relation to primary and secondary education, GPT strongly supports the identification of school sites to
service existing and future population growth .
GPT is optimistic that the need for additional social infrastructure being recognised for Sydney Olympic Park
within the PIC will result in a degree of traction around the provision of resources. It is essential for primary
and secondary schools to be established, in addition to a significant tertiary education facility within Sydney
Olympic Park to support residential growth in the area, and reflect its role in the region.

Neighbouring Precincts
GPT notes that that neighbouring developments within the Carter Street Precinct and Wentworth Point have
been prioritised as Phase 1. These relatively new precincts have already been planned based on population
forecasts using standard planning and funding mechanisms. It is expected that the PIC model is skewed in
favour of these precincts, apportioning very limited additional infrastructure costs to those precincts and
therefore reducing the cost per additional resident or job.
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5.

PARRAMATTA CBD

GPT is the owner of two major commercial office buildings in Parramatta,: the landmark 60 Station Street,
and the premium and 32 Smith Street development which is currently under construction.
From the perspective of Parramatta CBD, a ‘Phase 1’ precinct, GPT is supportive of the Transformative and
Visionary Scenarios.
GPT supports priority investment items identified in the GPOP PIC which will support the growth and
strength of the Parramatta CBD. This includes the Parramatta Light Rail Stage 1, Metro West, and the
Powerhouse arts and culture precinct.
Certainty on the timing and funding of the Parramatta Light Rail Stage 2 project should also be progressed.
longer term thinking needs to occur around the corridor protection for future Metro linking the Central River
City to the future Western Parkland City and Aerotropolis to ensure that access between homes and jobs is
focused on fast and convenient mass transit.
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PARRAMATTA CBD
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6.

REQUESTED ACTIONS

GPT requests the following actions by the GSC in response to this submission:
1. Provide interested parties with hard data on infrastructure costs, allocation across precincts and
assumed take up rates.
2. Provide detail of the gross and net benefits assessed for the each precinct, to more transparently inform
decision making.
3. Review the need for certain large scale costs associated with Camellia-Rosehill, where a more cost
effective alternate is available, and consider an alternative funding or delivery model for key
infrastructure items.
4. Review the equitable allocation of costs to Camellia-Rosehill, where such costs are required in due
course regardless of any development of the precinct.
5. Identify Camellia-Rosehill as a Phase 2 precinct, in order to support the investment in light rail and take
full advantage of the precinct’s strategic location close to the Parramatta CBD.
6. Recognise the extensive strategic and master planning undertaken in collaboration with Local and State
government over many years, and continue the collaborative partnership with the private sector in
Camellia-Rosehill.
7. Refine the PIC model to ensure that a pathway forward is identified for higher-cost, high-benefit precincts
such as Camellia-Rosehill.
8. Ensure certainty in funding and timeframes for key enabling infrastructure projects throughout GPOP.
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